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ABSTRACT

Reusabili ty is an important technique for improving software productivity and quali ty.

Significant academic and industrial effort has been put into the study of reuse in various

phases of the software li fecycle, viz. requirements, design, and implementation (coding).

The impact and feasibilit y of reuse in the testing phase has only recently been explored.

Testing is an important method for assuring the quali ty of many systems and it frequently

consumes a major portion of the software li fecycle cost. Techniques for improving the

productivity of software testing while maintaining software quali ty are important for

many industries.

This thesis applies reusabili ty to the testing phase. A li fecycle approach to testing is

taken, and strategies for designing reusable test artifacts are discussed for each stage of

the testing li fecycle, viz. test specification, test design, and test implementation (test

cases).

For the specification phase, an approach to specifying test cases using domain

abstractions is discussed. This is applied to specifying test cases for a safety-criti cal

medical device, viz. a cardiac pacemaker, and reused as the system evolves. Results from

this application are presented. In the design phase, common test designs used during unit

and integration testing are captured as patterns. A conceptual framework for unit and

integration testing is presented using these test design patterns. This is applied to unit

testing an industrial application and results from the application are presented. In the test

implementation phase, important industrial issues in test case reuse (regression testing)

such as test revalidation, test case dependency, and test sequencing are discussed.
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Existing approaches to test case reuse are critiqued in light of these issues. In addition,

some important system constraints commonly tested are identified, and an approach using

Method Framework Sequence Specifications is presented to specify and test these

constraints. Finally, a conceptual framework for developing and testing safety-criti cal

systems is presented. This is applied to testing a cardiac rhythm management device and

lessons learned are presented.
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1. Reusable Strategies for Testing Safety-Critical Systems

1.1 Introduction

Over the years, the cost of software development has come to dominate the cost of

developing computer-based systems. This trend can be attributed to a number of reasons.

The primary ones being the fall i n the cost of hardware, dramatic improvement in

hardware and enabling technology, and the increasing use of software in all domains, be

it milit ary, commercial or business.

This software development cost can be distributed over the entire software li fecycle.

Doing so gives us an idea of how different phases contribute to this cost. It has been

shown that verification and maintenance are two of the primary resource consumers when

it comes to software. In fact, almost 50-60% of the software development cost is spent on

these two phases alone [Beizer 90, Tsai 93, Onoma 95].

This chapter provides an overview of some of the main technological foci of this thesis. It

discusses the current state of these technologies and some of the characteristics of safety-

criti cal systems that make the use of these techniques beneficial. It then provides an

overview of this thesis, and discusses its contribution.

1.1.1 Software Reusability

The increasing reliance on software has led to considerable research on methods to

improve productivity. One important method, that has a significant impact not only on

productivity but also on quali ty, is reuse [Colin 91, Lonn 98, Liao 97, Griss 93, Hall 92,
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Isoda 92]. Reuse has been defined as the use of a given piece of software in solving more

than one problem [Hall 92]. Significant academic and industrial effort has been put into

the study of reuse in various phases of the software li fecycle, viz. requirements, design,

and coding (implementation) [Booch 94, Coplien 95, Fowler 97, Rumba 91, UML 97,

Vlissides 95,]. However reuse is not limited to these artifacts. Reuse can also be applied

to knowledge (domain), ideas, experience and processes [Brown 98, Gardner 98]. In spite

of all this potential, not much work has been done in studying the impact and feasibili ty

of reuse in the testing phase of the software li fecycle. In fact, most of the artifacts

associated with this phase such as test specification, test design, test cases, and test

analysis, can be reused.

“Software reuse can be more easily enabled if the testing [of the code] in

the previous environment is still applicable to the new environment”

[Voas 95] .

1.1.2 Software Testing

Software testing frequently consumes a large amount of the software li fecycle cost and

any reduction in testing cost while maintaining software quali ty can lead to significant

software cost reduction [Haiying 98, Onoma 98, Tsai 93]. While different companies use

various software testing techniques in their software development and maintenance

processes, the test cases that are developed to test a piece of software are usually very

expensive to develop, execute, and maintain [Beizer 90]. Still , not much study of testing,

and especially reusabili ty in testing, has been done. [Beizer 90] says:
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“T he literature of programming is dominated by design issues. Some

otherwise excellent books [on software engineering] have nothing [or

littl e] to say about testing” .

Although recently there have been some interesting publications on testing [Beizer 95,

Chung 94, Fried 95, Johnson 95, Kirani 94a, Kit 95, Kung 98, Marick 95, Siegel 96b],

there are few [DeLano 99], if any, that have addressed reusabili ty of testing artifacts.

The Quali ty Assurance Institute’s annual survey on software testing shows that until

recently about 80% of major US companies did not maintain or reuse their test products.

Of these, about 50% of the companies thought that this was because of a lack of proper

methodologies, techniques, and processes [QAI 96, QAI 97, QAI 98].

1.1.3 Safety-Critical Systems

Some of the main characteristics of safety-criti cal systems that make the application of

reusable testing strategies extremely beneficial are:

�  Str ingent Reliabili ty, Safety, and Quality Requirements: Typically, these systems

have extremely stringent reliabili ty, safety and quali ty requirements imposed on them

[FDA 89, FDA 91, Elli ot 94, Mojdeh 94a]. This is because failure of these systems

usually results in hazards to the users, and the environment in which the system is

used. Medical devices are a typical example, as failure of these usually results in

injury to the patient and may harm the clinician and the clinical surroundings. For

such systems, testing is an important activity to assure system reliabili ty, safety, and

quali ty [Cantu 87, Leveson 95, Storey 96].
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 “T here are three basic approaches to achieving reliabilit y [of safety-

criti cal systems] – 1) Testing – lots of it; 2) Software fault tolerance; and

3) Fault avoidance – by formal specification and verification, automatic

program synthesis and reusable modules” [Lawren 92] .

�  Evolution: Safety-criti cal systems are usually evolving systems, which means that

they undergo a small amount of change from one version of a product to the next. For

example, in the case of medical devices, the system is based on human physiology

and undergoes changes when new therapies are developed. This evolving nature lends

itself nicely to reuse.

“ Systems evolve by acquiring new components and loosing obsolete ones.

The task of developing evolving systems becomes one of integrating

existing systems with new components” [Hender 89]

In addition, in an industrial environment, the systems being developed are families of

products, where the products share a lot of functionali ty among them.

If system artifacts are designed with reuse in mind, they can be adopted to new

versions of the system with relative ease [Bassett 97, Karlsson 95]. This when applied

to testing has the potential to provide tremendous benefit.

�  Complex, Dynamic Environment: Safety-criti cal systems are complex systems that

must respond to various internal and external events. In the case of medical devices,

these events have multiple sources and are not always controlled by the software. The

dynamic nature of these systems complicates the testing effort. All possible event

combinations need to be predicted and accounted for [Jorgens 98]. The need for a
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stringent testing process and strict methodologies to implement the process is primary

because of these reasons. [Bowen 92] states that:

“ Such [safety-criti cal] systems consist of many subcomponents which are

tightly coupled and have highly complex interactions. The binding of

application to operating-system to architecture is a prime example of a

tightly coupled system” .

1.2 Beneficial System Characteristics

Considering the nature of safety-criti cal systems and the large effort required for testing

[Onoma 98], some of the characteristics that any test solution must possess are:

�  Simple and effective: Due to the complexity of these systems [Bowen 92], and the

various safety and reliabili ty requirements, testing is criti cal and requires significant

effort. Often a test engineer requires several weeks to develop and execute a test case

for a specific task of the system due to the complexity of the system [Poona 97]. Any

technique that can make this testing process eff icient and effective is highly desirable.

In addition, the tight schedules and pre-defined tasks make it diff icult for the

engineers to switch to newer technology that have steep learning curves. Thus, the

technique must be simple and easy to understand, so that it can be learned in a short

period.

�  Reusable: As products evolve into a family of products, the software li fecycle

artifacts such as requirements, design, implementation, test specifications, test design,

and test implementation, developed for these products by various engineers have
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significant overlap among them. Due to the complexity of these systems, reuse of

these artifacts, especially test artifacts; within and across products has been diff icult.

The time and effort in the testing phase can be drastically reduced if commonali ty

among products is reused [Voas 95].

�  Universally Understandable: In a typical industrial environment, different engineers

are involved in product development at various stages. The domain experts or system

analysts develop the system requirements, while the software engineers design and

implement the software for the requirements. Hence, the software engineer must have

some knowledge of the domain to understand the requirements, and the domain

experts must have some system knowledge to shape the requirements. However,

typically, domain experts may not know everything about the software architecture

and test environments to verify whether the software system satisfies its requirements.

In addition, a software engineer may not know the domain well enough to see if the

software satisfies the domain-level requirements. This lack of respective domain

knowledge often leads to long testing cycles. It is desirable that the domain experts

and the software engineers have a common domain vocabulary that they can both

understand and use. The domain experts can use the vocabulary to specify the

functionali ty of the system and software engineers can use it for development and

testing. [Krueg 92] noted that:

“ For a software reuse technique to be effective, it must reduce the

cognitive distance from the initial concept of a system to its final

executable implementation”
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1.3 Thesis Overview

This thesis attempts to investigate and present reusable strategies for testing. A li fecycle

approach to testing is taken, and techniques for designing reusable test artifacts in

different phases of the testing li fecycle [Scott 96] are discussed.

The concentration of this thesis is on techniques for designing reusable software testing

artifacts. In cases where abundant literature exists, this thesis attempts to analyze and

critique the existing techniques and present pointers for improvement.

Although the techniques presented can be universally applied to different domains, the

characteristics of safety-criti cal systems discussed in section 1.1.3, make them more

suitable for such systems. Although most of the examples are based on safety-critical

medical devices, examples from other domains are included throughout this thesis to

ill ustrate the universal applicabili ty of the techniques presented.

1.3.1 Background

A large portion of the work here has been applied at Guidant Corporation’s Cardiac

Rhythm Management division (Guidant). Guidant has been involved in manufacturing

safety-criti cal medical devices for over twenty-five years.  They manufacture implantable

Cardiac Pacemakers, and Defibrill ators. They also develop external Programmer

Recorder Monitors (PRMs) to control and configure the implantable devices.

Cardiac-rhythm management systems are implantable medical devices used to monitor

human hearts and provide appropriate therapy in case of malfunction [Ellen 92]. These

systems consist of both software and hardware components tightly coupled with one
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another. Software is constrained by the hardware; the size of the software, the memory

and, the programming language used depends on the hardware. A small change in the

physical hardware can greatly affect the software architecture. These devices have

approximately hundreds of thousand lines of code and are required to be reliable, safe

and eff icient to control both the external and internal operations of the cardiac rhythm

management systems [Elli ott 94, Mojdeh 94b].

In developing a family of products, the functional requirements may not vary a lot

between products, but the hardware requirements could change considerably and they

may greatly affect the entire system. For example, a change in the product requirement

may dictate a decrease in the size and weight of a pacemaker, which may result in the use

of smaller (and different) processing units. In such a case, it would be difficult to reuse

test artifacts that are highly dependent on the previous hardware architecture. Much of the

testing needs to be redone in this case as identification and removal of faults from these

systems is of utmost importance [FDA 89, FDA 91, Mojdeh 94a].

In such an environment, where a family of products is being developed, the main factor

controlli ng the changes across products is technology. Newer technology dictates

enhancements or redesigns in the features of the software, and subsequent re-verification.

For example, earlier versions of the pacemaker provided only the pacing feature.

Advances in technology allowed sensing of the heartbeat before providing pacing.

Significant changes in software architecture were required to add this feature. This

change in the software architecture affected artifacts throughout the software engineering

li fecycle [Mojdeh 94a, Poona 97, Poona 98].
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Figure 1: Architecture of a Gener ic Pacemaker
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The following components are from an existing cardiac-rhythm management device that

has functionali ty to deal with both Tachycardia and Bradycardia pacing [Ellen 92]. The

device has several primary components. These components are all i nter-dependent on

each other for their correct operation. They are referenced in examples throughout this

thesis:

Magnet: An external magnet, which when applied to the patient causes the implantable to

function in certain ways depending on the current state of the system and patient.

Mode: A feature that controls the device mode changes for the device. The current device

mode can be either one of shelf, detect, therapy and sense. Various components can

request temporary mode changes concurrently. The Mode feature of the device is

responsible for controlli ng all these requests and ensuring that the mode changes are

not contradictory to the permanent device mode and the current state of the system.

Battery: A lithium battery is used in the device. The battery has a corresponding software

task that takes certain actions on detecting that the battery li fe is below a certain limit ,

or if the state of the battery is such that it may pose a hazard to the patient.
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Capacitor: The capacitor is criti cal to the proper functioning of the device. This is

supposed to ensure that in case of shock delivery, the capacitor is charged to the

appropriate levels and that the shock delivered is within the acceptable voltage

parameters.

Sensor: The criti cal function of the sensor is to sense the heart beat at both atrial and

ventricular chambers. Sensor activates the pacer, and sets the appropriate operational

mode for the device.

Pacer: This works closely with the mode, and sensor to deliver therapy when the sensor

activates it.

Beeper: The beeper’s main functionali ty is to give an audible indication of the initiation

or completion of operations. In addition, the beeper also sometimes gives an

indication of device malfunction.

Fault: The fault task detects any device faults that occur and takes the appropriate action.

1.3.2 Thesis Outline

Figure 2 ill ustrates an outline of the material discussed in this thesis. The assertion here is

that these techniques when applied to a safety-criti cal software system would yield a

more reliable, safe, retestable, and maintainable system. They provide a set of effective,

reusable techniques that can evolve easily with the system.

This thesis addresses techniques at different phases of the test li fecycle. Consequently, an

effort is made to present each chapter such that it can be read independent of the other

chapters.
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Figure 2: Thesis Outline
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1.3.2.1 Strategies for Reusable Test Specification

This chapter presents techniques for developing reusable test specifications. Test

specification reuse is important as it provides reuse at an abstract level. This provides a

universally understandable technique so that domain experts, who are usually not

software engineers can play a greater role in designing test cases. Domain specific test

cases are usually the most effective [Onoma 98]. In addition, the abstractions enhance

reuse as they decouple the specification of the test case from the test system architecture,

and test design.

This chapter presents reusable strategies for test specification based on domain

abstractions and system level scenarios. It also discusses a case study based on applying

these techniques to testing a safety-criti cal application. The concepts presented in this

chapter are applied to developing a layered framework for testing that is discussed in

detail i n chapter 6.

1.3.2.2 Strategies for Reusable Test Design

This chapter takes the design pattern approach to documenting test designs. [Gamma 94]

has mentioned that patterns are an effective way of documenting and communicating

designs that recur during system development. Patterns can also be used as a systematic

way of documenting design decisions made during testing. Documenting test case design

is essential for reusabilit y. Design patterns help aid reusabili ty by providing a well -

documented choice of design alternatives [Busch 98]. This chapter documents two design
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patterns that are used frequently for testing safety-criti cal applications at Guidant. This

chapter also discusses a framework for unit testing using the patterns discussed. [Beizer

90] aptly summarizes the importance of unit testing:

“ …No matter how elegant the methods used to test a system, how

complete the documentation, how structured the architecture, the

development plans, the project reviews, the walkthroughs, the data-base

management, the configuration control – no matter how advanced the

entire panoply of techniques – all will come to nothing and the project will

fail , if the unit level software, the individual routines, have not been

properly tested.”

Results from applying this technique at Guidant are presented and compared against a

conventional way of performing unit testing using a debugger.

1.3.2.3 Strategies for Test Implementation (Test Case) Reuse

There have been numerous excellent articles on test case reuse [Agrawal 93, Chen 94,

Kaiser 93, Leung 89, Leung 90, Mayr 94, Rother 93, Rother 94b, White 93]. The

literature has concentrated on techniques to reduce test cases through test case

minimization techniques [Rother 94a, Rother 94c]. Other issues such as test case

revalidation, test case dependency and test case sequencing are also important to reusing

test cases for complex systems such as safety-criti cal applications. This chapter discusses

these issues and compares some of the popular techniques to minimize test cases in light

of these different issues.
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1.3.2.4 Strategies for Testing Object-Oriented Frameworks

The increasing popularity of object-oriented frameworks [IBMSF 97, Bohrer 97, Chapp

96, D’Souza 99, Ebner 99, Gervae 96] has increased the focus on reuse and rapid

application development [Sodhi 98]. Applications developed using object-oriented

frameworks require extensive testing [Tsai 98, Tsai 99, Zhu 98].

This presents new challenges for specifying and testing such applications. The traditional

testing techniques and strategies must be modified to suit the framework based

development environment. Method Sequence Specifications (MtSS) and Message

Sequence Specifications (MgSS) [Kirani 94b, Kung 98, Wang 97] are popular techniques

for specifying object-oriented systems. Message Framework Sequence Specifications

(MfSS) [Tsai 99] are based on MtSS and MgSS, and are used to specify important

properties of frameworks such as communication between objects, dynamic binding,

dynamic typing, and exception handling.

Safety-criti cal systems have a number of different characteristics that need to be tested.

The literature has addressed some of these characteristics [Edwards 93, Clarke 97, Jeff

97, Johnson 95, Vishnu 96, Wang 97, Warmer 98], but has not addressed many of the

other important constraints on safety- and mission-criti cal systems. This chapter

discusses extensions to MfSS, which are used for specifying test case sequences and

automatically generating test cases. The proposed extensions capture information about

constrains on objects such as data, history, timing and type related constraints; which are

some of the most important properties that need to be tested for safety-criti cal

applications. These constraint specifications can then be used to refine and facilit ate test
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case generation. This chapter also presents examples using a mission criti cal distributed

banking example to ill ustrate how important characteristics of the system can be

specified, and test cases generated.

1.3.2.5 Framework for Testing Safety-Critical Systems

This chapter discusses the development of a framework for safety-criti cal medical

devices in an industrial environment. A customizable framework with reusable objects is

important in designing families of products that share large parts of their functionali ty

[Johnson 93, Taligent 95, Zhu 98]. Since products at Guidant share significant portions of

their functionali ty, development of common frameworks and reusable components could

be used to reduce the costs in every phase of development [Isoda 92, McClure 97, Müller

97, Selic 94, Seigel 96a].

This chapter discusses a layered framework for testing safety-criti cal systems. It builds

upon the concepts discussed in chapter 2, and presents results showing how a systematic

approach to reuse can further enhance productivity. Parts of the framework are being

used at Guidant to test safety-criti cal cardiac pacemakers and defibrill ators. The chapter

also presents lessons learned from applying this framework for testing and some of the

productivity improvements obtained.
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2. Strategies for Reusable Test Specifications

2.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses testing of a safety-criti cal system in an industrial environment

using a reusable technique for specifying test cases. Safety-criti cal systems, such as

medical devices, which consist of a variety of software, hardware and firmware

components, need to be rigorously tested for safety and reliabili ty. Identification and

removal of faults from these systems is of utmost importance [FDA 89, FDA 91, Mojdeh

94a]. These devices have approximately hundreds of thousand lines of code and are

required to be reliable, safe and efficient to control both the external and internal

operations [Elli ott 94, Mojdeh 94b].

Section 2.2 describes the issues and problems in applying reusabili ty in testing. Section

2.3 presents various steps in the reuse-oriented approach to testing, parts of which are

automated.  Sections 2.4 and 2.5 describe our experience in using this approach in testing

a cardiac pacemaker.

2.2 System Characteristics and Implications

In addition to the characteristics discussed in section 1.1.3, the following are also

applicable to safety-criti cal systems in an industrial environment.

�  The products are mission-criti cal real-time systems and so they undergo rigorous

multiple stages of testing and revalidation, which include requirements validation,
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design and code reviews, unit, component, and integration testing, and field

evaluation.

�  Engineers usually work against pre-determined schedules and have specific

deliverables assigned to them. There is usually concurrent development and testing of

products at different stages at a given time.

�  Experts from different domains work on the development of a product at various

stages. These include physicians, software engineers, electrical engineers, industrial

and manufacturing engineers.

As we are dealing with testing, we discuss the implications of these characteristics on the

testing process with respect to some of the characteristics discussed in section 1.2.

�  The need for simplicity and effectiveness is dictated by the system characteristics

described in items 1, and 2 above, and item 1 in section 1.1.3.

�  The need for reusabili ty follows from items 1 above and item 2 in section 1.1.3.

�  The need for universal understandabili ty and abstractions is dictated by item 3 above.

This chapter proposes an approach that assists test engineers, developing a family of

products, in improving the productivity of the testing process. This approach takes

advantage of the potential for reusabili ty that exists in the system. The process

emphasizes reuse of existing test artifacts from earlier testing stages (within product) and

from earlier product testing (across products).
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2.3 Reusable Test Specifications

In a safety criti cal system, due to high coupling, and software architecture changes, test

case code is not a good starting point for reuse. This diff iculty in reusing at the code level

led to an investigation of the right levels for reuse.

On further analysis of pacemaker products, it was found that although the software

architecture changed across products, the major components of the system remained

unchanged for every single product. These components were generic system components

such as magnet, sensor, pacer, battery, beeper, and, capacitor (Figure 1). This was

because the basic requirements for a pacemaker are usually stable; as the needs dictated

by human physiology remain the same. Furthermore, the basic functionali ty of these

components also remained the same across products, although the design and

implementation were different.

We call these components System Components (SC). Organizing the test reuse

information around these SCs at an abstract level helps in overcoming the tight coupling

between the test case and the implementation that hinders reusabili ty.

2.3.1 Scenario Based Approach for Test Specification

This approach is based on domain level abstractions to decouple the conceptual model

from the implementation details, to keep the test cases architecture independent.

At the domain level, this approach focuses on identifying and organizing SCs, which are

the building blocks of the system, and therefore remain invariant across products. The

next step is to identify the operations of SCs, called System Component Abstractions
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(section 2.3.1.1) and store them in a database. These operations are then combined into

high-level descriptions of the test cases called scenarios (section 0). These scenarios are

then used to generate executable test cases (section 2.3.1.3). Figure 3 shows an overview

of this process. Thus, the test case is divided into two parts: a scenario, which is written

in domain-level terms; and the test code, which is generated automatically in the

language of the test environment.

Figure 3: Overview of Scenar io Based Approach to Test Specification

System Component 
Abstractions Scenarios

Compose
Automatic 
Generation

Test Case Code

2.3.1.1 System Component Abstractions

SCAs are domain-level descriptions of the SCs and their related operations. Each SCA

has the following attributes.

1. Name of SC: Name of the system component that this abstraction represents, such as,

magnet, mode, battery, capacitor, sensor, pacer and beeper (see Figure 1).

2. Operation of SC represented: This describes the operation of the SCA for the

corresponding SC.

3. Descriptive name for operation: This is a name for the operation written in domain-

specific terms. The advantage of this is that it is understandable by both the domain

experts and the test engineers.
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4. Corresponding implementation: The corresponding implementation of the abstraction

is usually hardware and programming language dependent.

For example, a SCA for the Mode component of the pacemaker, with three major

operations, is:

Example 1: SCA for the Mode Component

System Component : Mode.

1) Operation 1.

Descriptive name :  Check Mode <device mode>;

Operation : Mode task should support the checking of the current mode of the device.

Implementation : i_ptr = gpib_read( 0x456, 0x3, 0x33 );

i_data = parse_bin( &i_ptr, 0x3, 2 )

if( i_data == 3 )

{    gpib_write_dec( 34 );

     gpib_write_dec( 35 );

     gpib_write_dec( 36 );  }

data_temp = gpib_read_dec( 5646, 77 );

check_data_ptr = gpib_read(data_temp, 0x67 ) ;

check_data = parse_bin(&check_data_ptr , device mode );

2) Operation 2.

Descriptive name : Request PES Induction

Operation : The Mode task can issue a request to the Pacer task for PES induction to

commence.

Implementation : gpib_write( 0x0345, 92 );

gpib_write( 0x0090:0091, 89 89 );
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gpib_write( 0x9333:0x9338, 00 01 02 03 04 05);

3) Operation 3.

Descriptive name : Request Fibrill ation Induction

Operation : The Mod e task can issue a request to the Pacer task for Fibrill ation Induction

to commence.

Implementation : i_ptr = gpib_read( 0x3, 0x33 );

if( i_ptr == 0x13 )

{    gpib_write_dec( 0x34, 1 );  }

gpib_write( 0x0345, 92 );

gpib_write( 0x0090:0091, 89 89 );

gpib_write( 0x9333:0x9336, 00 01 02 03 );

�

SCAs are created using two techniques, namely domain analysis and reverse engineering.

Domain analysis is used to identify SCs and their related functions. In domain analysis,

the domain experts identify the generic system components and their related operations

by studying the system and its functionali ty. Guidant has many domain experts (medical

doctors) who are familiar with the medical devices. It is relatively easy for them to

identify SCs and define their major functionali ty and to come up with descriptive names

for these.

The corresponding implementation of these operations of SCs can be generated by either

programming it or reverse engineering it from the existing system code. For reverse

engineering the implementation from the existing test cases, domain variables related to

the various SCs are identified and then the relevant code is sliced out using program
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slicing techniques [Joiner 94, Huang 98, Wang 96]. This process enables us to construct

the implementation of the abstractions from the existing software artifacts. The process

and some of the issues faced are discussed in detail i n section 6.3.2. Figure 4 ill ustrates

the process followed to generate abstractions.

Figure 4: Abstraction Generation from Existing Ar tifacts and Application

Domain.
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The operations in the SCA fall i nto different classes, such as simple, parameterized and

boolean. These classifications helps in selecting the appropriate abstraction for scenario

generation and in classifying different reuse cases, to be described in section 2.3.2.

Simple operations are operations that do not require any parameters. Parameterized

operations are operations requiring parameters. Boolean operations are operations that

return a boolean value. Some examples of these are shown in the Table 1.
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Table 1: Some Basic Pacemaker System Components and Their Related

Operations.

SC Operations Type

Magnet Apply magnet for specified time;

Remove magnet;

Parameterized

Simple

Mode Check current mode;

Request PES induction

Request Fibrill ation induction

Parameterized

Simple

Simple

Capacitor Charge capacitor to certain voltage;

Check capacitor charge

Dump capacitor charge

Parameterized

Boolean

Simple

Beeper Initiate beep at specified frequency for specified time; Parameterized

Pacer Check induction requestor Id Boolean

Fault Check System Faults

Check Patient Faults

Boolean

Boolean

2.3.1.2 Test Scenarios

Scenarios are the test specifications. Each scenario tests a requirement of the system and

each requirement in the system will have at least one test scenario generated for it. The

operations in the various SCAs are combined to form scenarios. The SCA operations are

combined using the basic constructs allowed by a scenario description language that we
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used. The constructs include basic operations, such as sequencing, looping, and

conditionals. An example of this is shown below.

Example 2: Test Scenar io for a Mode Requirement

Mode requirement for capacitor charge on mode change:

If the current mode is sense and the magnet is applied for 30 seconds, and if as a result of this,

the mode changes to therapy, the capacitor will be charged to 15 volts after the previous

capacitor charge has been dumped. Otherwise, if the mode does not change to therapy, the

capacitor will be charged to 17 volts without a capacitor dump.

The scenarios are generated by the software engineer by choosing the appropriate SCA

operations and existing scenarios. For example, to generate the test scenario for this

Mode requirement, we selected the SCs such as Mode, Magnet and Capacitor and their

operations (see Table 1) as the relevant ones for this scenario. The abstractions that were

chosen to test this requirement are:

Operations chosen

Check current mode <mode>

Apply magnet for <time> seconds

Dump capacitor charge

Charge capacitor to <volts> volts

These abstractions are then combined to form the test case scenario as shown below:
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Scenar io for Mode requirement SCA used for operation selection.

Check current mode <mode>; Mode

if( <mode> is Sense)

Apply magnet for 30 seconds; Magnet

     Check current mode <mode>; Mode

if( <mode> is Therapy )

 Dump capacitor charge; Capacitor

 Charge capacitor to 15 volts; Capacitor

else Charge capacitor to 17 volts; Capacitor

The column on the left shows the scenario that is generated for the mode requirement.

The column on the right shows the SCAs from which the operations were chosen.

�

2.3.1.3 Test Code Generation from Scenarios

From the test scenarios, a partial or skeleton code can be generated using the

corresponding implementations in the SCA. This is achieved by substituting the

operations in the scenario by their corresponding implementations. This reduced the

effort from going from the high level scenarios to the actual implementation of the test

cases. A parser is required to parse the Scenarios and generate the test case code

according to the scenario definition language used.
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Figure 5: Automatic Test Case Generation from Test Scenar ios using Mapping
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Links are maintained between the operations and their implementation in a mapping

library. The mapping library is used in the generation of test code for each of the

scenarios. Test scenarios are translated into the code automatically using the links

between the operations contained in the scenarios and their corresponding

implementations.

We now describe the generation of a test case from a test scenario for a Magnet task

requirement.

Example 3: A requirement and corresponding scenar io.

Magnet requirement for sett ing therapy mode: If magnet applied on the device for 30

seconds, the mode changes to therapy.

The test scenario for this requirement is.
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Figure 6: Scenar io to Test Magnet Requirement.

Scenar io for Magnet requirement

Apply magnet <30 seconds>

    if check current mode <THERAPY>

             test succeeded;

    else   test failed;

�

The mapping library maintains two links a) between scenarios and the operations used in

them and, b) a link between the operation and its implementation. The Figure 7 shows

two operations with their corresponding implementations. The link between the

operations and their implementation is maintained in the mapping library by associating

the unique identifiers for the operations and implementation. In the Figure 7, the

operation denoted by the Op1 identifier has the implementation Imp1, and this

association is stored in the mapping library as Op1::Imp1.
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Figure 7: Mapping L ibrary L inks between Abstractions and Corresponding

Implementation.
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Op1: Apply magnet <time t>
Op2: Check current mode <mode>

Imp1:
dataptr = gpib_read( 0xA200, 0x80 );
data = parse_oct_byte( dataptr, 022 );
if( data == 4 ) /* check reed switch state */ {
 signal( 0x0234, 0x65 );
}
dataptr = gpib_read( 0xA892, 02 );
data = parse_hex_byte( dataptr, 1, ‘\0’ );
if( data == 0x55 )/*reed force option set*/ {
    gpib _write( 0xA892, 04 );
    gpib _write( 0x8001, 0x33 );
    gpib _write( 0xCC00:CC01, 0x30000 );
    gpib _write( 0xA892, 02 );  }

Op1:: Imp1
Op2:: Imp2

Imp2:
i _ptr = gpib_read( 0x456, 0x3, 0x33 );
i_data = parse_bin( & i_ptr, 0x3, 2 )
if( i_data == 3 )
{    gpib _write_dec( 34 );
     gpib _write_dec( 35 );
     gpib _write_dec( 36 );
}
data_temp = gpib_read_dec( 5646, 77 );
check_data_ptr = gpib_read( data_temp, 0x67 );
check _data = parse_bin(& check_data_ptr , 3 );

To generate the executable test case code for the test scenario, the operations in the

scenarios are replaced with their associated code (as stored in the mapping library). The

skeleton test case code that is generated for the Magnet task requirement is shown in

Table 2. This skeleton test case code can then be edited by the test engineer to obtain the

executable test case code. For example, for the skeleton test code shown in Table 2, the

test engineer will have to complete the condition checks shown in the last two lines, to

perform the actions depending on the failure or success of the test.
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Table 2: Test Case Code Generated from Scenar io.

Test case code generated

dataptr = gpib_read( 0xA200, 0x80 );

data = parse_oct_byte( dataptr, 022 );

if( data == 4 ) /* check reed switch state */ {

 signal( 0x0234, 0x65 );  }

dataptr = gpib_read( 0xA892, 02 );

data = parse_hex_byte( dataptr, 1, ‘\0’ );

if( data == 0x55 )/*reed force option set*/ {

    gpib_write( 0xA892, 04 );

    gpib_write( 0x8001, 0x33 );

    gpib_write( 0xCC00:CC01, 0x30000 );

    gpib_write( 0xA892, 02 );  }

i_ptr = gpib_read( 0x456, 0x3, 0x33 );

i_data = parse_bin( &i_ptr, 0x3, 2 )

if( i_data == 3 )

{    gpib_write_dec( 34 );

     gpib_write_dec( 35 );

     gpib_write_dec( 36 );   }

data_temp = gpib_read_dec( 5646, 77 );

check_data_ptr = gpib_read(data_temp, 0x67 );

check_data = parse_bin(&check_data_ptr , 3 );

if( check_data == THERAPY ) {/* test succeeded */

else  {  /* test failed */  }
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The advantage of this type of automatic generation is that when the implementations of

any of the operations change, the scenarios are not affected, as they are not directly

linked to the implementation. In addition, the code for the scenarios, which include the

changed operations, can be easily regenerated using the links.

The mapping library can be updated when a new product is being tested. The test

designers can identify new test operations. The mapping library can then be updated to

reflect the appropriate links.

2.3.2 Examples of Test Specification Reuse

Modifications to software can occur due to changes in different artifacts such as

requirements, design, and underlying implementation platform, during software

development. All of these can affect test case generation and reuse.

We observed that in case of evolving systems, two kinds of changes were necessary to

reuse the operations and scenarios: a) specialization and b) modification. Changes due to

specialization occur when operations or scenarios are generated by choosing the

appropriate subset of existing operations or scenarios (see section 2.3.2.3 and 2.3.2.6).

Changes due to modification occur when test operations or scenarios are generated by

changing the implementation of existing operations or scenarios (see section 2.3.2.2 and

2.3.2.5).

We now describe how these different changes affect the reuse of the SCA and scenarios.
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2.3.2.1 Operation Reuse As Is

Existing operations can be reused as-is if the requirement specification or design changes,

but if the test cases for the new requirements or design can be specified in terms of the

existing test operations. In this kind of reuse, neither the descriptive name nor the

representative functionali ty, nor the implementation requires any change. All three types

of operations (simple, boolean and parameterized) can be used and the type of the

operation remains the same after reuse.

Example 4: Operation Reuse As Is

The pacemaker shown in Figure 1 provided only ventricular pacing and therefore the

only valid Bradycardia pacing modes were VVI (Ventricular inhibited) and VVR

(Ventricular triggered). The next generation of pacemakers incorporated Atrial pacing

also. Thus, the Bradycardia pacing modes were extended to include in addition to VVI

and VVR; VVD, DOO, DVI, DDI and DDD. The existing operations for the VVI and

VVR modes were reused as in the new system.

Table 3: Changes in XYZ Pacemaker Abstractions.

XYZ Bradycardia pacing abstractions Next generation Bradycardia pacing abstractions

1. Set VVI pulse amplitude. Reused as is from previous pacemaker

2. Set VVR pulse width 1. Set VVI pulse amplitude. (reused as is from XYZ)

2. Set VVR pulse width (reused as is from XYZ)

Additions

3. Set DDI pulse amplitude.

4. Set DOO pulse width
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�

2.3.2.2 Operation Reuse with Modification

Operations can be reused with slight modifications to their implementation when changes

in the functionali ty of the SCA dictate changes to the corresponding implementation. In

this kind of reuse, the descriptive name of the operation does not change. However, the

functionali ty that the operation represents and its implementation are changed. All three

types of operations (simple, boolean and parameterized) can be used and the type of the

modified operation may be different from the type of the original operation. For example,

the type of the original operation may be simple and the type of the modified operation

may be parameterized.

Example 5: Operation Reuse with Modification

The original and modified operations for the VVI pacing requirement for the Pacer SCA

are shown in Table 4 and Table 5.
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Table 4: Or iginal VVI Abstraction

Name of SC:  Pacer

Descriptive name: inhibit ventricular sensing

Function of SC represented:

The ventricular sense circuit inhibits the ventricular pace pulse when the intrinsic

ventricular rate is faster than the programmed rate.

Implementation float p_rate, i_rate;

p_rate = get_prog_rate();

i_rate = get_intr_rate();

if( i_rate > p_rate ) {  // Original

       pace_pulse( OFF );

Table 5: Modified VVI Abstraction

Name of SC: Pacer

Descriptive name: inhibit ventricular sensing

Function of SC represented:

The ventricular sense circuit inhibits the ventricular pace pulse when the intrinsic

ventricular rate is faster than or equal to the programmed rate

Implementation float p_rate, i_rate;

p_rate = get_prog_rate();

i_rate = get_intr_rate();

if( i_rate >= p_rate ) { //  Modified

       pace_pulse(  OFF );

�
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2.3.2.3 Operation Reuse with Specialization

Operations can also be reused from the existing ones through specialization. This kind of

reuse occurs when the new operation is a subset of the functionali ty of the original

abstraction. Parameterized abstractions fall i n this category. The parameters serve the

function of selecting the required subset of the implementation that is to be used. Simple

operations cannot participate in this reuse class. In this kind of reuse, the type of the

specialized operation is the same as the type of the original operation.

Example 6: Operation Reuse with Specialization

One of the operations of the Pacer SC is to provide fibrill ation induction. A test

requirement for the Pacer SC is as shown below. Table 6 shows the abstraction

specialization that occurs when different scenarios are generated for this test requirement.

Test Requirement 3.z.2

Fibril lation induction should commence when requested and should continue until a) fib abort

command is received or b) if sync is dropped for 250 ms or if either c) PES or d) external induction

is requested. Any combination of the above fib termination conditions can be specified by the

requesting task.

Table 6: Scenar ios for Test Requirement showing Specialized Abstractions

Scenario

(Termination conditions are a, b, and c)

Scenario with specialized abstraction

(Termination conditions is only c)

if( check induction requestor Id  == VALID )

       start  fibrill ation induction

cancel fibr ill ation induction(a, b, c)  // Original

if(check induction requestor Id == VALID )

       start  fibrill ation induction

cancel fibr ill ation induction(c)  // Specialized

�
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2.3.2.4 Scenario Reuse As Is

The entire test scenario can be reused when the requirements are reused across systems.

We observed that in the case of evolving safety-criti cal systems, this was the most

popular kind of scenario reuse.

Example 7: Scenar io Reuse As Is

Figure 1 shows some of the enhancements that were made to the pacemaker shown in

Table 1. During transitions from version 1 to version 2, only the abstractions could be

reused. The scenarios could not be reused in this case as the interaction among the

various pacing modes had changed.

For example, in the new system transitions from the VVI pacer mode to the DDD pacer

mode and vice versa were possible, whereas in the previous version of the pacemaker

such transitions were non-existent. During transitions from version 2 to version 3, most

of the scenarios that were generated for version 2 could be reused as the requirements for

A and V pacing were reused in version 3.

Figure 8: Enhancements to the Pacemaker
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2.3.2.5 Scenario Reuse with Modification

When only interaction among different components of the system changes, the test

scenario may have to be modified while the operations in them are reused as is. A typical
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case is when the requirement undergoes changes but the new requirement can be satisfied

using the existing operations.

Example 8: Scenar io Reuse with Modification

One of the operations of the Pacer SC is to provide fibrill ation, PES and external

induction. Different SCs can request induction and the Pacer SC will decide whether any

type of induction can be activated. The original and changed requirement for PES

induction is shown below. The corresponding scenarios are shown in Table 7.

Test requirement 2.x.4

PES induction wil l commence when requested, but only if fib or external induction is not “ on” at

that time and will continue until an external abort command is given.

Modified Test requirement 2.x.4

PES induction wil l commence when requested and will continue until fib or external induction is

activated or if an external abort command is given.

Table 7: Scenar ios for Or iginal and New Test Requirement

Scenario for test requirement 2.x.4 Scenario for changed test requirement 2.x.4

if( check induction requestor Id <VALID>

     AND check induction star t <VALID>

{  start PES induction ;  }

while (1) {

     if external abort

     {  stop PES induction;  }  }

if( check induction requestor Id<VALID> )

{  start PES induction;  }

while( 1 ) {

if external_abort AND

     check induction star t<NOT VALID>

     //Scenario modification

     {  stop PES induction;  }  }

8
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Usually, both the scenarios and operations may need modification. This can occur when

the functionali ty of the components is changed (operation change) and the interaction

among the various components changes (scenario change). The changes to the operations

can be either made through specialization or modification reuse.

Example 9: Scenar io Reuse with Modification

One of the operations of the Pacer SC is to provide fibrill ation, PES and external

induction. The original and changed requirement for fibrill ation is shown below. The

corresponding scenarios are shown in Table 8.

Test requirement 3.x.4

Fibril lation induction should commence when requested and if a) PES induction is not on or b) if

external induction is not on or c) if therapy was not aborted previously. Any combination of the

above commencement conditions can be specified by the requesting task. Fib induction will

continue until an external abort command is received. This test requirement was modified so that

fib induction should commence only if condition c) is satisfied, and fib induction will continue until

an external abort command is received or until either of a, b and c are activated.
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Table 8: Scenar ios for Or iginal and New Test Requirement

 Scenario for test requirement 3.x.4 Scenario for modified test requirement 3.x.4

if check induction requestor Id<VALID> AND

   fibr ill ation star t requirement (a, b, c) )

{  start  fibrill ation induction;  }

while( 1 ) {

     if external abort

     {  stop  fibrill ation induction  } }

if  check induction requestor Id<VALID> AND

   fibr ill ation star t requirement (c) )

   // Abstraction specialization

{  start  fibrill ation induction;  }

while( 1 ) {

     if( external abort AND

       fibr ill ation stop requirement ( a, b, c) ) .

       // Scenario modification

     {  stop  fibrill ation induction;  }  }

9

2.3.2.6 Scenario Reuse with Specialization

This occurs when scenarios are reused by choosing the required subset of the existing

scenario. This kind of reuse occurs when the new requirement or design is a subset of the

original requirement or design.

Example 10: Scenar io Reuse with Specialization

One of the operations of the Pacer SC is to provide fibrill ation, PES and external

induction. The original and changed requirement for fibrill ation is shown below. The

corresponding scenarios are shown in Table 9.
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Test requirement 23.x.2

External induction should commence when requested and if a) PES induction is not on or b) if fib

induction is not on or c) if therapy was not aborted previously. External induction wil l continue

until an external abort command is received. This requirement is modified so that external

induction will commence only when conditions a) and b) are specified. Although this can be

captured by abstraction specialization, we ill ustrate an example where the scenario may have to be

specialized.

Table 9: Scenar ios for Or iginal and New Test Requirement

Original Test Scenario Specialized Test Scenario

if  check induction requestor Id<VALID> AND

   PES induction <NOT ON>  AND

   fibr ill ation induction <NOT ON> AND

   therapy abor t <NOT VALID>

 start  external induction;  }

while( 1 ) {

     if( external abort )

     {  stop  external induction;  }  }

if  check induction requestor Id<VALID> AND

   PES induction <NOT ON>  AND

   fibr ill ation induction <NOT ON> AND

// Scenario specialization

 start  external induction;  }

while( 1 ) {

     if( external abort )

     {  stop  external induction;  }  }

:

2.4 Illustration of Scenario Based Test Specification

To ill ustrate how the proposed reuse-oriented test specification approach handles the

major changes in implementation, this section describes a situation where functional test

case reuse was performed.
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Functional Test Case Reuse: During simulation/testing of the cardiac pacemaker, all

interactions between the raw register programmer and the heart simulator were done

through the RS232C serial interface. The test signals and probes passed over the bus are

specified as: rs232(value, memory location, read/write).

As the test system evolved, this interface implementation was upgraded to use the parallel

IEEE-488 General Purpose Interface Bus. This implied a variety of changes to the signal

and probes used in the different test cases. However, as the test scenarios were not

directly dependent on the implementation of the test system, the test case code could be

generated using the existing test scenarios as none of the functionali ty of the product

changed. An example of this is shown below:

Example 11: Functional Test Case Reuse using Scenar io Based Test Specification

Test Requirement for Query Patient Warning Function:

Test the fault service function to determine whether an enabled patient warning has

occurred. Enabled patient warning faults are set in the fault parameter block, and the

addresses of the faults are specified in device telemetry interface specification.

Table 10 shows the patient warning faults, their corresponding interface addresses, the

test scenarios for the test requirement, and the test code before and after the change in the

interface from RS232C to IEEE-488 GPIB. To handle the change in the interface, only

the implementation of individual SCA operations was changed, and the test scenarios

were used as-is. After changes in the implementation were made, the test cases were

automatically generated from the scenarios.
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Table 10: Functional Test Case Reuse

Fault Address Test Scenar io

(Domain-dependent)

Original test code

(RS232C dependent)

Changed test

code

(GPIB dependent)

Cap charge

Atrial supply

Ventricular supply

Voltage supply

Charge time-out.

Oscill ator deviation

Checksum fault

Battery Post ERI

0x0004

0x0008

0x0010

0x0040

0x0080

0x2000

0x4000

0x8000

reset cardiovert and

system faults

set cap charge fault

check cap form fault

status

return result of test

rs232(0,0x004,write)

cap_dump();

rs232(2,0x0004,read

)

rs232(cc, 786, 2);

if (cc)  return true;

else     return false;

gpib(0,0x004,

write);

cap_dump();

gpib(2,0x0004,

read);

gpib(cc, 786, 2)

if(cc)  return true;

else   return false;

;

This example ill ustrates that high reusabili ty can be achieved across products even when

significant changes are made to the test environment or implementation platforms. This is

possible because the high-level test scenarios capture the implementation-independent

knowledge of the test cases. Only the mapping library needs to be changed, but the

scenarios are reusable as-is. Without any high-level abstractions like scenarios, it would

have required considerable work on part of the test engineer to generate all the test cases

confirming to the new system implementation.
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2.5 Experience

Speedup: Using the Scenario based approach to test specification, a significant speedup

was achieved in the testing process. The use of high-level abstractions (SCAs) reduced

the effort required to go from the initial domain-level design of the test case to the test

case implementation. For the functional testing effort described above, it was estimated

that the task would take six person months to test three components of the system

(Magnet, Mode, and Fault). Using the Scenario based approach to test case specification,

this was completed in two-and-a-half person months. The use of the mapping library

reduced the effort required to go from the scenarios to an executable implementation of

the test case. The percentage of reuse was quite high as depicted in Figure 9.

In general there will be a variety of changes in the system requirements, design and code,

and so a combination of various reuse classes (section 2.3.2) must be used in practice. In

the case study at Guidant, we found there was a high percentage of reuse in the “As-Is”

category for both operations and scenarios. The Figure 9 shows the percentage reuse in

the different categories.

Figure 9: Distr ibution of Reuse in var ious Classes.

Operation
reuse with
specialization
Operation
reuse with
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Operation
reuse as is

 Operations Reuse

Scenario
reuse with
specialization

Scenario
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modification
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reuse as is

 Scenar io Reuse
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In moving from one product to another within the same family of products, we found that

for the Magnet, Mode and Fault components of the pacemaker (Figure 1), 90% of the

operations could be reused. From these operations that could be reused, 80% of them

were reused as is, 10% were reused with modification, and 10% with specialization (see

Figure 9).  In addition, 70% of the scenarios were potentially reusable, out of which 50%

were reused as is, 30% of those scenarios were reused with modification, and 20% were

reused with specialization.

Inter Testing Stage reuse: Testing is a multi -stage process. A typical system consists of

software, hardware and firmware components. First unit testing is performed for each

component followed by an integration test. We found that most of the test scenarios from

the unit and component testing stage can be reused in the integration testing stage, with

only the mapping library between the abstraction and implementation being changed.

2.6 Conclusions

This chapter proposed an abstraction-based approach to test case specification.

Interestingly, the scenarios and operations specified can also help in requirements and

design reuse. However, the application of these in an industrial environment is a

challenging task due to the complexity of industrial software [Onoma 95, Tsai 95]. We

found this approach by recognizing the invariant parts of the software systems. The

essential idea is to abstract out the domain-level operations and support test case

development that depends on these operations. The SCA are at the domain level and can

thus be understood and used easier than the actual test code. The approach decouples the
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conceptual model from the implementation details. In addition, modularity is achieved by

having the abstractions centered on system components, and by keeping them separate

from the implementation providing information hiding.

Operational test scenarios can be derived by composing and combining various

operations at domain, application and programming levels. This assists in the rapid

development of test cases as the test developer can design the test cases at domain or

requirements level, thus reducing the effort required.

We found that, although this reuse approach to test specification is generally useful, it is

especially useful for those companies with one or more of the following characteristics:

<  Companies that develop a family of similar products, and when the products are

evolving from one another, because in this case many objects of the system remain

same across products and can be reused easily;

<  Companies that develop mission-criti cal, safety-criti cal, or real-time systems as they

need to invest a large amount in the testing and revalidation of their software, and

reuse helps in the reduction of the cost associated with testing such systems;

<  Companies that develop products that are under constant evolution as the market or

technology changes, as again the higher-level abstractions help cushion the changes

in software technology and architecture.

<  Changing system requirements can be economically accommodated by incrementally

modifying scenarios, operations and implementations. Further, these changes can be

made independent of one another, as each of them has been developed modularly.
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Conceptually this approach to reuse is simple, but to implement this in a real project,

which has hundreds of thousands of lines of code, recognizing the commonalties among

the test cases, and implementing a mechanism for systematic reuse, is a huge task. This

reuse technique has been applied at the testing stage of safety-criti cal medical devices,

which involved the development of a cardiac-rhythm management system, and results

have been presented from this project. Significant improvements in the effort required to

test systems was obtained.

In chapter 6, we apply these concepts and present a layered framework that can be used

to refine and standardize the testing process.
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3. Strategies for Test Design Reuse

3.1 Introduction

Testing is one of the most widely used quali ty assurance techniques besides code

inspections. For safety- and mission-criti cal applications, such as medical devices, testing

is extremely important due to the stringent quali ty and reliabili ty requirements for such

applications.

This chapter discusses reusable strategies for designing test cases for safety-critical

systems in an industrial environment. Safety-criti cal systems, which consist of a variety

of software, hardware and firmware components, need to be rigorously tested for safety

and reliabili ty. Identification and removal of faults from these systems is of utmost

importance due to the safety-criti cal nature of the products [FDA 89, FDA 91, Mojdeh

94a]. This chapter discusses some test designs, which are frequently used for testing such

systems. The designs are presented as patterns. [Gamma 94] states that:

“ Patterns solve specific design problems and make object-oriented

designs more flexible, elegant, and ultimately reusable. They help

designers reuse successful designs by basing new designs on prior

experience. A designer who is famili ar with such patterns can apply them

immediately to design problems without having to rediscover them” .

[Gamma 94] .
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3.1.1 System Characteristics and Implications

Safety-criti cal systems exhibit the following characteristics, which are reiterated in the

context of this chapter:

1. These systems usually respond to a large number of dynamic events. The events are

generated from various sources, some of which include the hardware, the

physiological environment in which many safety-criti cal systems operate (for

example, the human body), and the software itself. Safety-criti cal software needs to

respond to all such events without causing a failure of the system.

2. The products are mission-criti cal real-time systems and so they undergo rigorous

multiple stages of testing and revalidation, which include requirement validation,

design and code reviews, unit, component and integration testing, and field

evaluation.

3. Products are constantly evolving as technology and market needs change. In addition,

the systems being developed are a family of products, and share a lot of functionali ty

among them.

4. Engineers usually work against pre-determined schedules and have specific

deliverables assigned to them. Consequently, there is concurrent development and

testing of the products at different stages at a given time.

As we are dealing with test case design, some of the implications of these characteristics

on the test design are:

1. Testing Dynamic Behavior: Due to the complex nature of the software and human

physiology, and because of other constraints on the device such as battery li fe, the
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software may respond differently to different events. In some cases the software

would provide all the functions that it was designed for and in other cases, it may

provide only a subset of the functions. This is similar to the concept of redundancy.

However, in this case the subset functionali ty is not because of failure of the software.

Rather it is a transient condition that when it goes away, the software needs to resume

full functionali ty. The test design should be such that it accommodates this dynamic

behavior of the software. This is dictated by items 1 and 2 above.

2. Centered on Event Verification: The software developed is reactive and responds to a

large number of different events as discussed above. The test design usually focuses

on verifying that these events are correct and the software responds appropriately to

these events. This is also dictated by items 1 and 2 above.

3. Simple and Effective: Due to the complexity of the system, the various safety and

reliabili ty requirements, and tight schedules, reusable test designs help in improving

the productivity of the testing process. These designs should be simple to use, and

easy to understand. These requirements are dictated by the system characteristics

described in items 1, 2 and 4 above.

4. Reusable: As products evolve into a family of products, the test cases developed for

these products by various test engineers have significant overlap among them. Using

common test design can drastically reduce the time and effort in this step.

Appropriately designing test cases also helps understandabili ty and test maintenance.

This is dictated by items 3 and 4 above.
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This chapter also proposes a unit test framework, employing test design patterns, that

assists test engineers, developing a family of products, in improving the productivity of

the testing process. This approach takes advantage of the potential for reusabili ty that

exists in the system.

Section 3.2 provides some patterns that can be used for developing safety-criti cal

applications. Section 3.3 discusses a framework in which the patterns discussed can be

used for unit testing, and some of the lessons learned in applying this framework to test a

safety-criti cal system.

3.1.2 Applying Design Patterns to Testing

Traditionally test case maintenance and reusabili ty has been neglected. A recent survey

by the Quali ty Assurance Institute showed that only about 35% of US companies

maintain (and reuse) test artifacts. This number has not changed significantly over the

years (in 1994 only 20% of US companies maintained (and reused) test artifacts).

In this chapter, we take the design pattern approach to documenting test designs [Busch

95, Busch 98, Subraman 98, Vlissides 95]. [Gamma 94] has mentioned that patterns are

an effective way of documenting and communicating designs that recur during system

development. Patterns can also be used as a systematic way of documenting design

decisions made during testing [DeLano 99]. Documenting test case design is essential for

reusabili ty. Design patterns help aid reusabili ty by providing a well -documented choice

of design alternatives [Grand 98].

Reusable safety-criti cal systems can be built using independent system component

abstractions [Poona 97]. Each of these abstractions needs to be tested thoroughly the time
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they are built and every time they undergo any change. As safety-criti cal systems are

evolving systems [Mojdeh 94a, Mojdeh 94b], they undergo frequent changes due to

changes in the hardware, new therapy research, etc. Consequently, regression testing is a

critical part of the testing of these systems. It has been shown that maintaining test

attachment information helps reduce the effort required for regression testing as test cases

can be easily selected and re-executed [Agrawal 93, Onoma 98, Rother 94c].  Section

3.2.1, presents the Smart Proxy Pattern that can be used to select test cases required for

execution whenever the system undergoes any change.

Safety-criti cal systems are reactive, real-time systems that handle and react to a large

number of events. Events occur from a large number of sources such as human

physiology, the hardware and the software. For example, in case of a cardiac pacemaker,

the leads obtain sensing information from the human heart and send this data to the pulse

generator. The pulse generator processes these events and chooses the appropriate action.

The hardware may cause certain events to occur depending on self-checks, etc. Section

3.2.2 discusses the Watch Dog pattern that can be used in test cases to monitor these

events. The Smart Proxy pattern is also discussed from the perspective of allowing the

user to design such dynamic behavior into a system and for controlli ng stub behavior and

invocation during unit testing of the same.

Safety-criti cal systems are complex systems that have hundred of thousand lines of code

and thousands of objects. Testing these systems is a challenge and a multi -level approach

to testing is usually used. At the unit-testing phase, each object is tested using stubs for

other code and objects. Designing test drivers using a large number of stubs is
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complicated and error prone as the user needs to be sure that the appropriate stub is being

invoked and that it provides the appropriate functionali ty. Many times test cases fail not

due to an error in the code, but because the test design was incorrect.

3.2 Test Design Patterns for Safety-Critical Systems

This section discusses some design patterns that can be used in developing safety-criti cal

systems. Section 3.2.1 discusses the Smart Proxy pattern. Section 3.2.2 discusses the

Watch Dog pattern. Section 3.3 discusses a framework for using these patterns to test a

safety-criti cal system.

3.2.1 Smart Proxy Pattern

3.2.1.1 Intent

The Smart Proxy pattern can be used in the following situations:

1) For test case selection during regression testing: The Smart Proxy provides a

transparent interface between the system components and functional test cases. It

allows the user to select functional test cases required to be re-executed whenever a

system component undergoes any change.

2) Designing dynamic behavior: Safety-criti cal systems such as cardiac pacemakers and

defibrill ators respond to a large number of events from various sources. Due to the

complex nature of the software and human physiology, and because of other

constraints on the device such as battery li fe, the same software responds differently
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to different events in different situations. The Smart Proxy pattern provides an elegant

way of handling such dynamic behavior.

3)  Controlli ng stub invocations: Test drivers need to control functions being stubbed so

that the test case behaves as designed. For example, a test driver needs to control

when a certain function will be stubbed, what values it should return, and how it

should affect the environment. The Smart Proxy provides a way to design stub

functions so that the driver can exhibit greater control over the test case.

4) Performing validations on proxied objects: The Smart Proxy can provide an interface

to a number of different objects. The Smart Proxy can also choose an object to

interface to by executing required validations on the objects that it proxies. This

ensures that an appropriate object is used depending on the current state and needs of

the system.

3.2.1.2 Forces

Some of the forces that need to be resolved during development of safety-criti cal systems

are:

Reliabilit y: The system needs to be reliable. This means that the system must be available

when needed by the users. For example, in case of cardiac-rhythm management devices,

the defibrill ator functionali ty needs to be available whenever the patient goes into

ventricular fibrill ation.

Extensibilit y: Safety-criti cal systems are evolving systems that undergo slight change

from one version of the system to the next. In this case, the software should be easily
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extensible for fast deployment. In the case of cardiac-rhythm management systems, new

therapies may need to be added. This should be possible without major changes to the

software.

Cost and Effort: Cost and effort are always a concern for software systems. Extensibil ity

requirements may sometimes be compromised to maintain cost and effort within budget.

Understandabilit y: Software systems are normally large and complex. Understandabili ty

is usually a major concern during maintenance.

Functional Test Selection: Safety-criti cal systems undergo rigorous testing. Every time a

piece of software is changed, the functional test cases are executed to show that the

software has not regressed from the intended functionali ty. As there are a large number of

test cases, it may not be possible to rerun all the test cases. We need to be able to select

test cases that need to be executed.

3.2.1.3 Force Resolution

The Smart Proxy pattern allows the design to be more robust by handling the dynamic

nature of the system. Reliabili ty and testabili ty of the system is increased by using the

Smart Proxy due to the uniform design, and enhanced test driver control. However,

during initial development, there may be an increase in the cost and effort required to

develop and test using this pattern.

Extensibility is enhanced as new validations and choices can be added. However,

understandabili ty may be affected as the Smart Proxy makes the decision as to which

subject it will provide access to.
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The Smart Proxy selects test cases associated will all objects that it proxies to. This

allows regression tests to be easily executed when any one of the proxied objects

undergoes a change.

3.2.1.4 Motivational Example

The proxy pattern shown in Figure 10 provides a placeholder to an object and allows for

accesses to that object to be controlled.

Figure 10: Proxy Pattern

In case of safety-criti cal systems, there are many factors governed by human physiology

that remain the same. For example, sensing needs to be performed to determine the type

of therapy that should be delivered. However, as biomedical research discovers new

therapies, these need to be incorporated easily into the devices.

The Smart Proxy (Figure 12) can be used in this case. The Proxy pattern allows the

implementation to be changed easily while keeping the interface constant.

Subject

operation( )

Real Subject 1

operation( )

Proxy

operation( )
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Figure 11: Smart Therapy Proxy

The Smart Proxy allows predetermined validations to be performed on the chosen

implementation and provides redundancy by choosing a different implementation if the

validations fail . For example, Atrial Fibrill ation Detection requires that the atrial leads

sense the physiological condition of the patient and determine the intrinsic atrial rate. In

case the atrial leads malfunction, we do not want to disable therapy entirely. Ventricular

therapy can still be delivered. When the therapy object requests Dual Chambered

Therapy, the Smart Therapy Proxy would perform atrial lead impedance measurements.

If the measurements indicate that the atrial leads are functioning normally, the Smart

Therapy Proxy would allow access to the Dual Chambered Therapy. If the lead

measurements indicate that the atrial leads are malfunctioning, the Smart Proxy would

allow access only to the Single Chambered Therapy object.
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The Smart Proxy can also be used to select test cases when objects that it proxies to

undergo any change. Consider that the Single Chambered Therapy object was modified

to fix a bug. In this case all functional test cases associated with this object should be re-

executed [Onoma 98]. In addition, test cases associated with dependent objects need to be

executed. The Smart Proxy can be used to automatically re-execute these test cases as the

objects it proxies to are usually dependent. Also, if any test case was modified, all objects

that use that test case need to be re-tested to ensure that test dependency has not changed

[Onoma 98]. The Smart Proxy can be used to re-execute the test cases for objects that it

proxies to and which are dependent on the changed test case.

3.2.1.5 Structure

The following Figure 12 and Figure 13 depict the different structures of the Smart Proxy

Pattern.
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Figure 12: Structure of the Smart Proxy – Independent Validations

In Figure 12, the Smart Proxy handles the validations, which are independent of the

subjects. The Smart Proxy makes a decision on which subject to allow access to based on

these validations.
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Figure 13: Structure of the Smart Proxy – Dependent Validations

In Figure 13, the Smart Proxy allows the subjects to handle their own validation. In this

case, the subject design is more complicated as the subjects must provide the

functionali ty requested of them and maintain their validation state based on external

events.

3.2.1.6 Participants and Roles in the Smart Proxy Pattern
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Uses the Smart Proxy to determine what subjects are needed. The client usually allows

the Smart Proxy to make a decision as to the real subject that it will i nterface to based on

the current validation.

>  Validator

Performs a validation as requested by the Smart Proxy or the individual subjects. The

validator can be used for two main purposes as ill ustrated.

1. As shown in Figure 12, the validator is used to determine whether certain

environmental conditions exist/do not exist. It shares its findings with the Smart

Proxy that then determines the real subjects that it must provide access to.

2. As shown in Figure 13, the validators correspond a particular instance of the real

subject. In this case, the validator can be used to handle error conditions in the real

subject.

>  Real Validator

These are concrete validator classes.

>  Smart Proxy

a) Provides the client an interface to the real subject depending on certain conditions.

These conditions are determined by the validator classes.

b) Selects and executes test cases if either the Real Subject or a Real Validator

undergoes a change.
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3.2.1.7 Collaborations

The following figures ill ustrate the possible collaborations among the various classes.

Figure 14: Smart Proxy – Collaboration I

In Figure 14, the client determines the validation that it wants to perform and the Smart

Proxy provides access to the Real Subject based on this.

Figure 15: Smart Proxy – Collaboration II

aClient aSmartProxy aValidator aRealSubject

aClient aSmartProxy aValidator aRealSubject
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In Figure 15, the Smart Proxy makes a decision about the type of validation to invoke

before providing an interface to the Real Subject.

3.2.1.8 Sample Code and Usage

The following sample C++ code ill ustrates how the client can use the Smart Proxy as a

dynamic interface to related system components. It ill ustrates the case where the client

chooses the validator. The code also ill ustrates the case where the client can request

validations on the proxied objects.

The Tachy class represents the client.

class Tachy

{ public:

Tachy();

void ApplyTherapy(void);

//...

private:

SmartTherapyProxy *_therapy;

};

void Tachy::ApplyTherapy(void)

{

AtrialValidator *_validator = new AtrialValidator();

SmartTherapyProxy *_therapy = new SmartTherapyProxy(_validator);

_therapy->Apply();

}
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The client can also request validations on the proxied objects:

void Tachy::ApplyTherapy(void)

{

Validator *_validator = new AtrialValidator();

SmartTherapyProxy *_therapy = new SmartTherapyProxy(_validator);

_therapy->Apply();

if (//Revalidation required and current validator is still applicable)

_therapy->ReValidate(_validator);

else

{ _validator = new VentricularValidator();

_therapy->Revalidate(_validator);

}

}

The client initializes the validator that it wants to use.

class Validator

{ public:

virtual int validate(void);

};

class AtrialValidator : public Validator

{ public:

AtrialValidator(void);

int validate(void);

};
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The SmartTherapyProxy represents the Smart Proxy class. It determines the subject to

provide an interface to based on the validator classes.

class SmartTherapyProxy

{ public:

SmartTherapyProxy(V alidator *); //Sets initial Therapy

void ReValidate(Validator *); //Resets Therapy based on Validation

void Apply(void);

private:

Therapy *_selectedTherapy;

Validator *_selectedValidator;

};

SmartTherapyProxy::SmartTherapyProxy(Validator *_validator)

{ _selectedValidator = _validator;

if ( _validator->validate() )

if (!_selectedTherapy)

_selectedTherapy = new DualChamberedTherapy;

else

if (!_selectedTherapy)

_selectedTherapy = new SingleChamberedTherapy;

}

void SmartTherapyProxy::Apply(void)

{

ReValidate(_selectedValidator);

_selectedTherapy->Apply();
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}

This is how the Smart Proxy can be used.

Tachy *aDevice = new Tachy;

//...

aDevice->ApplyTherapy();

//...

We now ill ustrate how the Smart Proxy can be used for designing unit/module test cases.

We use a procedural implementation of Smart Proxy.

The following pseudo-code ill ustrates how the Smart Proxy is implemented and used for

unit testing. In this case the Smart Proxy provides a stub interface to the functions that it

proxies.

Smart_proxy(function_to_proxy, proxy_function)

{ /* Invoke proxy_function instead of function_to_proxy */

Save object code of function_to_proxy;

Replace object code of function_to_proxy with a call to proxy_function;

}

After the call to Smart_proxy  is made, every invocation of function_to_proxy  will result

in an invocation of proxy_function . When proxying is no longer needed, a call to

Undo_proxy  will reverse the effects of Smart_proxy .

Undo_proxy(function_to_proxy)

{ /* Henceforth invocations of function_to_proxy will not be affected */

Obtain the saved object code of function_to_proxy;
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Replace the call to proxy_function with the original object code of

function_to_proxy;

}

The exact implementation of Smart_proxy  and Undo_proxy  are not shown, as there are

multiple ways in which to implement these functions. Some of the more popular ways by

which a function can be proxied are:

1) The object code of the function to be proxied is replaced by a jump instruction to the

proxy function. This implementation requires that the arguments of both functions

(function_to_proxy  and proxy_function ) must be the same. In this implementation,

the proxy_function  replaces the function_to_proxy . In addition, after the invocation

of the proxy_function , control returns to the calli ng function. The following pseudo-

code ill ustrates this behavior:

Calling_funcion()

{ Smart_proxy(f1, f1_proxy);

f1();

printf(“In calling function\n”);

Undo_proxy(f1);

}

f1()

{ printf(“In f1\n”);

}

f1_proxy()

{  printf(“In f1_proxy\n”);
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}

Results in the output:

In f1_proxy

In calling function

The advantage of this is that it does not require any manipulation of the calli ng stack.

The calli ng stack is not affected, as the arguments to both functions are identical. This

implementation does not involve any modification to the source code. It is useful in

when the source code of the function_to_proxy  is not available for modification

(such as library and system functions).

2) The object code of the function to be proxied is replaced by a call  to the proxy

function. This implementation requires considerable modification to be object code,

as the calli ng stack requires manipulation to push and pop the required arguments. It

is useful when the signatures of both functions (function_to_proxy  and

proxy_function ) are different. It is also useful when the proxy_function  complements

the function_to_proxy  but does not replace it. During unit/module testing, this

implementation is used to control the environment within the function_to_proxy .

Using this implementation, the pseudo-code shown above would result in the

following output:

In f1_proxy

In f1

In calling function

This implementation, li ke the first, does not require modification of the source code.
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3) A third implementation is by modifying the source code of the function_to_proxy .

3.2.1.9 Uses and Implementation Issues

The Smart proxy pattern can be used in several different situations:

?  Regression Testing: The Smart Proxy pattern can be used to maintain a link between a

functional test suite and the system components that it proxies to. Functional test

cases are classified based on the abstract functionali ty that they test. Each system

component is associated with a set of functional test cases. Whenever a system

component undergoes any change, the test cases associated with it need to be

exercised to ensure that the change is correct. Test cases may also be shared among

various components. In this case, if a test case is selected, all the components need to

be verified [Onoma 98].  The test cases associated with all those components need to

be executed. This is the first level of regression testing in MLRT [Onoma 98].

Additional levels may also be exercised depending on the criti cali ty of the application

and amount of change. The number of levels actually re-executed is usually

determined by engineering judgment. The Smart Proxy can be used to perform this

regression testing and to ensure that before a component is used, it has been re-tested.
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Figure 16: Selecting Associated Test Cases

As shown in Figure 16, the Smart Proxy can automatically select the test cases associated

with Object 1 (requested by the regression test driver). In addition, dependent test cases

(related to Object 2) can be automatically selected and executed. For example, the test

cases selected in Figure 16 are 1, 2, 4, 5, N; although only 1, 2, and 5 are associated with

Object 1. The logic for selecting dependent objects from the set of objects proxied can be

implemented as part of the Smart Proxy or via a separate Validator object. This logic is

domain/application dependent. The sample code is ill ustrated below:

void SmartTestProxy::Test(Object *_object)

{

List<TestCases *> _tests;

Object *_dependentObject;

Execute

Execute

UsesObject 1

Object 2

Regression
Test Driver

Object 1

Smart Test Proxy

Object 1

Object 2

Test Suite

Test Case 1
Test Case 2
Test Case 3
Test Case 4
Test Case 5
.
.
.
Test Case N
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//Create list of test cases using independent dependency evaluator (of

//Class Validator)

//Determine dependent objects

while (DependenceEvaluator->evaluateDependency(_object) == TRUE)

{ _dependentObject = DependenceEvaluator->getDependentObject();

//Select test cases for dependent object

while (TestSuite->Test(_dependentObject) == TRUE)

{ _tests->add(TestSuite->getTest());

}

};

//Execute selected test cases

for (_tests->first(); _tests->more(); _tests->next())

{ _tests->execute();

}

}

@  Dynamic object selection: The Smart Proxy can also be used to provide a dynamic

interface to an object depending on the result of validation performed. In this case,

either the client or the Smart Proxy can determine the type of validation to be

performed. When a client requests an interface to a system component, the Smart

Proxy would determine the appropriate object to provide an interface to.
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Figure 17: Dynamic Object Selection

As shown in Figure 17, the Smart Proxy resolves references to concrete objects. The

selection resolution logic can be a part of the Smart Proxy or it can be implemented as

an independent Validator object, if it changes often. The sample code for this is as

ill ustrated in SmartTherapyProxy .

A  Unit Testing: The Smart Proxy can also be used to control stub behavior and for

designing test drivers by allowing run-time selection of stub functions. The selection

mechanism is as shown in Figure 17, where the client is a test driver. This use of the

Smart Proxy is ill ustrated in more detail i n section 0. The sample code for this is as

ill ustrated in SmartTherapyProxy .

Uses

Uses

Uses

Client::Method1()
{
     SmartProxy B AMethod(); -----results in------ Object1 B AMethod();
     SmartProxy B AMethod(); -----results in ----- Object2 B AMethod();
     SmartProxy B AMethod(); -----results in------ Object1 B AMethod();
}

SmartProxy

AMethod

Object1

AMethod

Object2

AMethod
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3.2.1.10 Verification Issues

Some of the issues that need to be considered while testing the Smart Proxy are:

As the Smart Proxy allows different implementations to be used, it requires additional

testing to show that the appropriate implementations are accessed depending on the

validations performed. Method Sequences [Kirani 94b] do not help in this case because

although the method sequence may be correct, an incorrect object can be accessed.

The required inter-object relationships need to be specified. Message sequences [Kirani

94b] can be used for this purpose. After the inter-object message relationships are

specified, the Smart Proxy should be unit tested using stub objects to log the actual

message relationships. Figure 18 ill ustrates this unit testing technique.

Figure 18: Testing the Smart Proxy Pattern
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3.2.1.11 Related Patterns

The Smart Proxy is related to the Proxy [Gamma 94], in that it provides an interface to

different implementations. However, the Smart Proxy determines the interface it needs to

provide based on validations either requested by the client or determined by the Smart

Proxy itself.

The Smart Proxy is more closely related to the Backup Pattern [Subraman 98]. However,

the Smart Proxy differs from the Backup pattern in its intent. The Backup is not meant

for use in regression testing and for performing validations on system components. In

addition, the Backup pattern is not an interface. It is primarily used to provide

redundancy in case the primary alternate fails for any reason. The Smart Proxy provides

an interface to the appropriate object based on the dynamic behavior of the environment

as encapsulated in the validators.

3.2.2 Watch Dog Pattern

3.2.2.1 Intent

Safety-criti cal systems such as cardiac pacemakers and defibrill ators are reactive systems

that respond and react to different events. In such systems, during testing many

conditions need to be checked based on the test setup. Some of these conditions are

timing conditions, values of state variables, event occurrences or non-occurrence. The

Watch Dog pattern provides a uniform interface for such condition checks to be added into a

test case. The Watch Dog monitors event conditions and relationships and takes action

based on when the condition and relationships are satisfied.
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3.2.2.2 Forces

Some of the forces that need to be resolved are:

Understandabilit y: The complexity and size of many safety-criti cal systems affect

understandabili ty. Program understanding is important for maintenance and reuse [Huang

98]. This is a larger issue during testing, as test cases are usually not written as rigorously

as the released code. This makes maintaining and reusing test cases extremely difficult as

products evolve [Poona 97, Poona 98], which in turn impacts maintenance and reuse.

Uniformity: Safety-criti cal systems are reactive systems that respond to a large number of

events. A large portion of the implementation and testing of these systems revolves

around checking for event conditions. These systems are also developed using large

teams of programmers, who may have individual means of implementing different event

checks and conditions. A uniform approach to handling this is conducive to program and

test maintenance and reuse.

Reusabilit y: Cardiac rhythm management systems are evolving systems whose basic

functionali ty remains the same as it is based on human physiology. Product development

artifacts can be reused as the systems evolve from one version to the next.

3.2.2.3 Force Resolution

The Watch Dog pattern provides a uniform interface to managing alarm and monitoring

conditions based on events. This enhances understandabili ty of test case logic. In

addition, the Watch Dog reduces the complexity due to different individual
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implementations of event checks and conditions. This enhances understandabili ty,

uniformity and reuse.

The Watch Dog also decouples the event checks from the way events are implemented so

that whenever event implementation changes, the checks do not have to be changed or re-

implemented. This reduces code complexity and enhances reuse. This impacts not only

the released code but also test case implementation. As cardiac-rhythm management

systems are reactive systems, the test cases are mainly designed to test its responses to

different event occurrences and non-occurrences. As the test cases are decoupled from

event implementation, they are easier to reuse [Poona 97].

3.2.2.4 Motivational Examples

Large portions of the functionali ty of cardiac pacemakers and defibrill ators are controlled

by data variables that can be changed using external Programmer Recorder Monitors

(PRMs). These events are based on data values in the device memory map. For example,

the atrial pace feature depends on the value of a byte in the implantable device memory

map. The external programmer can customize this feature by writing different values at

this location. When new diagnostics or therapy is added, this memory map undergoes

constant change. For example, when a ventricular pace feature is added in the next

generation of the pacemaker, the memory map will change to accommodate this. Test

cases that are based on checking this memory location will have to change as the memory

map changes.

The Watch Dog pattern removes this dependence of the test case on the particular

implementation. The Watch Dog can be set to monitor the events rather than the
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particular memory location. By encapsulating the implementation knowledge and

decoupling it from the test cases, the Watch Dog can enhance reusabili ty of the test cases.

The Watch Dog can also be used to set different types of alarms based on when events

occur. For example, if a ventricular pace event occurs less than 100ms after shock

therapy has been delivered, it could mean that the pacing system is malfunctioning. This

information needs to be transmitted to the shock therapy module to suppress incorrect

shock delivery. The Watch Dog can be customized to set an alarm on the ventricular pace

event. If the alarm goes off, the shock therapy module would be alerted to the potential

error.

In testing cardiac rhythm management devices, a large number of the conditions checked

are based on the occurrence or non-occurrence of some event. The alarm feature of the

Watch Dog can be used to provide uniformity in the implementation of such checks. This

makes the test cases more understandable and hence easier to maintain and reuse.

3.2.2.5 Structure and Uses

Figure 19 ill ustrates the structure of the Watch Dog pattern with interfaces to the different

objects that it uses to provide monitoring functionali ty.
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Figure 19: Structure of the Watch Dog Pattern

Some of the different types of monitoring activities that the Watch Dog can perform are:

1) Alarm

In this case, the client requires an event to be checked for a condition after a specified

period. The client specifies the event to be monitored, the condition to be checked, the

time period after which the condition is to be checked, and a list of actions that are

required once the condition is satisfied. The Watch Dog checks for the condition after the

specified time expires and performs the actions requested by the client. For alarms, the

Watch Dog stops after evaluating the condition after the time expires, and a new Watch

Dog needs to be started to set other alarms.

2) Watchpoint

In this case, the client requires continuous monitoring of an event for the occurrence of a

condition. The client specifies the condition to be checked, the event to be monitored, the

frequency with which the event is monitored, and a list of actions to perform once the
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condition is met. When it behaves as a Watchpoint, the Watch Dog stops as soon the

condition is satisfied. If it is required that the Watch Dog continue monitoring even after

the condition is satisfied, it should be used as a monitor (explained next).

3) Monitor

In this case, the client requires a check on an event at regular intervals. However, every

time the condition evaluates successfully, the specified action is taken and the Watch Dog

continues. The client must explicitly switch off the Watch Dog using its interface.

3.2.2.6 Participants and Roles in the Watch Dog Pattern

C  Condition

Conditions are evaluations that the Watch Dog checks on the specified Event. The client

supplies a condition to the Watch Dog along with the Event on which the condition is to

be checked. The Condition can be implemented as a friend of the Event Class in which

case it can access the private members of the Events. Alternatively, the Event class can

provide public functions for accessing its private members. Condition provides a test()

interface so that complex (domain/application dependent) checks can be done on the

events.

C  Event

This represents the different events that can occur in the system. It represents the events

whose conditions the client is interested in. The Event class can provide an interface to

the Watch Dog by which the Watch Dog can mark the event as occurred. The client

application logic can then determine when it wants to check for event occurrence.
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D  Client

The client represents the code (test drivers, released code, etc.) that sets the Watch Dog

on different events for the conditions that it needs to check on those events.

D  Watch Dog

The Watch Dog provides monitoring functionali ty on different events for the client. The

client specifies, the event to be checked, the period during which/the frequency with

which the condition will be checked, and a list of actions that the Watch Dog can take

when the condition is satisfied. Either this can be the default action, which is setting a

marker in the Event class, or some callback that the client wants invoked to execute

application specific functionali ty.

3.2.2.7 Collaborations

Figure 20 shows the collaboration amongst the various classes when the Watch Dog is

used as an Alarm. After the specified period expires it checks the condition and if

satisfied, marks the event as occurred. The client can check the event for whether the

condition has occurred. Alternatively, the client can also request a callback from the

Watch Dog in which case the specified method will be invoked in addition to marking the

event.
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Figure 20: Watch Dog as Alarm – Collaboration

The Figure 21 ill ustrates the collaboration amongst the various classes when the Watch

Dog behaves as a Watchpoint.

Figure 21: Watch Dog as Watchpoint – Collaboration
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The Figure 22 ill ustrates the collaborations amongst the various classes when the Watch

Dog behaves as a Monitor.

Figure 22: Watch Dog as Monitor – Collaboration

3.2.2.8 Sample Code

The following code ill ustrates the use of the Watch Dog Pattern as an Alarm.

class Event

{ friend class Condition;

public:

    int occurred(); //Provide an interface to check Event occurrence

    int setOccurrence(); //Provide an interface to set Event occurrence
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re q u ire d  fre q u e n cy
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private: //Application specific Event information

};

class Condition

{ public:

int test(Event&);  //Perform domain-specific event checks

//Provide interfaces required for the client to set condition

private:

};

class Alarm: public WatchDog

{ public:

void setWatchDog(Event&, condition&, int timePeriod);

//Also, the client can pass a List of actions to be performed

private:

};

void Alarm:setWatchDog(Event& E, Condition& C, int Time)

{ int CurrentTime = ClockGettime();

while((ClockGettime() – CurrentTime) < Time) wait(1);

if(C.test(E) == SUCCESS)

{ E.setOccurrence(TRUE);

//Also perform actions from client specified List

}

else

{ E.setOccurrence(FALSE);

}
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}

void Event::setOccurrence(Boolean B)

{ //Set marker to indicate condition evaluation status

}

int Event::occurred()

{ //Retu rn marker.

}

This is how the Alarm Watch Dog can be used:

Alarm A; Event E; Condition C; int Time = X;

//Do any application specific Condition setup

Alarm.setWatchDog(E, C, Time); //Can start WatchDog as separate thread, and can

provide a List of actions to perform on successful condition evaluation.

//...

This is how the occurrence of the condition can be checked.

if (E.occurred() == CONDITION_OCCURRED)

{ //Do processing for condition occurrence...

}

else

{ //Do processing for condition non-occurrence...

}

3.2.2.9 Implementation Issues

Setting the Watch Dog can be either implemented as a separate thread or in the same

thread as the client. This depends on the type of waiting required by the client. For
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dynamic systems where a large number of asynchronous events occur, the Watch Dog is

implemented as separate thread. In this case, the client can set the Watch Dog and

continue. When the event occurs, the Watch Dog can inform the client. In addition, if the

client does not want to be interrupted during criti cal tasks, it can check whether the event

condition was satisfied rather than having the Watch Dog inform it.

For testing real-time, reactive systems such as cardiac pacemakers, the test driver usually

sets a Watch Dog in a separate thread. Doing so gives the driver more control over the

tests that it executes. If a particular test fails due to a condition not being set, the driver

can still control other tests and continue execution.

3.3 Framework for Unit Test Case Design

In this section, we discuss a framework for designing unit test cases using the concepts

and patterns introduced in section 3.2. We provide ill ustrations using a procedural

implementation and C-code. In section 3.3.1, we discuss the different components of the

framework that are used to design unit test cases. We ill ustrate these concepts in section

3.3.2.  In section 3.3.3, we present results from applying this framework to testing a

safety-criti cal application. The example used is for a PRM used for controlli ng cardiac-

rhythm management devices.

3.3.1 Unit Test Design Framework Components

Some of the important components that are part of this unit test framework are:

a) Stubs used for providing alternate implementations of the different functions that are

invoked by the unit under test;
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b) Log utiliti es which are used to accumulate the results;

c) Instrumenting the code so that information can be monitored at criti cal points [Fryer

98]; and

d) Drivers that are used to control the interaction of the unit under test, the different

stubs and the log utiliti es.

We now discuss each of these components in detail .

3.3.1.1 Stub Design and Implementation

Stub functions will be developed to allow the unit test drivers to control the behavior of

all functions called by the function under test. The driver controls the behavior of each

stub function through the use of global variables and callback functions.

A function's behavior is defined by its return value, values returned through its argument

list, and values assigned by it to global or static variables. Each stub function will define

a set of global control variables for itself. The driver will set these global variables before

calli ng the function under test.

In addition, the stub function will optionally invoke a callback function provided by the

driver as its last action before returning. This callback function is used to handle the case

of the stub being called multiple times by the function under test. The code in the

callback function can modify the stub functions controlli ng variables in preparation for

the next time it will be called.
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Stubs defined for unit testing a piece of code can be invoked at run-time by using the

Smart Proxy pattern. The unit test driver determines the particular stub that is invoked in

place of the actual function.

During testing if the test driver needed to replace the function temp  by a supplied stub

temp_stub , it would invoke the Smart_proxy  asking for the replacement required. All

subsequent invocations of temp  would then be directed to temp_stub.  Whenever the stub

was no longer required, the driver would invoke Undo_pro xy that would cause temp  to no

longer be stubbed.

This strategy is useful as sometimes it is necessary to stub a function for certain

invocations and call the actual function in other cases. This also provides greater

flexibil ity in designing test cases using different testing strategies with a single driver.

A stub is designed such that it performs some or all of the following functions. These

functions are all performed under driver supervision.

1) Making (driver determined) variable assignments.

2) Determining instance of self (actual or stub) to be executed on subsequent driver

invocations.

3) Performing (driver determined) message/call -back function invocations.

4) Returning (driver determined) results.

5) Logging information.

The ill ustration in section 3.3.2 provides examples of these different functions.
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3.3.1.2 Instrumenting Code

The code is instrumented for two reasons:

E  To insert calls to log the traversal of each node in the Control Flow Graph. This is

implemented via a macro that can be defined to null i n production mode.

E  To convert any static variables referenced by the function under test into global

variables. These static variables are made global so that the driver and stub functions

may alter them to control the test execution. This can also be implemented via a

macro that can be defined to null i n test mode.

By limiti ng code instrumentation to these changes, the actual production code does not

have to be instrumented. Instead, a copy of the function under test is used.

The ill ustration in section 3.3.2 provides examples of code instrumentation.

3.3.1.3 Log Function Design and Implementation

A log function is used to log the fact that a particular code block is executed. The

granularity of the code block can vary from a single statement to a group of statements

corresponding to a node in a Control Flow Graph. The log function is used to update a

global li st of node events. It can also be supplemented to output diagnostic messages.

In case of nested loops, or loops which contain multiple nodes, a sub-path match can be

implemented to detect repetiti ve patterns of nodes numbers or even a single repeated

node. The complexity of the sub-path match is dependent on the complexity of the

function under test. The complexity of the sub-path match algorithm can be varied

depending on the level of automation required.
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A simple path matching functionali ty is ill ustrated in the examples provided in section

3.3.2.

3.3.1.4 Driver Design and Implementation

The test driver is used control the test case execution. The Smart Proxy and Watch Dog

patterns are used by the test case driver. This is achieved by:

1) Stub invocation – the functions that are stubbed during execution of a test case are

controlled by the driver. The Smart Proxy is used in this case.

2) Event monitoring – the driver determines that different events that need to be

monitored. The Watch Dog is used in this case, and the driver behaves as an Observer

[Gamma 94].

3) Execution control – the driver maintains control on the execution sequence. From this

perspective, the driver acts as a Mediator [Gamma 94]. Execution control is

maintained by either controlli ng the behavior of the stubs or by controlli ng the

environment that is used by the function/method being unit tested.

F  Controlli ng Stub Return Values: Control over the return values of stubs is

achieved by communicating to the stub, the values to be returned. This can occur

via shared variables, or a State object, which changes the state of the stubs, based

on the current state of the driver.

F  Controlli ng Stub Invocation: Stub invocation can be controlled by the driver and

the stubs by using the Smart Proxy pattern. In this case, the driver determines the

object/function that is being proxied. This allows different invocations of the
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same method/function in the same test case, to result in either the stub or the

actual method/function to be invoked. Doing so allows the driver to exercise

greater control over the function/method being unit tested. The state used to

control stub invocation can be as simple as the invocation count or a complex

combination of events in the system.

G  Controlli ng Environment Initialization: The driver achieves control over the

environment of the function/method being tested by controlli ng the shared/public

environment of the function/method and by controlli ng how stub functions can

change the environment.

4) Result comparison – the driver is responsible for accumulating the results of test case

execution and comparing these to the expected results. This is then used to determine

whether the test case passed or failed.

The test driver can accommodate different testing strategies such as input boundary value

testing, input partition testing, random testing, loop boundary value testing, negative

testing, and path testing.

The overall structure of a test driver is as shown in Figure 23:
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Figure 23: Structure of Test Dr iver

Section 3.3.2 provides an example of a test driver.

3.3.1.5 Execute Tests on Target Machine

The unit tests must be executed on the target machine on which the code will execute.

This is important as in many industrial environments, the development and target

machines are different. This is required so that the compiler used to produce code for the
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function under test is the same one that is used to build the actual product. Use of the

same compiler may allow us to identify compiler bugs during execution of the unit tests.

3.3.2 Illustration of Unit Test Case Design

In this section, we provide an ill ustration of how the framework discussed in section

3.3.1. can be used to design and implement unit test cases. Unit test cases are developed

for testing the function mm_init_dos_diskette  that initializes a 1.44 MB floppy disk to a

MS-DOS accessible format.

The testing strategy used is path testing. Input-boundary value testing is not required as

there are no inputs for this functions. Also, there are no loops that are controlled by input

variables.

For testing different paths, the code is instrumented as shown below:
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BOOLEAN mm_init_dos_diskette(void)

{  SSHORT  i, j, type, num_dirs;

   SINT    drive, next_blk, flags;

   STRING  *p, buf[512];

   struct _disk_entry dbuf;

   enum init_status { PASSED = 0, OPEN_FAILED, FCTL_FAILED, READ_FAILED, WRITE_FAILED

   } status = OPEN_FAILED;

   if ((drive = open("/dev/fd0", O_RDWR)) != -1)

   {  status = FCTL_FAILED;

      flags = fcntl(drive, F_GETFL);

      if (fcntl(drive, F_SETFL, (flags | O_SYNC)) != -1)

      {  status = READ_FAILED;

         if (disk_get_entry(drive, &dbuf) != -1)

         {  if (dbuf.heads != 1 && dbuf.track_sectors == 18 && dbuf.cylinders == 80)

            {  type = 3;

               status = PASSED;   }  }  }  }

   if (status == PASSED)

   {  if (block_read(drive,1L,1,buf) == -1)

      {  status = READ_FAILED;   }

      else

      {  p = buf;

         memcpy(p, (STRING *) &floppy_data[type], sizeof(struct dos_boot));

         p[0x30] = 0xCD;        /* if anyone tries to boot this disk */

         p[0x31] = 0x19;        /* just reboot again - circular!     */

         p[0x1FE] = 0x55;
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 p[0x1FF] = 0xAA;

         if (block_write(drive,1L,1,buf) == -1)

         {  status = WRITE_FAILED;  }

         else

         {  for (i = 0,next_blk=2; i < floppy_data[type].num_fats; ++i)

            {  if (status != PASSED)

               {  break;   }

               memset(p, (STRING) 0, 512);

               p[0x00] = floppy_data[type].media_descrip;

               p[0x01] = 0xFF;

               p[0x02] = 0xFF;    /* 12-bit FATs */

               if (block_write(drive,next_blk++,1,buf) == -1)

               {   status = WRITE_FAILED;

                   break;   }

/* write the rest of the FATs */

               memset(p, (STRING) 0, 512);

               for (j = 1; j < floppy_data[type].num_sectors_per_fat; ++j)

               {  if (block_write(drive,next_blk++,1,buf) == -1)

                  {  status = WRITE_FAILED;

                     break;  }  }  }  }

         if (status == PASSED)

         {  num_dirs = (floppy_data[type].num_root_dirs * 32) /

      floppy_data[type].bytes_per_sector;

            memset(p, (STRING) 0, 512);

            for (i = 0; i < num_dirs; ++i)
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The control flow graph is as shown below in Figure 24.

            {  if (block_write(drive,next_blk++,1,buf) == -1)

               {  status = WRITE_FAILED;

                  break;  }  }  }  }  }

   if (status != OPEN_FAILED && status != FCTL_FAILED)

   {  /* finished DOSing floppy disk */

      if (fcntl(drive, F_SETFL, flags) == -1)

      {  status = FCTL_FAILED;  }  }

   close(drive);

   return !(BOOLEAN)(status);

}
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Figure 24: Control Flow Graph for Function being Unit Tested
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The Table 11 lists the different test cases that are generated to exercise all the paths in the

control flow graph (CFG) shown. The table also lists the input and control variables that

need to be initialized for each test case, the stub functions required, the behavior of the

stub functions, and the path executed.

Table 11: Unit Test Cases Generated

ID Expected Output Inputs, Stubs and Stub Behavior Paths Exercised

1 status = FALSE I  open_stub set to return –1 1,6,23,26

2 status = FALSE I  open_stub set to return 1;

I  fcntl_stub set to return –1;

1,2,6,23,26

3 status = FALSE I  open_stub set to return 1;

I  fcntl_stub set to return 1;

I  disk_get_entry_stub set to return –1;

1,2,3,6,23,24,26

4 status = FALSE I  open_stub set to return 1;

I  fcntl_stub set to return 1 on first call and –1 on second

call;

I  disk_get_entry_stub set to return 1, and set number of

heads to 1;

1,2,3,4,6,23,24,

25,26
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ID Expected Output Inputs, Stubs and Stub Behavior Paths Exercised

5 status = FALSE J  open_stub set to return 1;

J  fcntl_stub set to return 1;

J  block_read_stub set to return –1;

J  disk_get_entry_stub set to return 1, number of heads

to 2, number of cylinders to 80, and number of track

sectors to 18;

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,

23,24,26

6 status = FALSE J  open_stub set to return 1;

J  fcntl_stub set to return 1;

J  block_read_stub set to return 0;

J  disk_get_entry_stub set to return 1, number of heads

to 2, number of cylinders to 80, and number of track

sectors to 18;

J  The first call to block_write_stub set to return –1;

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,9,

10,19,23,24,26

7 status = FALSE J  Non DOS Formatted disk in drive.

J  The second call to block_write_stub set to return –1;

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,9,

11,12,14,15,19,

23,24,26

8 status = FALSE J  Non DOS Formatted disk in drive.

J  The third call to block_write_stub set to return –1;

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,9,

11,12,14,16,17,

18,11,12,13,19,

23,24,26
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ID Expected Output Inputs, Stubs and Stub Behavior Paths Exercised

9 status = FALSE K  Non DOS Formatted disk in drive.

K  The fourth call to block_write_stub set to return –1;

K  floppy_data for 1.4 MB disks set to indicate number

of fats = 1, and number of sectors per fat = 2 (for

controlli ng loop count)

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,9,

11,12,14,16,17,

16,11,19,20,21,

22,23,24,26

10 status = TRUE;

Floppy

initialized to

DOS disk.

K  NON DOS Formatted disk in drive. 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,9,

(11,12,14,(16,

17)1+)2+,19,20,

21,22,23,24,26

3.3.2.1 Stub Design and Implementation

The following stub functions are designed for the test cases shown in Table 11. They

ill ustrate the different stub functionali ty discussed in section 3.3.1.1.

L  Open and block read are stubbed to return status under driver control. The following

code ill ustrates:

                                                

1 The number of times this loop is executed is fixed and depends on the number of sectors per fat for a 1.44

MB DOS diskette.

2 The number of times this loop is executed is fixed and depends on the number of fats for a 1.44 MB DOS

diskette.
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int open_stub(const char *path, int oflag, ...)

{ return open_return;

}

M  Fcntl is stubbed to return status under driver control. This is designed such that the

return value depends on the particular invocation of fcnt_stub. This can be controlled

by the driver. The abili ty to control the actual value returned allows to driver to

control test execution so that test cases using different strategies can be developed by

reusing the same driver code. The following code ill ustrates. The driver controls

whether the return values are changed through the variable

fcntl_changing_return_values, and sets the required return values though

fcntl_return_changed and fcntl_return:

int fcntl_stub(int fildes, int cmd, ...)

{  SINT ret = fcntl_return;

fcntl_call_count++;

if (fcntl_changing_return_values == TRUE)

{ ret = fcntl_return_changed[fcntl_call_count - 1];

}

else

{ fcntl_call_count = 0;

}

return ret;

}
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N  Disk_get_entry is stubbed to return status and to set the test environment. The driver

can control how the environment is set which allows it to control test execution

depending on test strategy. The following code ill ustrates. The driver can set the

environment it requires through variables such as disk_get_entry_arg* :

int disk_get_entry_stub(int fildes, struct _disk_entry *d_bfr)

{ memcpy(d_bfr, &disk_get_entry_arg2, sizeof(struct _disk_entry));

return disk_get_entry_return;

}

N  Block_write is stubbed to return status under driver control. This is designed using

the Smart Proxy pattern so that the actual instance of the function that gets stubbed

can be controlled by the driver. In this case, only this invocation will result in stub

invocation. All other invocations will result in the actual function being invoked. The

following code ill ustrates:

int block_write_stub(int fildes, long block, unsigned nblock, void *buf)

{ SINT stub_this_time, ret;

block_write_num_called++;

stub_this_time = block_write_stub_at_call - block_write_num_called;

if (stub_this_time != 0)

{ Undo_Proxy(block_write);

ret = block_write(fildes, block, nblock, buf);

Smart_proxy(block_write, block_write_stub);

}

else
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{ ret = block_write_return;

}

return ret;

   }

3.3.2.2 Log Function Design and Implementation

The log functions implemented for this ill ustration capture information about the CFG

nodes executed. This information is then used by the result comparison functions to

determine whether the correct path is executed. The following code ill ustrates:

3.3.2.3 Driver Design and Implementation

The test drivers tie all of the different pieces in the framework together. The following

examples ill ustrate drivers for different test and ill ustrate various aspects of driver

functionali ty discussed in section 3.3.1.4. The complete driver code corresponding to the

different test cases in Table 11, is shown in the Appendix.

Example 12: Simple Test Dr iver

The code below ill ustrates a driver for a positive test case. This is a simple driver that

only invokes the function to be unit tested and checks the results obtained. Smart Proxies

are not needed as there are no stubs.
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Log Initialization

Function Invocation

Result Comparison

clear_log();

LOG("\n\nut_mm_init_dos_diskette, "

    "path 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 (11 12 14 (16 17)+ )+ 19 20 21 22 23 24 26 - "

    "testing...");

status = FALSE;

status = mm_init_dos_diskette();

if (status) LOG("PASS");

else LOG("FAIL");

O

The next example ill ustrates how the driver uses the Smart Proxy pattern to stub

functions it needs to control the behavior of. The test case ill ustrated is a negative test

case based on the failure of the stubbed functions.

Example 13: Test Dr iver with Stubs

The driver code below ill ustrates how the driver can control the behavior of the functions

it stubs through their return values. The driver sets the return values required and the

stubs are designed as shown in section 3.3.2.1. The Smart Proxy pattern is used to stub

the functions so that the driver can control which functions are stubbed for each test case.
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Log Initialization

Stub Initialization

Stub Control

Function Invocation

Result Comparison

Test Cleanup

clear_log();

LOG("\n\nut_mm_init_dos_diskette, path 1 2 3 6 23 24 26 - testing...");

status = TRUE;

Smart_Proxy(open, open_stub);

Smart_Proxy(fcntl, fcntl_stub);

Smart_Proxy(disk_get_entry, disk_get_entry_stub);

open_return = 1;

fcntl_return = 1;

disk_get_entry_return = -1;

status = mm_init_dos_diskette();

if (check_path("%d%d%d%d%d%d%d", 1, 2, 3, 6, 23, 24, 26) && !status )

LOG("PASS");

else LOG("FAIL");

Undo_Proxy(disk_get_entry);

Undo_Proxy(fcntl);

Undo_Proxy(open);

P

The next example ill ustrates how the test driver can exercise control over a particular

invocation of a function and require different values to be returned on different

invocations of the same function during a single test case.
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Log Initialization

Stub Initialization

Stub Control

Environment Initialization

Function Invocation

Result Comparison

Example 14: Test Dr iver with varying Stubs

The code below ill ustrates how a driver can cause a stub function to return different

values depending on the current execution state. The state used to control the stub return

values can be as simple as an invocation count or a complex combination of events in the

system. The driver uses the variables fcntl_changing_return_values  and

fcntl_return_changed  to control the values returned by the stub fcntl_stub .

clear_log();

LOG("\n\nut_mm_init_dos_diskette, path 1 2 3 4 6 23 24 25 26 - testing...");

status = TRUE;

Smart_Proxy(open, open_stub);

Smart_Proxy(fcntl, fcntl_stub);

Smart_Proxy(disk_get_entry, disk_get_entry_stub);

open_return = 1;

fcntl_changing_return_values = TRUE;

fcntl_return_changed[FIRST_CALL] = 1;

fcntl_return_changed[SECOND_CALL] = 1;

fcntl_return_changed[THIRD_CALL] = -1;

disk_get_entry_return = 1;

disk_get_entry_arg2.heads = 1;

status = mm_init_dos_diskette();

if (check_path("%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d", 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 23, 24, 25, 26) &&

    !status ) LOG("PASS");

else LOG("FAIL");

Varying Stub Return Values

(based on stub invocation

count)
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Test Cleanup

Log Initialization

Stub Initialization

Stub Control

fcntl_changing_return_values = FALSE;

Undo_Proxy(disk_get_entry);

Undo_Proxy(fcntl);

Undo_Proxy(open);

Q

The next example provides an ill ustration of how the test driver controls the actual

invocation of the stubs. For an object-oriented implementation, the driver instantiates a

Smart Proxy object and chooses implements the event conditions under which the stub is

proxied as a validation which it passes to the Smart Proxy. The Smart Proxy proxies the

stub when the validation succeeds and the actual object otherwise.

Example 15: Test Dr iver with Smart Proxy

The code ill ustrates a procedural implementation of a driver using a Smart Proxy to

invoke a stub under certain conditions during test case execution. Again, for the purpose

of ill ustration, the invocation count is used as the condition for stub invocation.

clear_log();

LOG("\n\nut_mm_init_dos_diskette, "

    "path 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 11 12 14 15 19 23 24 26 - testing...");

status = TRUE;

Smart_Proxy(block_write, block_write_stub);

block_write_return = -1;

block_write_stub_at_call = 2;

block_write_num_called = 0;

Validation used for determining stub

invocation instance to be proxied
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Function Invocation

Result Comparison

Result Comparison

Test Cleanup

status = mm_init_dos_diskette();

if (check_path("%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d",

    1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12, 14, 15, 19, 23, 24, 26)

    && !status ) LOG("PASS");

else LOG("FAIL");

Undo_Proxy(block_write);

R

The next example ill ustrates how a driver can control execution of a function being unit

tested. This is usually useful for negative testing where error conditions occur, but control

needs to be retained in the driver so that test case execution can continue. This is also

useful when test cases are executed as a batch so that if an error occurs in one test case,

the other test cases would continue to execute. The driver in this case acts as a general

error handler.

Example 16: Test Dr iver and Execution Control

The following code ill ustrates how a test driver can retain control in the presence of

errors. The ill ustrated shows a negative test case, where the test driver needs to check the

error occurred so that a test pass/fail decision can be made.
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Log Initialization

Stub Initialization

Stub and Environment Control

Execution Control and Result Comparison

Test Cleanup

clear_log();

LOG("\n\nut_os_read_dir, path 1 4 5 - testing...");

Smart_Proxy(readdir, readdir_stub);

Smart_Proxy(error_handler, error_handler_stub);

readdir_return = NULL;

readdir_errno = EBADF;

jmp_ret = setjmp(env);

if (jmp_ret == FUNCTION_INVOKED)

kind = os_read_dir(d_entry, check_name, buf, max,                  

"path 1 4 5", THIS_ERROR_CODE);

else if (jmp_ret == THIS_ERROR_CODE)

if (check_path("%d%d%d", 1, 4, 5)) LOG("PASS");

else LOG("FAIL");

else LOG("Unexpected failure - FAIL");

Undo_Proxy(readdir);

Undo_Proxy(error_handler_stub);

In this case, the driver stubs the original error handler with error_handler_stub . This

stub returns control back to be driver in case an error occurs. The code for

error_handler_stub  is ill ustrated below:

Initialize Error Handler to Return Control here

Error Handler Correctly Initialized

Error handler returned

control. Check for

correctness.
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Execution Control

void error_handler_stub(USHORT error_code, STRING *src_file,

SINT src_line, STRING *p_msg_format, ...)

{

   LOG(src_file);

   if (src_line > 0) longjmp(env, src_line);

   else LOG("ERROR, possibly during environment setup or cleanup");

}

S

Note that the driver has complete control over the paths that are tested. The driver can

also control when a unit will be replaced by a stub implementation and how that stub will

behave.

Using this framework for unit test case design allows considerable automation of the test

development and execution process. For example, for the path-testing example, code

instrumentation can be automated using a control flow graph-generating tool such as the

McCabe test suite. Drivers can be easily developed with a considerable cost and effort

saving (Section 3.3.3) or existing test drivers reused. The log utiliti es can automate test

validation. In addition, multiple test cases can be easily executed as a suite with minimal

user intervention.

Error Occurred, Return

Control to Driver
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3.3.3 Application and Results

We applied the unit test framework discussed above to test parts of a safety-critical

application. The application tested is a Programmer Recorder Monitor (PRM) used for

controlli ng cardiac pacemakers and defibrill ators.

The results obtained are tabulated below:

Number of Units: 11

Number of Test Cases: 65

Unit Testing using Debugger Unit Testing using Framework

Average
Development and
Execution Time

(per Test Case)

3 hours (includes time for
stepping into function and

setting up test case)

20 minutes

Learning Time

(Cumulative)

N/A 30 hours

Total Time Spent

(All Units)

195 hours 54 hours (new user)

24 hours (on reuse)

In general, we noticed that a considerable amount of time was saved on using the

framework approach to unit test case design. On analyzing the savings obtained, we

learned that:

1) Time was saved due to a uniform methodology for developing the stubs and drivers.

This made it possible to easily recognize and develop stubs. In addition, new drivers

could easily be created for testing using a different strategy, and also for re-testing.
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2) A large portion of the time saved was due to the control allowed in the driver by

using the Smart Proxy. This made it possible to easily reuse test drivers for different

test strategies.

3) Also, as functions changed it was easy to validate and modify the test cases. This was

especially true for new units that were created by specializing original units (reuse

with specialization).
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4. Strategies for Test Implementation (Test Case) Reuse

4.1 Introduction

Test cases can also be reused as a product undergoes change due to preventive or

perfective maintenance. This type of reuse forms a part of regression testing, where the

test cases are selected to exercise only the changed and affected parts in a program.

Regression testing is widely used in industries and is considered one of the most

important quali ty assurance techniques. While test case reduction has been a major issue

in regression testing research, several other important issues affect test case reuse. Test

cases are said to be reused when they are selected either as-is or with certain

modifications to test the changed system. Issues such as test case revalidation, test case

dependency, and test sequencing affect this test selection process and therefore impact

test case reuse.

4.2 Test Case Reuse Techniques

4.2.1 Test Case Reuse After Revalidation

Test case revalidation is a largely manual activity aimed at identifying test cases that are

no longer valid for the modified software.  A test case consists of a test input and its

expected output, and both must be examined in revalidation. In case the input is no longer

valid, the test case may be discarded or considered to be used as a negative test case

[Beizer 95]. It is possible that the test input is valid, but its expected output is no longer

valid. In this case, the tester must develop the corresponding expected output.
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Even if both the input and expected output are valid for all the test cases, new test cases

may need to be developed. This is true when a specific testing strategy is used.  For

example, a specific test case is developed to test the boundary between two input

domains, and the boundary is changed in the new software. The existing test case no

longer serves the purpose of detecting the boundary.  In this case, new test cases should

be developed to satisfy the testing technique and the existing one can be reused under

some other technique.

Test case revalidation requires the tester to examine specifications, testing strategies and

existing test cases, and as these are usually manual activities, they are expensive.

Fortunately, test case revalidation can be eff icient for functional testing if traceabilit y

between functional requirements and test cases is maintained. As long as a given

requirement item is not changed, its associated test cases should be valid for the new

software.  If any of these test cases fails, the modification to the software must have

inadvertently changed the requirement item, and the modification was not done properly.

Many companies keep good traceabili ty between the requirement items and test cases

although they may not use any automated requirement processor.

Usually, requirements are written in a natural language, such as English or Japanese, and

developed using a word processor. However, requirement documents are usually properly

itemized with lot of indices, and these same indices are used to link to their

corresponding test cases. Test cases are usually in computer files with extensive

annotation and often a part of the annotation is a direct quote from the requirement
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documents. Therefore, it is possible to trace from a requirement item to its test cases and

from a test case to its requirement statement.

Test case revalidation for white-box testing can be problematic because if the software is

changes, its design also changes, and depending on the test techniques used to generate

test cases, new test cases may need to be developed and/or existing test cases changed to

meet the testing requirements. In many companies, white-box testing has not been used

as extensively as black-box testing.

If test cases are not revalidated properly either at the time they are selected, or at the time

of result comparison, it results in incorrect or redundant test cases being reused in

subsequent tests. This increases the cost and effort required for testing.

4.2.2 Test Sequence Reuse

In practice, test cases are often not completely or properly defined. By a proper definition

of test cases, we mean that the entire input and output environment must be specified for

every test case. Typically, there are a large number of variables that need to be initialized

before a test can be executed. Unfortunately, often only a subset of variables is defined in

the test case. This incompleteness in the input specification may result in the system

under test to behave differently on each test. On the other hand, incompleteness in the

output specification results in test cases being declared as passed when they may have

affected the output environment in an undesirable manner.

This test case inconsistency could cause undesirable and invisible test case dependency.

A tester usually executes several test cases consecutively from one test driver. If the

expected output of the first test case and the input of the subsequent test cases are not
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properly defined, the behavior of the subsequent test cases may be affected by the

execution of the previous test case. This is test case dependency [Marick 95] and will

especially occur if the software is a state machine; such as an object where values are

stored as states. Since the state of the system changes after executing the first test case,

the execution of the subsequent test cases will be dependent on the execution of the first

test case. It is possible to systematically test a state machine. However, in large programs,

all the states may be diff icult to capture; for example, the state of an operating system

which depends on all the register values and the status of all the processes currently

running at a given time.

Test case dependency can introduce additional problems especially if we try to reuse the

test case for retest.  In the Figure 25 below, assume that test case 1 traverses the changed

part and thus it is selected as a necessary test case to be rerun. Also, assume that the test

case 2 does not traverse the changed part and thus it is not selected as a necessary test

case. Modification traversal is usually treated as the safest approach [Rother 94b].

However, the output A3 might be changed by the execution of test case 1 and could have

caused a different behavior on the execution of test case 2 which would not be executed.

This means that such approaches could fail to identify important test cases because of

such undesirable dependencies.
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Figure 25: Test Case Dependency
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Sometimes, it is not practical to specify the inputs and outputs of the test cases

completely. Theoretically, it is always possible, but to do so, may require excessive

effort. This is because of the extremely large size of the input/output environments.

Furthermore, many companies do not determine test case dependency due to the

complexity and cost involved in doing so. In this case, it is important that all the test

cases should be rerun during regression testing.

The impact of test case dependency on test case selection through various selective retest

techniques is ill ustrated by means of an example. We ill ustrate the test case dependency

that causes most of the selective retest techniques to overlook certain essential test cases.

Example 17: Test Case Sequencing

The following code taken from [Kernig 88] is used in this and subsequent examples:
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==== getch.c ====

     1 #define BUFSIZE 100

     2 static char buf[BUFSIZE] ; /* buffer for ungetch */

     3 static int bufp = 0 ;

     4 int getch( void ) /* get a (possibly pushed back) character */

     5 {      return (bufp > 0)? buf[--bufp]: getchar() ;

     6 }

     7 void ungetch( int c ) /* push character back on input */

     8 { if ( bufp >= BUFSIZE ) {

     9 printf( "ungetch: too many characters\n" ) ;

    10 } else {

    11 buf[++bufp] = c ;    /* <---- fault #1     */

    12 }   /* buf[bufp++] = c is correct */

    13 }

==== getop.h ====

     1 #define NUMBER  '0'     /* signal that a number was found */

     2 #define NERROR  -1     /* signal that an incorrect input */

     3 int getop( char [] ) ;

==== getop.c ====

     1 #include <ctype.h>

     2 #include "getop.h"

     3 #include "getch.h"

     4 /* getop: get next operator or numeric operand */

     5 int getop( char s[] )
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     6 { int i, c, c2 ;

     7 /* skip white spaces */

8 while ( (s[0] = c = getch()) == ' ' || c == '\t' )  ;

     9 i = 1 ;

    10 if ( c == '+' || c == '-' ) {

    11 /* this is possibly a sign instead of operator */

    12 c2 = getch() ;

    13 if ( isdigit(c2) ) { /* next char is digit, c was a sign */

    14 s[i++] = c2 ;

    15 while ( isdigit(s[i++] = c2 = getch()) ) ;

    16 s[i-1] = '\0' ;

    17 ungetch( c ) ;    /* <---- fault #2   */

    18 return NUMBER ;   /* ungetch( c2 ) is correct */

    19 } else { /* c was an operator */

    20 ungetch( c ) ;    /* <---- fault #3   */

    21 return c ;  /* ungetch( c2 ) is correct */

    22 }

    23 } else { /* might be an operator */

    24 if ( c == '*' || c == '/' ) {

    25 return c ;

    26 } else { /* get number */

    27 if ( isdigit(c) ) {

    28 while ( isdigit(s[i++] = c2 = getch()) ) ;

    29 s[i-1] = '\0' ;
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    30 ungetch( c2 ) ;

    31 return NUMBER ;

    32 } else { return NERROR ;

    33 }

    34 }

    35 }

    36 }

We ill ustrate the interaction among the various procedures by means of a data flow

diagram shown in Figure 26.

Figure 26: Data Flow Diagram
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The procedure getop()   in this example is invoked from the reverse polish calculator as

in  [Kernig 88], to detect the operators such as '+', '-', '* ', '/' and the numeric operands.

getop()   reads the standard input via getch()  and identifies it as a number, operator etc.

If it was the number, the procedure returns it as a string in the space provided in the

argument.

To read a number, getop()  continues reading until it encounters a non-numeric character

and stores these. The last character which is non-numeric will be pushed back to standard

input via ungetch().
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A test suite (TS1) shown here is a part of test cases enough to show the dependency

between test cases. The test cases are based on black-box unit test cases.

Table 12: Unit Test Cases for getop() and Testing Results

TS1 input expected output actual output

tcID stdin rc s Rc s status

15001 "+1 " NUMBER "+1" NUMBER "+1" OK

15002 "+ " '+' n/a NERROR n/a NG

15003 "* " '* ' n/a '* ' n/a OK

After test case execution and failure identification, test case ID 15002 was found to have

failed due to a potential bug in the software. After fault identification, the suspected cause

of failure was found in ungetch()  instead of getop()  procedure. The statement was

corrected as follows:

==== getch.c ====

    11 buf[ ++bufp] = c ; (before)

    11 buf[ bufp++] = c ; (after)

From the test execution history information obtained by instrumentation or symbolic

execution, it is found that test case ID 15001 traversed ungetch() . Note that the test case

15002 will not be selected if the selection is performed purely by selective retest

strategies because 15002 itself didn't traverse ungetch() . However, we assume that the

tester is going to rerun 15002 since the fault identification was initiated by the failure of
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this test case. Note that after this modification, some test cases for ungetch()  should be

rerun. However, we assume those were successful.

Table 12 shows the results of the execution of selected test cases. It shows that both test

cases 15001 and 15002 passed the test successfully. However, if we had rerun the third

test case ID 15003, as shown in Table 13, it would have failed although it did not traverse

the modified source code.

Table 13: Unit Test Cases for getop() and Testing Results

TS1-R input expected output actual output

tcID stdin rc s rc s status

15001 "+1 " NUMBER "+1" NUMBER "+1" OK

15002 "+ " '+' n/a '+' n/a OK

Table 14: Unit Test Cases for getop() and Testing Results

TS1-Ra input expected output actual output

tcID stdin rc s rc s status

15001 "+1 " NUMBER "+1" NUMBER "+1" OK

15002 "+ " '+' n/a '+' n/a OK

15003 "* " '* ' n/a '+' n/a NG

The failure of T3, is due to dependency amongst the test cases. This dependency, as

mentioned earlier, is caused by insufficient input or output definition for test cases. In this
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case, buf  and bufp  in getch()  needed to be specified prior to each test execution.

However, since the tester's concentration was specifically on getop , he might have missed

the specification of getch()  module or the designer of the getch  module did not specify

this in the design documentation. In industrial scenarios of large-scale software

development, we noticed that these kinds of errors were considerably common. Because

of this, in many companies, the testers prefer to rerun all the test cases rather than

minimize and potentially overlook some criti cal test cases.

Note that the presence of these dependencies among the test cases lead to the necessity

that certain test cases be executed in a particular sequence. Many times the output from a

test case sequence will not be proper if the individual test cases in the sequence did not

execute in order. The presence of test sequences also impacts selection of test cases by

selective retest. In this case, we noticed that if any test case in a sequence is selected, then

all of the test cases in that sequence must be selected. We ill ustrate the impact of test case

sequencing with the help of an example:

Here we describe a test case sequence whereby the sequence of the execution of test

cases has a significant meaning in terms of failure detection. We use the same example as

listed above. The source code used here is the latter version after the modification as

shown above.

The test suite, shown in Table 15, is the same as shown in the previous example except

that the tests are done in the opposite sequence; instead of 15001 to 15002, they are

executed 15002 to 15001.
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Table 15: Unit Test Cases for getop() and Testing Results

TS2-Ra input expected output actual output

tcID stdin rc s rc s status

15002 "+ " '+' n/a '+' n/a OK

15001 "+1 " NUMBER "+1" '+' "+" NG

15003 "* " '* ' n/a '+' n/a NG

We compare these results with Table 14 (TS1-Ra) in the previous example. Each

individual test case here is the same as that in TS1-Ra. In addition, source code that is

examined by the test suites is also the same. Note that the test case 15001 failed only in

case it is executed after 15002. If it is executed in the former way, the failure would be

missed and the bug may go undetected. This failure is caused by the fault #2 and #3

indicated in the source code. Also, note that coincidental correctness [Beizer 90] also

played some role in this case.

The above example ill ustrates that test cases should be reused only after considering test

case dependency and sequencing. In addition, test sequences should be maintained in

case of test cases that are dependent on each other. These sequences should be reused

rather than reusing the individual test cases, to minimize problems due to test

dependency.
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4.2.3 Comparison of Test Case Reuse Strategies

We compare three popular reuse strategies that are proposed in the literature, and show

that these strategies fail to take into account test dependency and sequencing.

We use two procedures written in C taken from [Kernig 88] to ill ustrate several selective

retest techniques proposed.

4.2.3.1 Specification and Source Code

The procedures used in the example have the following specification:

 (1) getch(): This procedure returns one character read from standard input or from the

input buffer if any character is stored by ungetch()  procedure.

(2) ungetch(char c): This procedure returns nothing but restores one character specified

in argument to the buffer for later use via the getch()  procedure.

Figure 27 shows the overview of the functionali ty of these two procedures.

Figure 27: Data Flow Diagram
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Source code for these procedures is as shown in Example 17.
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4.2.3.2 Result from Testing and Source Code Modification

For the above procedures we designed four sets of test cases: unit test cases for getch()

and ungetch() , and integration test cases for both black-box and white-box testing. They

are shown in Table 16, Table 17, Table 18, and Table 19 below.

Table 16: Unit Test Cases for getch() and Testing Results

input expected output actual output

tcID buf[] bufp stdin Rc buf[] bufp stdin rc buf[] bufp stdin status

11001 "" 0 "abc" 'a' "" 0 "bc" 0 "" -1 "abc" NG

11002 "x" 1 "abc" 'x' "x" 0 "abc" 0 "x" 0 "abc" NG

11003 "xyz" 3 "abc" 'z' "xyz" 2 "abc" 0 "xyz" 2 "abc" NG

11004 "" 0 EOF EOF "" 0 EOF 0 "" -1 EOF NG

Table 17: Unit Test Cases for ungetch()and Testing Results

input expected output actual output

tcID c buf[] bufp stdin buf[] bufp stdin buf[] bufp stdin status

12001 'x' "" 0 "abc" "x" 1 "abc" "x" 1 "abc" OK

12002 EOF "" 0 EOF EOF 1 EOF EOF 1 EOF OK
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Table 18: Integration Test Cases based on White-Box Testing and Results

input expected output actual output

tcID c buf[] bufp stdin c buf[] bufp stdin c buf[] bufp stdin status

13001

c = getch(); -- "" 0 "abc" 'a' "" 0 "bc" 0 "" -1 "abc" NG

ungetch(c); 'a' "" 0 "bc" -- "a" 1 "bc" 0 "" 0 "abc" NG

13002

c = getch(); -- "" 0 "abc" 'a' "" 0 "bc" 0 "" -1 "abc" NG

ungetch('x') 'x' "" 0 "bc" -- "x" 1 "bc" -- "x" 1 "bc" OK

ungetch(c); 'a' "x" 1 "bc" -- "xa" 2 "bc" -- "xa" 2 "bc" OK

c = getch(); -- "xa" 2 "bc" 'a' "xa" 1 "bc" 0 "xa" 1 "bc" NG

c = getch(); -- "xa" 1 "bc" 'x' "xa" 0 "bc" 'a' "xa" 0 "bc" NG

c = getch(); -- "xa" 0 "bc" 'b' "xa" 0 "c" 'x' "xa" -1 "bc" NG

Table 19: Integration Test Cases based on Black-Box Testing and Results

input expected o/p actual o/p

tcID c stdin c c status

14001

c = getch(); -- "abc" 'a' 0 NG

ungetch(c); 'a' -- -- -- OK

c = getch(); -- -- 'a' 0 NG
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14002

c = getch(); -- "abc" 'a' 0 NG

ungetch('x') 'x' -- -- -- OK

ungetch(c); 'a' -- -- -- OK

c = getch(); -- -- 'a' 'a' OK

c = getch(); -- -- 'x' 0 NG

c = getch(); -- -- 'b' 0 NG

Although some test cases passed, many of them didn't (status of NG). After the

debugging activity, one of the suspected fault is found in getch() . The statement is

corrected as follows:

5 return ( bufp >= 0)? buf[bufp--]: getchar() ; (before)

5 return ( bufp > 0)? buf[bufp--]: getchar() ; (after)

The change is made on the predicate expression of this statement. This predicates resides

on the main control flow of the procedure getch() . In addition, this modification affects

the variable bufp , which is one of the output variables of this procedure. For retest, all

unit test cases for the procedure getch()  and ungetch()  should be selected. In addition,

white-box and black-box integration test case should be selected.
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4.2.3.3 Applying Selective Retest Techniques

4.2.3.3.1 TestTube

Since the smallest granularity of identifying changes in the TestTube technique is

procedures, global variables and macros, all of the test cases which traversed getch()  will

be identified as necessary to be rerun.

Thus, only unit test cases for getch() ; 11001, 11002, 11003, and 11004, and all

integration test cases; 13001, 13002, 14001, and 14002 will be selected.

4.2.3.3.2 Relevant Slice

We choose the relevant slice technique because it is the most precise of the slicing

techniques presented in [Agrawal 94]. Changes are made on the predicate, and all test

cases which traverse getch()  traverse that predicate. In addition, this predicate expression

could have affected the output variable (in this case, bufp ). Therefore, all test cases which

traversed getch()  should be selected. This leads to the same set of test cases as for the

TestTube technique.

4.2.3.3.3 Control Dependence Graph

Since the modification is done on the immediate child of the entry point (getch()  itself),

all of the test cases attached to the entry point should be selected. This leads to the same

set of test cases as for the TestTube technique.
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4.3 Example Test Case Reuse Strategies

Many industries have their own strategies for selective retest. These strategies differ from

the theoretical selective retest techniques proposed. However, they are relatively

eff icient, and they are time and cost effective.

4.3.1 Black-Box Test Cases

To select black-box test cases, the technique followed by Hitachi Software Engineering

(HSK) is as described below3. This technique is quite effective as it gives a good

approximation of the test cases that need to be rerun under the development environment

at HSK. More importantly, it does not incur the overhead of expensive analysis, such as

dependence analysis, and program slicing [Wang 96].

The traceabili ty between each function of the system and its associated modules, i.e. the

modules that implement this function, is tabulated as in Table 20. Each row represents a

function of the system and the modules used to implement the corresponding function.

Each function also has a link to its own test suite as ill ustrated in Table 20. If one or more

of the modules are changed, the potentially affected functions can be determined. After

the affected functions are determined, the link to the appropriate test suite is followed to

determine which test cases need to be rerun. For example, suppose the module "ALISJ2"

was modified, from the Table 20, we immediately know that the "Checking Account" and

                                                

3 I would like to acknowledge Mr. Hiroshi Suganuma of Hitachi Software Engineering for his input on the

examples used in chapter and also on the different test selection strategies used.
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"Tax Fili ng" functionality are affected. Then, we can reach a set of test cases "CA-0001,

CA-0002,..., TF-0001,..." from the Table 20.

Table 20: Function-Modules L ist and Test Case Attached to Individual

Functions

Functionality for

Checking Account

Modules used

Add Account ALISB1 ALISJ1 ALISJ2

Delete Account TLISA1 TLISB2 TKISB3 ALISJ2 ALISK2

Update Account ELISA5 ELISB1 TKISB3 ALISJ1

: :

Add Account

Test ID Input Output

AA-0001 Name Field = "Suzuki Tarou", Addr Field = ... Status = "OK"

AA-0002 Name Field = <not given>, Status = "Error"

: :

Delete Account

Test ID Input Output

DA-0001 Name Field = "Suzuki Tarou", Addr Field = ... Status = "OK"

DA-0002 Name Field = <not given>, Status = "Error"

: :

We see that the main aim here is not to reduce the number of test cases in each test suite,

although this could be achieved had the attachment information been of a finer

granularity. Rather the aim here is to select the test suite required to be rerun, and then all

the test cases in this test suite are selected.
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The traceabili ty documents are not just for test case selection purposes. They are also

used for usual maintenance purposes do determine which functions could be affected by

modifications or which modules need to be looked into, if the function received a

modification request from the customer etc. Thus, the advantage of this strategy is that it

does not require any documents or any traceabili ty other than those that are required for

maintenance purposes. The required test cases can be found relatively quickly and yet the

number of test cases is reduced to some extent without expensive analysis.

4.3.2 White-Box Test Cases

4.3.2.1 White-Box Integration Test Cases

HSK maintains different test suites for different integration levels. The test suites are

maintained hierarchically, so that some of the test suites test integration at lower levels

(among a couple of modules), whereas others test a larger number of modules. In general,

the larger the number of modules integrated the higher the integration level and the larger

the number of test cases in the test suite.

Table 21: Test Suites for different Integration Levels.

Integration level: 1 (highest)

Modules involved: All

Input Output

Test ID CAWin.Name .Addr .ZIP Proc.Status .Errmsg

IT1-001 "Sato Eisaku" "Tokyo" 01 E0001 ZIPCODE invalid

IT1-002 <not given> "Osaka" 03 E0003 Name not specified

    :     :     :

Integration level: 2
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Modules involved: ALISB1, ALISJ1, ALISJ2, TLISA1, TLISB2, TKISB3, ALISK2

Input Output

Test ID District ZIP RC Errtype

IT2-001 "Tokyo" 01 EZCERR EINVAL

IT2-002     :   :

    :

Note that each test suite identifies the modules whose integration is tested by that suite.

When any module is changed, the test suites that need to be rerun are selected based on

the information recorded in the test suite for each integration level.

HSK uses a hierarchical testing strategy for integration testing. At each level of

integration, a dedicated group performs testing only at that integration level. Each group

usually consists of two to three testers and is responsible for execution of test cases,

investigation of results, identification of faulty parts, and issuance of modification

requests. The higher the level of integration, the more knowledge about the functionali ty

and the structure of the software will be required to perform testing.
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Figure 28: Integration Testing by Dedicated Group
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With this strategy, each group can concentrate on a specific part of the software. This

leads to the faster and more accurate fault detection.

4.3.2.2 White-Box Unit Test Cases

At HSK, unit test cases are a part of development and might be invisible to the test

engineers per se. Developers develop their own test cases for the units of which they are

in charge. The major purpose of these test cases is to make sure that the units perform the

required functionali ty. These test cases also achieve certain coverage prior to integration

testing. The attitude toward strict adherence to coverage criteria varies in industries

because of the differences in their philosophy, project situations, budgets, and so forth. At

one extreme, some companies define the coverage criteria rigorously, such as C1 (all of

the statements must be covered by test cases), or C2 (all of the branches must be covered

by test cases) [Beizer 90]. On the other hand, some industries do not use any coverage

measure at all . Even within a company, different departments may follow different

strategies.
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4.4 Conclusion

We see that test case reuse in the form of regression testing can reduce the effort required

for regression testing by selecting test cases that need not be changed for testing the new

or changed version of the software. However, we also identified some important issues

such as test case revalidation, test dependency and test case sequencing which can affect

the selection process used. The presence of these issues can make the selection process

inaccurate. The conclusion that can be drawn is that in the presence of sequencing and

dependency, most test case selection processes may not be helpful in reducing the test

cases. In fact, using a selection process that does not account for these issues can lead to

incorrect results as some test cases which are important may not be selection and some

which are not required may be selected.
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5. Testing Object-Oriented Safety-Critical Frameworks

5.1 Introduction

With the rapid development of the Internet and Web technology and with the advent of

languages such as Java, the pressure on a software engineer to develop and deploy

complex applications has increased. The deployment times of applications are much

shorter than what were a few years back.

The increased focus on reuse has lead to a completely new software development

paradigm. The focus now is to quickly develop applications by reusing existing software

as much as possible rather than developing applications by writing new code. This has

led to the development of component models such as COM/DCOM, CORBA, and Java

Beans [Horst 97, Seigel 96a], and frameworks such as IBM’s San Francisco, Apple’s

WebObject and OpenStep and many others. Frameworks now exist for a variety of

applications; from mission-criti cal applications [IBMSF 97, NIST 95, Taligent 95], to

commercial applications such as finance management, to applications such as agricultural

production forecasting.

Applications developed using frameworks require extensive testing [Tsai 98, Tsai 99].

This present new challenges for specifying and testing these applications. The traditional

testing techniques and strategies must be modified to suit the framework based

development environment. MfSS [Tsai 99] has been proposed as a technique to specify

important properties of frameworks such as communication between objects, dynamic

binding, dynamic typing, and exception handling.
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In this chapter, we propose extensions to MfSS [Tsai 99], which are used for specifying

test case sequences and automatically generating test cases. The proposed extensions

capture information about different constrains on objects such as data, history, timing and

type related constraints; which are some of the most important properties which need to

be tested, especially for safety- and mission-criti cal applications.

These constraint specifications can then be used to refine and facilit ate test case

generation. MfSS with extensions can be formally specified using a grammar, interpreted

by a parser, and used to generate test cases4.

This chapter also applies these extended MfSS to test an Object Oriented (OO)

framework developed using design patterns and CORBA. The example used is of an

Inter-bank Transaction Switching System (ITSS) which is a soft real-time, mission-

criti cal system for banking transactions and credit processing over secure networks.

Multiple versions of the system have been implemented using different component

models, specifically COM/DCOM and CORBA.

Section 5.2 provides an overview of Message Framework Sequence Specification (MfSS)

on which the proposed extensions are based. This section also discusses some of the

different types of constraints and sequence characteristics that require testing, and

                                                

4 The Software Engineering Laboratory at the University of Minnesota have generated a prototype tool for

automatically generating test cases from tests specified using these extensions to the MfSS. They are also

currently working on the second prototype which includes a tool to allow the user to automatically specify

MfSS and its extensions using diagrams. These diagrams would then be represented as a formal grammar

which would in turn be used for automated test case generation.
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proposes extensions to the MfSS to capture this information. Section 5.3 ill ustrates, using

a sample ITSS, how test case sequences can be specified and test cases generated using

the MfSS extensions. Section 5.4 provides our conclusions and directions for future

work.

5.2 MfSS Extensions

Method Sequence Specifications (MtSS) and Message Sequence Specifications (MgSS)

[Kirani 94b] can be used for specifying object-oriented (OO) systems. These provide a

regular expression based specification of the different ways in which methods of an

object can be invoked (MtSS), and the ways in which messages can flow in an OO

system (MgSS). The formalism introduced by the regular expression notation can be used

for generating test cases from these sequence specifications [Kirani 94b].

Although MtSS, and MgSS are suitable for OO systems, they need to be extended for the

framework-based software engineering paradigm. Frameworks provide an OO

architecture that can be extended by adding custom objects. MfSS [Tsai 99] provides

abstractions of the MgSS that can be used for specifying object message interaction in a

development framework.

Example 18: MtSS and MgSS I llustration

Consider the following classes Account  and Policy . The Account  class represents the

different types of accounts that can be opened in a bank and the Policy  class represents

the different policies governing the accounts and loan applications.
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Figure 29: Classes for M tSS, MgSS I llustration

The MtSS of the Account  object is used to specify the ways in which the methods of the

object are invoked. For the Account  object the MtSS can be:

Open . Deposit . (Withdraw | Deposit )*. Close

The MgSS for the Acco unt  object is used to describe constraints on the order in which the

methods of other classes (Policy ) are invoked by the Account  class. An example MgSS

would be:

Policy Check  . Account Withdraw

T

We now discuss some of the different constraints that can be specified on objects in a

component model or a framework (section 5.2.1), and the sequence characteristics

affected (section 5.2.2). Section 5.2.3 discusses extensions to the MfSS for representing

these constrains.

5.2.1 Constraints on Objects

MfSS is an extension of MtSS and MgSS, and it specifies the sequence of messages that

are possible in a development framework between frameworks objects and custom

objects [Tsai 99]. In addition, the MfSS also specifies dynamic typing and dynamic

Account
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binding, and can be used in different testing strategies such as partition, stress, and

random testing.

However, many industrial systems such as medical devices, financial management

systems, and office automation systems are complex software systems. Objects in such

architectures usually have many additional constraints on them in addition to sequence

relationships. Some of these are data, history, timing, and object constraints.

During testing, it is necessary to test each of these different constraints. Moreover, to

automate test case generation, these should be specified formally. We extend the MfSS to

provide the formalism required for automating the test case generation process.

We discuss each of the above and provide examples of each.

5.2.1.1 Data Constraints

These are constraints on the data members of an object. They may lead to a different

sequence of message invocations. Data constraints can be of the following types:

5.2.1.1.1 Input Boundary Constraints

These are constraints on the input variables [Huang 98] of an object. For example, a

money market account can be opened only with an initial deposit of $1000 or more.

5.2.1.1.2 Output Boundary Constraints

These are constraints on the output variables [Huang 98] of an object. For example, a

three-month CD can not provide an interest rate of greater than 2.5%.
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5.2.1.2 History Constraints

History constraints are constraints on an object as a result of past behavior of related

objects in the framework. For example, a credit card account can be opened only if no

bad checks were received in the past year.

5.2.1.3 Timing Constraints

Timing constraints are used to determine a) the temporal behavior of an object; and b) the

time when certain object behavior occur. For example, in using an ATM card, the

withdraw and account balance actions must be completed in less than ten seconds after

the user selects these options.

5.2.1.4 Object Constraints

Object constraints can be of two types: a) constraints on the type of an object; and b)

constraints on the number of instances of a class. Due to dynamic typing, the exact type

of the object that receives a message may not be determined until run time. However, in

many cases it is necessary to specify the type of an object that receives the message. For

example, a savings account object should not receive a message meant for a checking

account object. In this case, it may be necessary to specify the type of object that can

receive a particular message.

It is also necessary to control the number of instances of a particular class. The singleton

design pattern [Gamma 94] is used in cases where a single instance of a class is required.

However, it may be necessary to specify the number of instances of a class that can exist

in a system. For example, in a banking system, it may be necessary to limit the number of
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Account  objects for a particular user. Specifying number of instances can be on objects of

the same type or on objects of different types.

5.2.2 Affect on Sequence Characteristics

The constraints discussed above affect the basic sequence characteristics [Tsai 99] such

as sequence alternates, sequence iterations and object relationships. We now discuss how

these sequence characteristics are affected.

5.2.2.1 Sequence Alternates

The conditional operator ( | ) is used in MfSSs’ to specify various sequence alternatives

that are possible. The data, history, and timing constraints can be used to annotate when

these different alternates are taken. The extensions to MfSS provide support for

specifying conditions under which a particular sequence is followed as opposed to an

alternate sequence.

5.2.2.2 Sequence Iterations

The repetition operators ( +, * ) are used in MfSSs’ to specify various possible repetitions

of an object (or sub-sequence) that are possible. The extensions to MfSS provide support

for specifying the exact number of iterations that are possible under different conditions.

This is necessary to aid in automatically generating test cases.
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5.2.2.3 Object Relationships

The extensions to MfSS provide for object identification, which is necessary to determine

the relationships among the different objects in the MfSS. Determining the relationships

among objects is necessary to specify test case sequences.

5.2.3 Extensions to MfSS for Constraint Specification

In this section, we discuss some extensions to the MfSS that allow specification of the

various constraints discussed in section 5.2.1.

5.2.3.1 Pre- and Post-Conditions

We introduce the notion of a Pre-  and Post-condit i on on an object’s method in the

MfSS. Pre-  and Post-Conditions  are logical expressions, which evaluate to either TRUE

or FALSE. The following syntax is used to specify Pre-  and Post-Conditions :

PreCondition{PreAction} Amethod PostCondition{PostAction}

Where;

PreCondition, PostCondition  are logical expressions using the logical operators AND,

OR, NOT, and the relational operators <, <=, !=, ==, >, >=. The operands include:

1)  Public data members of all objects in the framework, represented as:

Class.DataMember

2)  Private data members of the associated object, represented as: DataMember

3)  The return value of a method in the framework, represented as Result(Ob j ect method )
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A Pre-Condition  should evaluate to TRUE before the associated method is executed.

Alternatively, a Post-Condition  should evaluate to TRUE after the associated method is

executed. PreAction, and PostAction represent actions that are to be taken in the event

that PreCondition, and PostCondition respectively evaluate to FALSE. Actions may

include one or more of the following separated by semicolons:

1) Assignments to public data members of any objects in the framework, represented as:

Class.DataMember = Value

2) Assignments to private data members of the associated object, represented as:

DataMember = Value

3) Execution of public methods of any objects in the framework, represented as:

Object Method

4) Execution of private methods of the associated object, represented as: Object Method

5) Sequences of methods, represented as an MgSS

6) Null , represented as • . This is the default action in case no action is specified.

Pre-  and Post-Conditions  can be used to specify the following type of constraints:

U  Input boundary constraints: A Pre-Condition  is used to specify input data constraints

on a method in an MfSS.

U  Output boundary constraints: A Post-Condition  is used to specify output data

constraints on a method in an MfSS.

Example 19: Pre- and Post-Conditions
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Consider the ITSS example as described in section 5.3. In this example, every

participating bank requires a minimum account balance of one hundred dollars. For every

transaction, the account balance is first verified before the request is serviced. In case the

account balance is less than the minimum allowed, an error message is sent to the user.

This can be represented as:

(Account getBalance  > 100 {CheckBalanceMessage getResult }) Account serviceRequest

An example of a Post-Condition  where the return value of a method in the framework is

checked is as follows:

For the Issuer bank, the decision whether a withdrawal transaction is successful or not

depends on the result of a policy check that is performed before every transaction. This is

represented as:

BankWithdraw process V  Message getAccountNumber  V
( Result(Message getAccountNu mber).subString(0,10)== BankWithdraw.bankStr)

Message getPassword  V  Accounts verifyAccount  V  (( Result(A ccounts verifyAccount ) == TRUE)

Message getAmount  V  Accounts getBalance  V  Policy allowWithdr aw V  ( Result(Policy allowWithdraw ) ==

TRUE){ScCoordinator signOut } Accounts setBalance  V  scCoordinator createTransaction  V

scWithdraw create  V  scWithdraw process

W

5.2.3.2 Oracles

We introduce the notion of an Oracle  on an object’s method in the MfSS. An Oracle  is

used for specifying history constraints on an object’s method, and must evaluate to TRUE

before the associated method is executed. An Oracle  can be specified using the following

syntax:
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HistoryStamp:Condition{Action} Object method

Condition is a regular expression on the return value of a method. The return value can

be checked using the logical operators AND, OR, NOT or the relational operators <, <=,

>, >=, == and !=. The methods that can be used are:

1) Public methods of any object in the framework

2) Private methods of the object associated with the Oracle .

HistoryStamp  is an expression indicating the occurrence of Condition  that is to be

evaluated. It can take the following forms combined using the logical operators AND,

OR, and NOT.

1) EventAtMost(n) where at most n instances of the Condition should have evaluated to

TRUE prior to the associated method being executed.

2) EventAtLeast(n) where at least n instances of the Condition should have evaluated

to TRUE prior to the associated method being executed.

3) Event=(n) where exactly n instances of the Condition should have evaluated to

TRUE prior to the associated method being executed.

4) RealTime y | Interval y where Condition should have evaluated to TRUE up until

the time “y” . The time periods are defined in terms of the real-time clock of the

system on which the application is executing. Time can also be defined in terms of an

interval. In case time is defined as an interval, it implies that the condition should

have evaluated to TRUE y interval units before method execution begins.
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5)  x RealTime | x Interval where Condition should have evaluated to TRUE from

time “x” up until the time the associated method is executed. When time is

represented as an interval, it implies that the condition should have evaluated to

TRUE in the period starting x interval units before method execution up to the point

method execution begins.

6) x RealTime y | x Interval y where Condition should have evaluated to TRUE

during the time period from “x” to “y” .  In case time is represented as an interval, it

implies that the condition should have evaluated to TRUE from x interval units to y

interval units before method execution begins.

Oracles  are used for specifying the following types of constraints:

1) History constraints of the type where a particular evaluation of condition is needed to

decide the sequence to be executed. For example, a loan can be approved only if there

have been less than three bad checking transactions in the last year.

2) History constraints of the type where actions within a specified period of time are

used to decide the sequence to be executed. For example, a home-equity loan can

only be approved if there have been no foreclosures up until the time the loan

application processing is complete.

3) Timing constraints of the type where an object’s data members need to be monitored

for a specified period of time and an action taken based on certain conditions being

satisfied within that time period.
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Example 20: Oracles

Consider the ITSS example discussed in section 5.3. In this example, a constraint on

processing account service requests is that a request will be serviced only if no more than

three invocations of policy check have failed. This can be represented as:

( EventAtMost(3) : ( Result(Policy allowWithdraw ) == FALSE){ • } ) Account serviceRequest

An example of a history constraint based on the time up to method execution is ill ustrated

by the following constraint: an account request will be serviced only if in the past year

there no more than six policy checks have failed. This is represented as:

System getCurrentYear  – 1 RealTime :  ( Result(Policy allowWithdraw ) == FALSE){ • } )

Account serviceRequest

X

5.2.3.3 Deadlines

We introduce the notion of a Deadline  on an object’s method in the MfSS. A Deadline  is

used to specify a timing constraint on the execution of the method. It implies that the

execution of the method on which the Deadline  is imposed much finish before the

Deadline  expires.

The Deadline  must be satisfied before execution can proceed. An exception condition is

raised in the event that the Deadline  expires. Deadlines  are specified using the following

syntax:

Deadline{Action} Object method
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Deadline  is the time within which execution of the method must be completed. It can take

the following forms:

If the time is to specified in terms of the real-time clock of the system on which the

method is executing, the following syntax is used:

1. AtTime(t):  which indicates that the method execution must be completed at time t,

represented by the real-time clock of the system on which the method is executing.

2. BeforeTime(t):  which indicates that the method execution must be completed before

time t, represented by the real-time clock of the system on which the method is

executing.

In case the time is to be specified as an interval (for example, in milli seconds), the

following syntax is used:

3. Delay Expression:  which indicates that the execution of the method must be

completed in the time interval specified by Expression . Expression  is a relational

operator on a numeric time interval, and can take the following forms: <, <=, >, >=,

==, !=.

Action  is the action that should be taken in the event that Deadline  expires.

Example 21: Deadlines

An example of a Deadline  constraint using an interval specification is based on the

following constraint: any transaction created by the ATM simulator in the ITSS should be

finished in 30minutes. This can be denoted as:
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( Delay(AtmSimulator withdraw ) < 30 * 60) (AtmSimulator withdraw  Y  Message create  Y

Message setAccountNumber Y  Message setPassword  Y  Message setA mount  Y  bankCoordinator createTransaction

Y  bankTransaction create  Y  bankTransaction process  Y  Message getResult )

In this case, the delay specification is li sted on a sub-sequence rather than on a single

method.

Z

5.2.3.4 Instances

Instances  are used to specify constraints on the number of instances of a class. This

implies the class instance that exist must be as specified. Instances  can be specified

using the following syntax:

( Instance {Class} Expression) Object method

Where Expression  is a relational operator on a numeric operand. Expressions  can take

the following forms: <, <=, >, >=, ==, !=. Instances of Class  are checked which result in

Object method  being executed.

Instances  are used to specify object constraints.

Example 22: Instances

An example of an Instance  constraint is based on the following ITSS constraint: In ITS

system, one and only one switching center must exist before a bank successfully signs in

the system. This can be denoted as:

bankCoordinator signIn Y  ( Instance {scCoordinator} == 1) scCoordinator signIn

Z
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5.2.3.5 Triggers

Triggers  are used to specify occurrence of events such as method execution. Triggers

can be used to control message iterations. This implies that a method execution will begin

when the Trigger  is satisfied. Triggers  can be specified using the following syntax:

Trigger{ Object method  } Condition

Where, Condition is a relational expression using the operators <, <=, !=, ==, >, >=. The

operands can be one of the following types:

1) Public data members of all objects in the framework, represented as:

Class.DataMember

2) Private data members of the associated object, represented as: DataMember

In this case the comparison is done on the value of the data member in question.

Operands can also be:

3) Public method members of all objects in the framework, represented as Object method .

4) Private method members of the object in questions represented as Object method .

In this case the comparison is based on the completion of execution of the method and is

specified as a time interval after method execution is complete.

Example 23: Tr iggers

An example of a Trigger  is based on the following ITSS requirement: The switching

center makes a midnight report everyday. This function can be regarded as a cyclic

function in which the interval is 24 hours. This is denoted as:

(Trigger {scCoordinator makeReport } == 24*60*60)
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[

5.2.3.6 Types

Types  are used to specify the type of the object that receives the message. Due to dynamic

typing it is sometimes necessary to specify concretely the type of the object that is to

receive the message. This can be specified as:

( Type { Class } == ConcreteType) Object method

Where ConcreteType  is the type of the Class  which results in Object method  being executed.

Example 24: Types

In the ITSS, three kinds of messages are supported, simple messages, serialized messages

and encrypted messages. When a message is received, it is necessary to know whether it

is an encrypted message in order to use a key to decrypt the message, otherwise sequence

execution can continue. The following example shows how Types  can be used to

accomplish this:

scWithdraw process  \  ( Type { Message } == EncryptedMessage) EncryptedMessage setKey \

Message getAccountNumber  \  bankCoordinator createTransaction  \  bankWithdraw create  \

bankWithdraw process

[

5.3 Illustration

In this section, we provide examples of test case specification and generation using the

MfSS extensions proposed in section 5.2.3. In section 5.3.1 we discuss an OO framework

for an Inter-bank Transaction Service System (ITSS), the constraints on this system, and
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its MfSS. In section 5.3.2, we provide examples of how the ITSS MfSS can be extended

to specify test case sequences based on some of the constrains discussed. In section 5.3.3,

we provide examples of how test cases can be generated using the specification in section

5.3.2.

5.3.1 OO Framework for the ITSS

ITSSs are used around the world for banking transaction and credit processing over a

secure network. One of the capabiliti es of an ITSS is it enables users to use their credit

card in different locations on an ATM machine. This transaction is then transmitted to the

destination bank for credit authorization. To protect both the consumer and the bank, this

authorization must be done online at the time the purchasing happens. An Inter-bank

transaction switching system (ITSS) is involved in the authorization.

Figure 30: ITSS

Figure 30 shows the overall structure of the Inter-bank Transaction Switching System.

All transactions are handled in the following way:

Switching
Center

Bank A

Bank I

Bank Z
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]  A user requests withdrawal using the ATM machine owned by the Bank A.

]  The transaction is forwarded to the switching center

]  Upon receiving the transaction from bank A, switching center checks the message

format and the content.  On an error, the request is rejected.

]  Once the transaction is accepted by the switching center, it forwards the transaction to

Bank I for authorization.

]  Upon receiving the transaction from the switching center, Bank I verifies the account,

and either approves or denies the request.

]  An authorization response is sent back to the switching center.

]  Upon receiving the response from the Bank I,  the switching center forwards the

response back to Bank A.

]  Bank A will either dispatch cash or display an error message to the user.

]  Transactions that are not completed within a certain time are automatically canceled

by the system.

The system relies on a CORBA backbone architecture, which is platform independent.

The system implementation has three parts:

1. An ATM simulator, which is built on a web-based applet. It is able to run on any web

browser supporting Java VM 1.1.

2. Bank simulators, which are implemented as CORBA objects. The acquirer bank

(Bank A in the example above) simulator runs on the web server, from which the
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ATM simulator is downloaded. The issuer banks (Bank I in the example above), can

run on any machine with CORBA support.

3. The Switch Center simulator, also implemented as CORBA objects, will run on any

machine with CORBA support.

A Broker architecture is used as ill ustrated in Figure 31.

Figure 31: System Architecture

In this architecture, the ATM Simulator, the Bank Manager and the Switching Center

(SC) Manager act as the clients, and SC Coordinator, SC Transaction, Bank Coordinator

and Bank Transaction act as both servers and clients.

Design patterns [Gamma 94] such as Chain of Responsibili ty, Mediator, Proxy, Strategy,

Observer and Factory are used. The class design is as ill ustrated in Figure 32.
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Figure 32: Class Design

Parts of the MfSS for the above system are ill ustrated in examples throughout this

chapter. Section 5.3.2 discusses what test case sequences can be specified for the MfSS

ill ustrated.

5.3.2 Test Case Specification Using MfSS Extensions

As MfSS specifications are derived from a regular expression, specifying the interaction

among classes in a framework, the test case specifications generated from MfSS describe

message sequences to be tested.

Test case specification sequences can be specified using the constraint specifications

discussed in section 5.2.3. These constraint specifications cover many of the important

conditions that are tested for in safety- and mission-criti cal systems [Onoma 95, Onoma

98, Vishnu 96].
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5.3.2.1 Test Specifications for Pre- and Post-Conditions

A Pre-Condition  is specified as:

PreCondition{PreAction} Amethod

The test case sequences that should be specified for this are:

1) Exercise the different evaluations of PreCondition  that result in Amethod being

executed. In this case, every valid evaluation of PreCondition  should be considered.

The actual test cases chosen are determined by the strategy adopted. For example, for

random testing, valid evaluations of PreCondition  are chosen at random. For partition

testing, valid evaluations of PreCondition  are partitioned into equivalence classes

based on the requirements and a value is chosen from each class.

2) Exercise the different evaluations of PreCondition  that result in PreAction  being

executed. In this case every invalid evaluation of PreCondition  should be considered.

The actual test cases chosen are determined by the strategy adopted. Checks should

be made that Amethod is not executed.

A Post-Condition  is specified as:

Amethod PostCondition{PostAction}

The test case sequences that should be specified for this are:

3) Exercise the different evaluations of PostCondition  that result in the next method in

the sequence being executed. In this case, every valid evaluation of PostCondition

should be considered. The actual test cases chosen are determined by the testing

strategy adopted. For example, for random testing, valid evaluations of PostCondition
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are chosen at random. For partition testing, valid evaluations of PostCondition  are

partitioned into equivalence classes based on the requirements and a value is chosen

from each class.

4) Exercise the different evaluations of PostCondition  that result in PostAction  being

executed. In this case every invalid evaluation of PostCondition  should be

considered. The actual test cases chosen are determined by the strategy adopted.

Checks should be made that the next method in the sequence is not executed.

Example 25: Test Specification for Pre- and Post-Conditions in ITSS

Consider the following MfSS incorporating pre-conditions from Example 19:

Message getAmount  ^  Accounts getBalance  ^  Policy allowWithdr aw ^  ( Result(Policy allowWithdraw ) ==

TRUE){ScCoordinator signOut } Accounts setBalance  ^  scCoordinator createTransaction  ^

scWithdraw create  ^  scWithdraw process

For this, the following test case sequences can be specified:

1)  Message getAmount  ^  Accounts getBalance  ^  Policy allowWithdr aw ^  ( Result(Policy allowWithdraw )

== TRUE){  •  } Accounts setBalance  ^  scCoordinator createTransaction  ^  scWithdraw create  ^

scWithdraw process

2)  Message getAmount  ^  Accounts getBalance  ^  Policy allowWithdr aw ^  ( Result(Policy allowWithdraw )

== FALSE){ScCoordinator signOut }

3)  Message getAmount  ^  Accounts getBalance  ^  Policy allowWithdr aw ^  ( Result(Policy allowWithdraw )

== TRUE){ScCoordinator signOut }

4)  Message getAmount  ^  Accounts getBalance  ^  Policy allowWithdr aw ^  ( Result(Policy allowWithdraw )

== FALSE){  •  } Accounts setBalance  ^  scCoordinator createTransaction  ^  scWithdraw create  ^

scWithdraw process
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Test cases 1, and 2, test the valid method invocations and test cases 3, and 4,

represent conditions that should not occur. These are negative test cases on method

invocation. They cover the complete domain of values possible for the constraint

associated with Accounts setBalance .

_

5.3.2.2 Test Specifications for Oracles

An Oracle  is specified as:

HistoryStamp:Condition{Action} Object method

The test case sequences that should be specified for this are:

1) Exercise the HistoryStamp  specified on the specified condition for valid and invalid

method execution. Different combinations of valid combinations should be chosen

based on the testing strategy adopted.

2) Exercise the complement of HistoryStamp  on the valid conditions for valid and

invalid method execution. All HistoryStamp  besides the one specified should be

considered. The generated test cases should be analyzed to determine whether the

chosen HistoryStamp  is possible on the condition in question.

3) Exercise the HistoryStamp  specified on the invalid conditions for valid and invalid

method execution. Different combinations of invalid combinations should be chosen

based on the testing strategy adopted.

4) Exercise the complement of HistoryStamp  on the invalid conditions for valid and

invalid method execution. All HistoryStamp  besides the one specified should be
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considered. The generated test cases should be analyzed to determine whether the

chosen HistoryStamp  is possible on the invalid condition in question.

Example 26: Test Specifications for Oracles in ITSS

For the following MfSS specified in Example 20:

System getCurrentYear  – 1 RealTime :  ( Result(Policy allowWithdraw ) == FALSE){ • }

Account serviceRequest

The following test case sequences can be specified.

1)  System getCurrentYear  – 1 RealTime :  ( Result(Policy allowWithdraw ) == FALSE)

Account serviceRequest

2)  System getCurrentYear  – 1 RealTime :  ( Result(Policy allowWithdraw ) == TRUE){ • }

3)  System getCurrentYear  – 1 RealTime :  ( Result(Policy allowWithdraw ) == TRUE)

Account serviceRequest

4)  System getCurrentYear  – 1 RealTime :  ( Result(Policy allowWithdraw ) == FALSE){ • }

5)  System getCurrentYear  – 2 RealTime :  ( Result(Policy allowWithdraw ) == FALSE)

Account serviceRequest

6)  System getCurrentYear  – 2 RealTime :  ( Result(Policy allowWithdraw ) == TRUE){ • }

7)  System getCurrentYear  – 2 RealTime :  ( Result(Policy allowWithdraw ) == TRUE)

Account serviceRequest

8)  System getCurrentYear  – 2 RealTime :  ( Result(Policy allowWithdraw ) == FALSE){ • }

9)  System getCurrentYear  RealTime :  ( Result(Policy allowWithdraw ) == FALSE)

Account serviceRequest

10)  System getCurrentYear  RealTime :  ( Result(Policy allowWithdraw ) == TRUE){ • }

11)  System getCurrentYear  RealTime :  ( Result(Policy allowWithdraw ) == TRUE)

Account serviceRequest
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12)  System getCurrentYear  RealTime :  ( Result(Policy allowWithdraw ) == FALSE){ • }

These test case sequences cover the complete time domain specified in the MfSS, and

they also cover possible combinations of the condition checked in this domain for

method execution.

`

5.3.2.3 Test Specification for Deadlines

A Deadline  is specified as:

Deadline{Action} Object method

The following types of test case sequences should be specified:

1) The method execution should be checked over the entire time domain specified by the

deadline. In this case valid instances of the deadline specification from the valid time

domain is chosen based on the testing strategy.

2) Execution of Action  should be checked over the entire domain in which the deadline

expires. Instances of deadline expiry should be chosen from the invalid time domain

based on the testing strategy.

3) Test case sequences should be specified to check whether the method is ever executed

even if the deadline expires.

4) Test case sequences should be specified to check whether the Action is executed

although the deadline does not expire.
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Example 27: Test Specification for Deadlines in ITSS

For the following Deadline  ill ustrated in Example 21:

( Delay(AtmSimulator withdraw ) < 30 * 60) (AtmSimulator withdraw  a  Message create  a

Message setAccountNumber a  Message setPassword  a  Message setA mount  a  bankCoordinator createTransaction

a  bankTransaction create  a  bankTransaction process  a  Message getResult )

The following test case sequences can be generated:

1)  ( Delay(AtmSimulator withdraw ) < 30 * 60) (AtmSimulator withdraw  a  Message create  a

Message setAccountNumber a  Message setPassword  a  Message setA mount  a

bankCoordinator createTransaction  a  bankTransaction create  a  bankTransaction process  a

Message getResult )

2)  ( Delay(AtmSimulator withdraw ) < 30 * 60) { • }

3)  ( Delay(AtmSimulator withdraw ) > 30 * 60) (AtmSimulator withdraw  a  Message create  a

Message setAccountNumber a  Message setPassword  a  Message setA mount  a

bankCoordinator createTransaction  a  bankTransaction create  a  bankTransaction process  a

Message getResult )

4)  ( Delay(AtmSimulator withdraw ) > 30 * 60) { • }

5)  ( Delay(AtmSimulator withdraw ) == 30 * 60) (AtmSimulator withdraw  a  Message create  a

Message setAccountNumber a  Message setPassword  a  Message setA mount  a

bankCoordinator createTransaction  a  bankTransaction create  a  bankTransaction process  a

Message getResult )

6)  ( Delay(AtmSimulator withdraw ) == 30 * 60) { • }

These test case sequences cover the entire domain of the Deadline  conditions and all

possible method invocations.

b
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5.3.2.4 Test Specification for Instances

Instances  are specified as:

( Instance {Class} Expression) Object method

For these, test case sequences should be generated to cover the entire domain of

expressions. The actual test cases chosen depend on the testing strategy selected.

Example 28: Test Specification for Instances in ITSS

For the following Instance  specified in Example 22:

bankCoordinator signIn c  ( Instance {scCoordinator} == 1) scCoordinator signIn

The following test case sequences can be specified:

1) bankCoordinator signIn c  ( Instance {scCoordinator} == 1) scCoordinator signIn  ...

2) bankCoordinator signIn c  ( Instance {scCoordinator} > 1) scCoordinator signIn ...

3) bankCoordinator signIn c  ( Instance {scCoordinator} == 0) scCoordinator signIn ...

4) bankCoordinator signIn c  ( Instance {scCoordinator} == 1) •  ...

5) bankCoordinator signIn c  ( Instance {scCoordinator} > 1) • ...

6) bankCoordinator signIn c  ( Instance {scCoordinator} == 0) • ...

d

5.3.2.5 Test Specification for Triggers

Triggers  are specified as:

Trigger{ Object method  } Condition

The following types of test case sequences should be generated for Triggers :
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1) All Condition  that result in the Object method  invocation should be tested. The actual

values of the conditions are chosen depending on the testing strategy.

2) All i nvalid Condition  that are not supposed to result in the Object method  invocation

should be tested. Again, the actual values of the conditions are chosen depending on

the testing strategy.

This covers the entire domain of conditions and method invocations based on these.

Example 29: Test Specification for Tr iggers in ITSS

For the following Trigger  defined in Example 23:

(Trigger {scCoordinator makeReport } == 24*60*60)

The following test case sequences can be generated:

1)  (Trigger {scCoordinator makeRepor t } == 24*60*60)

2)  (Trigger {scCoordinator makeReport } > 24*60*60)

3)  (Trigger {scCoordinator makeReport } < 24*60*60)

4)  (Trigger { • } == 24*60*60)

5)  (Trigger { • } > 24*60*60)

6)  (Trigger { • } < 24*60*60)

e

5.3.2.6 Test Specification for Types

A Type  constraint is specified as:

( Type { Class } == ConcreteType) Object method

The following test case sequences should be specified:
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1) Test the ConcreteType  of the Class that results in the execution of Object method .

2) Test other types that are not supposed to result in the execution of the associated

method.

Example 30: Test Specification for Types in ITSS

For the following Type  definition in Example 24:

scWithdraw process  f  ( Type { Message } == EncryptedMessage) EncryptedMessage setKey f

Message getAccountNumber  f  bankCoordinator createTransaction  f  bankWithdraw create  f

bankWithdraw process

The following test case sequences can be specified:

1)  scWithdraw process  f  ( Type { Message } == EncryptedMessage) EncryptedMessage setKey

f  Message getAccountNumber  f  bankCoordinator createTransact i on f  bankWithdraw create  f

bankWithdraw process

2)  scWithdraw process  f  ( Type { Message } == SimpleMessage) •  f  Message getAccountNumber

f  bankCoordinator createTransaction  f  bankWithdraw create  f  bankWithdraw process

3)  scWithdraw process  f  ( Type { Message } == EncryptedMessage) •  f

Message getAccountNumber  f  bankCoordinator createTransaction  f  bankWithdraw create  f

bankWithdraw process

4)  scWithdraw process  f  ( Type { Message } == SimpleMessage) EncryptedMessage setKey f

Message getAccountNumber  f  bankCoordinator createTransaction  f  bankWithdraw create  f

bankWithdraw process

g
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Section 5.3.3 discusses the process for test case generation from the test sequence

specifications. We also discuss the algorithm for automating this process as is

implemented in our prototype tool.

5.3.3 Process for Automated Test Case Generation

Application development using frameworks requires extensive testing as compared to

traditional software application development [Sugan 98]. This means that a large number

of test cases are needed which results in increased test development cost and effort

[Onoma 98]. Automating the test case generation process can reduce the cost of

developing test cases.

Figure 33 ill ustrates the process of parsing an extended MfSS specification and

generating test cases automatically from this specification. The types of test cases

generated are based on the types of test case sequences that can be specified from the

extended MfSS, as discussed in section 5.3.25.

                                                

5 A prototype tool in JAVA has been implemented at the Software Engineering Laboratory at the

University of Minnesota, to parse an MfSS extended for constraint specifications and to generate test cases

based on the algorithms discussed.
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Figure 33: Process for Automated Test Case Generation

5.3.3.1 Parser

A parser is used to generate an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) [Londen 97] notation from an

MfSS extended with constraint specifications. In addition, the parser also checks the

input specification for syntax correctness.

5.3.3.2 Test Case Generator

The test case generator creates test cases from the AST using the following algorithm.

This algorithm also filters out invalid test cases based on object relationship constraints.

The result are test cases based on different test sequence specifications obtained from the

MfSS, as discussed in section 5.3.2.

5.3.3.2.1 Algorithm of the test case generation

Generating Test Cases from MfSS

1. For each node, generate test cases for each child.

   To obtain test cases for a node

MfSS Extended with
Constraint Specification Test Cases

Abstract
Syntax Tree

Parser Test Generator
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h  Check for subclasses and generate test cases for each subclass

h  Check for constraints on the method

h  Generate test cases for the method specified based on identified

constraints and different combination of parameters. As constraints are

relational or logical expressions, they can be a combination of each

valid operator of these types.

2. Combine test cases obtained into test sequences

h  If this is a branch node, generate separate test sequences from this

point,

h  If this is a sequence node, continue processing

h  If this is an iteration node, specify the iteration count on the sub-

sequence based on the input domain.

3. Filter obtained test sequences based on object relationship constraints

specified (for example type constraints on methods of different subclasses)

5.3.3.2.2 Performance Analysis of Algorithm for Generating Test Cases

The number of test cases generated is usually exponential to the problem size. Assuming,

that the constraint definition on an MfSS has C items, each of which is a logical

expression, containing at most O or-terms, each or-term has at most A and-factors, and X

and-factors are relational expressions. For each relational expression, using partition

testing and boundary testing, we would have at least five test cases, and for each logical

variable in the and-factors, we would have two test cases. The total number of test cases

in this case would be (O*5X*2A-X)C. This number can be reduced by filtering out invalid

test cases based on object relationship constraints.
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Example 31: Test Case Generation using MfSS Extensions

For example, consider we have a check class defined as shown in Figure 34.

Figure 34: Check Class

Check
balance : real

withdraw()
deposit()
delete()
create()

MoneyOrder Personal Check

balance>=2,
balance<=300

balance>=0.01
balance<=1000

The MfSS for this class is defined as:

Check create  i  (Check deposit  i  Check withdraw  | Check withd r aw i  Check deposit ) i  Check delete

The AST generated from this MfSS is shown in Figure 35:

Figure 35: AST for Check Class

MfSS(“ •”)

Create( )  “ |” delete

“ • ” “ • ”

Withdraw( ) Deposit( ) Withdraw( )Deposit( )
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The process for generating test cases from this AST is as follows:

1. The first child of the MfSS is the method create()  of check object. From the

definition of class check, there are no constraints associated with this class. However,

its subclasses (moneyOrder  and personalCheck ) have constraints associated with them.

These are checked next.

2. As there are two subclasses, two sets of test sequence will be specified. For example,

for the subclass MoneyOrder , test cases will be specified taking into account the

constraints on the attribute balance . Using random testing, we obtain the following

values for balance :

balance= -1, balance=0, balance=1.99, balance=2, balance=2.01, balance=100,

balance=299.99, balance=300, balance=300.01, balance=10000

     The following test cases are generated for this method:

MoneyOrdercreate(-1), MoneyOrdercreate(0), MoneyOrdercreate(1.99),

MoneyOrdercreate(2), MoneyOrdercreate(2.01), MoneyOrdercreate(100),

MoneyOrdercreate(299.99), MoneyOrdercreate(300), MoneyOrdercreate(300.01),

MoneyOrdercreate(10000), PersonalCheckcreate(-1), PersonalCheck(0) ,

PersonalCheckcreate(0.01),  PersonalCheckcreate(0.02),

PersonalCheckcreate(500), PersonalCheck(9999.99),

PersonalCheckcreate(10000), PersonalCheckcreate(10000.01),

PersonalCheckcreate(50000.01)

3. Then we go to the next child “ |” . As withdraw()  and deposit()  have no parameters,

we generate the following test sequences:

MoneyOrderwithdraw j  MoneyOrderdeposit,
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MoneyOrderwithdraw k  PersonalCheckdeposit,

   PersonalCheckwithdraw k  PersonalCheckdeposit,

   PersonalCheckwithdraw k  MoneyOrderdeposit,

   MoneyOrderdeposit k  MoneyOrderwithdraw,

   MoneyOrderdeposit k  PersonalCheckwithdraw,

   PersonalCheckdeposit k  PersonalCheckwithdraw,

   PersonalCheckdeposit k  MoneyOrderwithdraw

 Type constraints can be used for filtering out test sequences. The following are valid

test sequences.

MoneyOrderwithdraw k  MoneyOrderdeposit,

PersonalCheckwithdraw k  PersonalCheckdeposit,

MoneyOrderdeposit k  MoneyOrderwithdraw,

   PersonalCheckdeposit k  PersonalCheckwithdraw

4. Following the same process, we obtain the following test cases for the last child.

PersonalCheck delete , MonyOrder delete ,

These test cases are then again combined and object relationship constraints are used to

filter out invalid test sequences. The complete set of test cases that the prototype tool

generates is as shown in Table 22. Amongst them, test cases involving balance=0,

balance=1.99, balance=2, balance=2.01, balance=299.99,  balance=300,

balance=300.01  are boundary test cases. Test cases with balance=-1, balance=100,

balance=10000  are random test cases in three partitioned ranges, and test cases with
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balance=0, balance=1.99,  balance=-1, balance=300.01, balance=10000  are negative

test cases.

Table 22: Test Cases Generated by Prototype Tool

1.  MoneyOrdercreate(-1) l  MoneyOrderwithdraw l  Mon eyOrderdeposit  l

MonyOrderdelete,

2.  MoneyOrdercreate(0) l  MoneyOrderwithdraw l  Mone yOrderdeposit  l

MonyOrderdelete,

3.  MoneyOrdercreate(1.99) l  MoneyOrderwithdraw l  MoneyOrderdeposit  l

MonyOrderdelete,

4.  MoneyOrdercreate(2) l  MoneyOrderwithdraw l  Mone yOrderdeposit l

MonyOrderdelete,

5.  MoneyOrdercreate(2.01) l  MoneyOrderwithdraw l  MoneyOrderdeposit l

MonyOrderdelete,

6.  MoneyOrdercreate(100) l  MoneyOrderwithdraw l  MoneyOrderdeposit l

MonyOrderdelete,

7.  MoneyOrdercreate(299.99) l  MoneyOrderwithdraw l  MoneyOrderdeposit  l

MonyOrderdelete,

8.  MoneyOrdercreate(300) l  MoneyOrderwithdraw l  MoneyOrderdeposit  l

MonyOrderdelete,

9.  MoneyOrdercreate(300.01) l  MoneyOrderwithdraw l  MoneyOrderdeposit  l

MonyOrderdelete,

10.  MoneyOrdercreate(10000) l  MoneyOrderwithdraw l  MoneyOrderdeposit  l

MonyOrderdelete,

11.  MoneyOrdercreate(-1) l  MoneyOrderdeposit l  Mone yOrderwithdraw  l
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MonyOrderdelete,

12.  MoneyOrdercreate(0) m  MoneyOrderdeposit m  Money Orderwithdraw  m

MonyOrderdelete,

13.  MoneyOrdercreate(1.99) m  MoneyOrderdeposit m  MoneyOrderwithdraw  m

MonyOrderdelete,

14.  MoneyOrdercreate(2) m  MoneyOrderdeposit m  Money Orderwithdraw  m

MonyOrderdelete,

15.  MoneyOrdercreate(2.01) m  MoneyOrderdeposit m  MoneyOrderwithdraw  m

MonyOrderdelete,

16.  MoneyOrdercreate(100) m  MoneyOrderdeposit m  Mon eyOrderwithdraw  m

MonyOrderdelete,

17.  MoneyOrdercreate(299.99) m  MoneyOrderdeposit m  MoneyOrderwithdraw  m

MonyOrderdelete,

18.  MoneyOrdercreate(300) m  MoneyOrderdeposit m  Mon eyOrderwithdraw  m

MonyOrderdelete,

19.  MoneyOrdercreate(300.01) m  MoneyOrderdeposit m  MoneyOrderwithdraw  m

MonyOrderdelete

20.  MoneyOrdercreate(10000) m  MoneyOrderdeposit m  MoneyOrderwithdraw  m

MonyOrderdelete,

21.  PersonalCheckcreate(-1) m  PersonalCheckwithdraw m  PersonalCheckdeposit  m

PersonalCheckdelete ,

22.  PersonalCheck(0) m  PersonalCheckwithdraw m  Pers onalCheckdeposit  m

PersonalCheckdelete ,

23.  PersonalCheckcreate(0.01) m  PersonalCheckwithdraw m  PersonalCheckdeposit

m  PersonalCheckdelete ,
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24.  PersonalCheckcreate(0.02) n  PersonalCheckwithdraw n  PersonalCheckdeposit

n  PersonalCheckdelete ,

25.  PersonalCheckcreate(500) n  PersonalCheckwithdraw n  PersonalCheckdeposit

n  PersonalCheckdelete ,

26.  PersonalCheck(9999.99) n  PersonalCheckwithdraw n  PersonalCheckdeposit  n

PersonalCheckdelete ,

27.  PersonalCheckcreate(10000) n  PersonalCheckwithdraw n  PersonalCheckdeposit

n  PersonalCheckdelete ,

28.  PersonalCheckcreate(10000.01) n  PersonalCheckwithdraw n

PersonalCheckdeposit n  PersonalCheckdelete ,

29.  PersonalCheckcreate(50000.01) n  PersonalCheckwithdraw n

PersonalCheckdeposit  n   PersonalCheckdelete ,

30.  PersonalCheckcreate(-1) n  PersonalCheckdeposit n  PersonalCheckwithdraw  n

PersonalCheckdelete ,

31.  PersonalCheck(0) n  PersonalCheckdeposit n  Perso nalCheckwithdraw  n

PersonalCheckdelete ,

32.  PersonalCheckcreate(0.01) n  PersonalCheckdeposit n  PersonalCheckwithdraw

n  PersonalCheckdelete ,

33.  PersonalCheckcreate(0.02) n  PersonalCheckdeposit n  PersonalCheckwithdraw

n  PersonalCheckdelete ,

34.  PersonalCheckcreate(500) n  PersonalCheckdeposit n  PersonalCheckwithdraw

n  PersonalCheckdelete ,

35.  PersonalCheck(9999.99) n  PersonalCheckdeposit n  PersonalCheckwithdraw  n

PersonalCheckdelete ,
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36.  PersonalCheckcreate(10000) o  PersonalCheckdeposit o  PersonalCheckwithdraw

o  PersonalCheckdelete ,

37.  PersonalCheckcreate(10000.01) o  PersonalCheckdeposit o

PersonalCheckwithdraw  o  PersonalCheckdelete ,

38.  PersonalCheckcreate(50000.01) o  PersonalCheckdeposit o

PersonalCheckwithdraw  o  PersonalCheckdelete ,

5.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have presented extensions to MfSS that can be used for capturing

different properties such as data, history, timing and object constraints. These constraints

are commonly used and tested in industrial software systems. The chapter also shows

how MfSS with the new extensions can be used to specify test case sequences and

automatically generate test cases. We have also implemented a prototype tool in Java,

which can automatically parse a MfSS into an internal representation and automatically

generate test cases using different testing strategies such as partition, random, and

negative testing. This technique has been used to test a soft real-time system for on-line

banking.
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6. Testing Framework for Safety-Critical Systems

6.1 Introduction

Guidant is a medical device company involved in developing safety-criti cal cardiac-

rhythm management systems such as pacemakers and defibrill ators. Modern devices have

a significant software component in contrast to the earlier devices. The complexity of the

software, coupled with the stringent safety and reliabili ty requirements has led to many

management and technical hurdles in developing and maintaining these devices. In

addition, the long li fetime of these devices adds to the maintenance complexity.

Guidant initiated a reusabili ty project whose goal was to develop a framework for ease of

development and maintenance. Artifacts that can be reused include domain models and

requirements, designs of components, test scenarios, and implementations. Frameworks

that form an overall system architecture into which these artifacts can be fit can aid in

enhancing the reusabili ty of the artifacts. The frameworks themselves are reusable and

can be used to build or test families of products.

This chapter discusses the development of a framework for safety-criti cal medical

devices in an industrial environment. Considerable resources are devoted to the

development and maintenance for these (safety-criti cal) systems because of their

stringent safety and reliabili ty requirements. Since these products have a lot of common

functionali ty, reusabili ty has been recognized as a criti cal mechanism for achieving faster

product development cycles as well for improving safety and reliabili ty.
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The framework developed takes advantage of the commonalties across products, and

enables the specific features of products (which are the differences between products) to

be modeled at the same time.

In this chapter, we discuss a general layered framework for supporting the reusabili ty of

artifacts. The layered framework was designed with the goal of partitioning the system

such that each layer uses the services provided by the layer below it, while providing

services to the layers above it. This partitioning also enables a plug and play facili ty, so

that a particular layer can be replaced in its entirety without impacting the other layers, as

long as it still provides its interface to the other layers. Examples of layers in a testing

environment could be the requirements layer (which models the system requirements),

and a test platform layer (which models the test platform and the interface it provides).

Since certain requirements may be different across products, the requirements layer may

be different when testing different products. Nevertheless, if the same test platform is

used for testing the products, the test platform need not be changed. This demonstrates

the use of a layered architecture for partitioning the system functionali ty in achieving

significant reuse. We discuss the layers in our proposed framework in more detail i n

section 6.3.

One of the essential issues in using this framework is the need for domain engineering to

identify useful abstractions for the different layers. Domain engineering should lead to

the generation of a set of abstractions that are reusable across families of products. To

achieve this goal, the abstractions must be first identified from existing domain

information such as requirements, design, and test scenarios.
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This chapter also discusses the process followed in populating the different layers. This

process has several steps; one of which involves the reengineering of existing systems

[Heisler 89, Heisler 93]. Reengineering existing system artifacts was an essential step in

identifying useful abstractions for the different layers. Modeling the abstractions at each

layer and analyzing existing system design and implementations to identify them are

complex steps, and some tool support in this process can be useful. The reengineering

techniques used during the process of identifying reusable components are also discussed.

The framework discussed has been applied in testing a cardiac pacemaker and significant

improvements in productivity have been achieved. Some of the other side benefits

included:

p  The emergence of a common vocabulary as differences had to be resolved before the

framework could be populated;

p  The development and maintenance processes were standardized for existing and

future products;

p  Software assets were identified in terms of reusable objects and there were

consolidated into a central repository for reuse in development and maintenance.

Section 6.2 presents some of the motivating factors that led to the layered framework for

developing and testing safety-criti cal medical devices. Section 6.3.1, discusses the outline

of the proposed framework and some of the issues faced. Section 6.3.2, discusses the

processes followed in populating the framework. Section 6.3.3, discusses an application

of this framework to testing, where we apply the techniques discussed in chapter 2 to

populate and identify components in different layers of the framework. Finally, section
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6.4, presents lessons learned from this exercise and results from applying this framework

to testing.

6.2 Motivation

Guidant is a company involved in the development of cardiac-rhythm management

products such as pacemakers and defibrill ators. Families of products are developed with

different features for different patient conditions. An internal study at Guidant found that

products share anywhere between 20 and 90 percent of their features. The differences in

the products are primarily due to market pressures, technology changes, and need for

additional features due to physicians demands. However, this sharing of features did not

translate into similar sharing in other phases of the products such as designs and test

scenarios. This meant that many of the product features were being re-developed,

although the same features were already designed and developed in some earlier

products. This meant a lot of wasted effort and time.

The project discussed in this chapter was driven by the management at Guidant who

recognized the potential of reuse as a means for dramatic improvements in productivity

and reductions in development and opportunity costs. The development of common

frameworks that could be used across products with required customizations for

individual product features formed the underlying motivation for this project. A

customizable framework with reusable objects is important in designing families of

products that share large parts of their functionality. Since products at Guidant share

significant portions of their functionali ty, development of common frameworks and

reusable components could be used to reduce the costs in every phase of development.
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Product requirements, designs, implementations, test scenarios and test cases all can be

reused for those portions of the system with the same functionali ty. Products could be

developed by incrementally modifying existing systems, instead of re-inventing them

each time.

In addition to the common frameworks and objects, a systematic process defining the

steps that must be followed was also recognized to be important. Without a systematic set

of guidelines, different projects use different strategies and steps, which may not

necessarily be optimal for productivity and development cycle times. Defining processes

that provide guidelines for the different phases of a project enables companies to achieve

productivity gains. For example, a process can be defined for how objects can be

identified and how they can be accessed, and customized. Hence, definition of processes

for use across families of products was also an important requirement of this project.

Reusabili ty across products was also not very effective due to several reasons identified

during investigations. One of the problems was the lack of a common domain

vocabulary. Requirements for each product were written by different teams, which did

not always share the same vocabulary. This made it diff icult to reuse the other system

artifacts. For example, test scenarios could not sometimes be reused because the same

requirements were written differently across different products. Requirements were

written differently because of several reasons, such as lack of a common domain

vocabulary, using a different notation or a different methodology across different

products.
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Reuse was also limited during the system design and implementation phases. Each team

or programmer developed their own set of routines and used them in their

implementations. Reuse was mainly ad-hoc; where useful sequences of code were

extracted from other system code and used in building new products. However, this type

of ad-hoc reuse did not produce significant productivity gains since the programmers had

to still read and understand the code before they could reuse it. Such reuse was also a

problem for new team members who were not familiar with existing system code. Ad-hoc

reuse methods also limit reuse across product development phases, as well as across

families of products [Mayr 96]. The reuse was limited to such ad-hoc methods since no

well -defined sets of common abstractions were available for the domain. By defining

some common domain abstractions, the system developers could take advantage of the

existing abstractions in building their new functions.

Another reason for poor reuse was the tight coupling that existed between

implementation platform and application scenarios. Implementation-platform dependent

code was extensively used in the application scenarios. This made the scenarios both

diff icult to understand as well as not reusable although the application requirements

remained the same in many cases.

Lack of a common repository and powerful search faciliti es also hampered reuse.

Although a particular function may already have been implemented, the lack of

repository tools and search faciliti es made it extremely diff icult to locate useful domain

abstractions. This meant that reuse was mainly ad-hoc where engineers reused code that

they knew existed, but otherwise rewrote code. The reuse across the different teams
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working on different phases of the same project was also limited due to the absence of a

common repository. Similarly, there was almost no reuse across different products.

6.3 Testing Framework for Safety-Critical Systems

This section discusses the structure of the layered framework created for developing and

maintaining safety-criti cal medical devices.

6.3.1 Framework

The layered approach to problem solving is well known and has several advantages such

as decoupling, localization of dependencies, support for standardization and potential for

reuse [Busch 96]. However, the issues of allocating functions to individual layers such

that these advantages can be realized, still needs to be addressed.

To achieve maximum benefit of a layered architecture, allocation of functions to a layer

should adhere to the following three rules:

q  A layer uses only services that are provided by the layer below it;

q  Each layer has a distinct functionali ty and knowledge domain; and

q  People can be allocated to each layer in a manner that separates the knowledge

required from people.
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Figure 36: Layered Framework for System Development and Testing

Table 23: Framework Layer Information.

Layer Service used Functionality Expertise required Participants

Scenarios

/Architecture

Layer

Service Layer System requirement

specification (functional

and non-functional)

Domain expertise Domain

experts,

system

engineers.

Service Layer Object Pool Specification of services

in terms of composition

of objects from object

pool to implement

requirement scenarios.

Software

engineering, domain

engineering.

Software

engineers

Domain

engineers

Object Pool Implementation

Layer

Implement reusable

objects usable across

systems.

Software

Engineering, domain

engineering

Software

Engineers,

Domain

Requirements

Scenarios/Architecture

Services

Object Pool

Implementation Platform
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Engineers.

Implementation

Layer

Hardware

platform

Provides access to

hardware for use by

components in the

services layer

Knowledge about

implementation

platforms.

Hardware

engineers,

Software

engineers.

From Table 23, it is apparent that the proposed layered architecture satisfies the three

rules mentioned earlier. For example, the scenario/architecture layer uses the services

provided by the services layer and the services layer uses the services provided by the

object pool. In addition, the knowledge required of the participants in each layer is kept

as independent of other layers as possible. For example, the scenario/architecture layer

requires participants such as domain experts, who play a major role in this layer, whereas

the implementation layer requires hardware engineers.

A layered architecture with standardized interfaces among the different layers makes the

application development task easier. Creating a general application now just requires the

assembly of components from different layers.

Scenario/Architecture Layer

The scenario/architecture layer requires domain experts to identify requirements of the

system as independent entities. For system development, these requirements are used to

create a system architecture that is then implemented using the components in the service

layer. In case of maintenance and testing, each requirement is used to generate one or

more scenarios that are then implemented using components in the service layer.
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Example 32: Scenar ios in the Scenar io Layer

A system requirement is:

If the current mode is sense and the magnet is applied for 30 seconds, and if as a result of this,

the mode changes to therapy, the capacitor will be charged to 15 volts after the previous

capacitor charge has been dumped. Otherwise if the mode does not change to therapy, the

capacitor will be charged to 17 volts without a capacitor dump.

A scenario that is generated from this requirement is:

Scenar io for Mode requirement

Check current mode <mode>;

if( <mode> is Sense)

Apply magnet for 30 seconds;

     Check current mode <mode>;

if( <mode> is Therapy )

 Dump capacitor charge;

 Charge capacitor to 15 volts;

else Charge capacitor to 17 volts;

This scenario can then be implemented by choosing the appropriate services from the

service layer.

In case of system development, this requirement will t ranslate to interactions between

system components such as magnet, capacitor, system mode and therapy delivery

module. This requirement can then be implemented using the services from the services

layer.
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r

Services Layer

The services layer is used to implement specific services by composing object methods

from the object pool. The advantage of this layer is that the software engineer does not

have to worry about this composition while generating scenarios.

In addition, if the object interactions change, then the scenarios can still be reused.

Example 33: Services in the Service Layer

Fault service object, gives general functions that are be used by other objects that require

to access the methods of the fault objects (li ke cardiovert, command, and system faults)

in their tests.  This object is  mainly written for the fault test scenarios. Any other service

function that is required needs to be added later. These service functions were generated

by reading the requirements of Fault task. These functions are higher level than the basic

functions that the Fault classes provide.

r

Object Pool

The object pool is a repository of reusable objects. Objects can be identified through

domain engineering or through reengineering from existing system artifacts (section

6.3.2).

Several hundred objects were identified using both these methods. In case of

reengineering, artifacts such as system requirement documents, physician manuals, test
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requirement documents, firmware specifications and system design were used (section

6.3.2).

Example 34: Objects in the Object Pool

Some of the objects that we identified are:

Objects Interface

Magnet s  Apply magnet for specified time;

s  Remove magnet;

Mode s  Check current mode;

s  Request PES induction

s  Request Fibrill ation induction

Capacitor s  Charge capacitor to certain voltage;

s  Check capacitor charge

s  Dump capacitor charge

Beeper s  Initiate beep at specified frequency for specified time;

Pacer s  Check induction requester Id

Fault s  Check System Faults

s  Check Patient Faults

t

Many papers on domain engineering focus on techniques to identify objects. However in

an industrial scenario with hundred of potentially reusable objects, storing, maintaining

and effectively using these objects is a huge task. Choosing a repository to handle these

objects is an issue that needs to be giving considerable thought to. Several requirements
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that such a repository should have were identified. Some of the main ones are the abili ty

to maintain traceabili ty links between various objects so that changes and their impacts

can be analyzed. In addition, sophisticated configuration management was required

because concurrent access to objects was required as many engineers may be using the

same objects simultaneously.

Implementation Layer

The implementation layer consists of objects that provide an interface to the hardware.

The advantage of this layer is that the software engineer who implements the interfaces

for the objects in the object pool does not have to know details about hardware and

communication interfaces.

These objects are identified and created by hardware engineers who know the hardware

and communication details.

Example 35: Implementation Objects

Some of the objects that we identified in this layer are:

Implementation Objects Interface

Communicator u  Read; (gpib communication interface)

u  Write; (gpib  communication interface)

Oscill oscope u  Display;

Memory bank u  Read; (DRAM communication)

u  Write; (DRAM communication)

v
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6.3.2 Populating the Framework

This section discusses the process of analyzing domain, system and software artifacts

with the goal of identifying useful objects, methods and data that we used to populate the

framework discussed in section 6.3.2. Members from several different groups are

typically involved in performing the population activities. For example, at Guidant some

of the people involved in populating the framework included physicians and others with

cardiac domain expertise (domain experts), system designers (application experts),

system testing group members (verification experts), and information technology

professionals who supported the activity of domain engineering.

The population process is iterative, involving several essential steps such as identification

of useful components, identification of their relationships with other components, and re-

engineering existing systems for the implementations of the components. This process is

summarized in Figure 37.
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Figure 37: Process for Populating the Framework

6.3.2.1 Identification

This involves analyzing several different artifacts with the goal of identifying

components that can be reused across families of products. As shown in the Figure 37,

different system documents such as system requirements, software requirements, books

from the cardiac-rhythm management domain, existing system designs and

implementations, inputs from the marketing department about future product features,

and test platform details, were used for identifying the initial set of domain components.
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Repository
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Using the documents, several heuristics were used to determine what formed a

component and what did not. Although these are not always applicable, they formed

important guidelines in identifying an initial set of components:

1. Features: System features obtained from the system requirements can be used to

identify potential objects. As an ill ustration, consider the firmware requirement

specification that says that “ the atrial channel ampli fier will be turned on when the

current device mode changes” . The engineer may, in this case create an amplifier

class .

2. Mnemonics: The mnemonics used in various system specifications also provides an

idea of some objects in the system. For example, mnemonics are used in the test

system to identify the commands and parameters required for the register

programmer. As the register programmer communicates with the pacemaker, these

mnemonics represent actual events that occur in the device. It is useful to consider

these mnemonics and see whether they fit into any of the existing objects, or if new

objects have to be created for them.

3. Algorithm designs: Some of the algorithms that are mentioned in the design

documents also give an indication of potential objects in the system, as these

algorithms usually pertain to particular component. For example, analyzing the

firmware design documents, we see that the brady-therapy algorithm applies to a

potential therapy  object.

4. Physical hardware components: Physical hardware gives a good indication of

potential objects in the system. For example, a pacemaker consists of a magnet.
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Hence, magnet  is a potential object that can be added to the object pool. These

physical hardware objects usually have some functionali ty that can be encapsulated in

an object.

5. System state: The system state also provides an idea about the objects in the system.

For example, the system may be in the fault-state. This would mean that a fault

object would be required to capture this state of the system.

The initial set of objects will be generic objects in the system domain. These will be

refined further as the interaction of these objects are identified and the object design

decided upon. After identifying the initial set of components, potential methods for these

objects were identified. The documents used in this process were the same as in

component identification. Some of the important heuristics here are:

1. System state: The state of the system can help in identifying the methods that are

required for a particular object. For example, the reed-switch state can be open or

close. Moreover, as the reed switch translates to a physical magnet, we can conclude

that there may be a magnet  class in the system. In addition, as the state of the reed

switch represents the application or removal of the magnet, we can further conclude

that the magnet class may have methods apply_magnet  and remove_magnet .

2. Features: The system and firmware requirements can be used to identify potential

methods. For example, consider a firmware requirement that says that “ the atrial

channel ampli fier will be turned on when the current device mode changes” . The verb

“ turned on” indicates potential method turn_amp_on and turn_amp_off  for the
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amplifier class . This also indicates potential methods is_amp_on?,  and is_amp_off?

from the testing perspective, for the amplifi er class .

6.3.2.2 Architecture Selection and Customization

During the process of object identification, the structure of the objects can be specified

using different OO architectures. Moreover, components can be customized to form a

refined set of domain abstractions. Some of the techniques that we used are:

1. Specialization: Objects in the system can be specialized to derive additional objects.

The derived objects can be represented by means of an object/class inheritance tree.

For example, one firmware requirement says “ the atrial channel ampli fier will be

turned on when the current device mode changes” . Another requirement says “ the

shock channel ampli fier will be turned on when the current device mode changes” .

The presence of more than one ampli fier, which have at least one common method

indicates that specialization through inheritance from an amplifier c l ass  can be

used to represent the atrial channel amplifier  and shock channel amplifier

objects.

2. Encapsulating common functions: There can be some functions relating to certain

requirements that have to be performed repeatedly. These functions can be added as

methods of objects in the service layer. By abstracting out common functions, the

programming of scenarios is simpli fied. In addition, these functions are not

meaningful in any of the objects in the Object Pool. For example, set_any_fault ()

could be a common function that is used in many test scenarios, which is expected to

set a fault of any type. This function can not be added as a method of an abstract
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Fault  class because then the function would become specific to the classes that inherit

from the Fault  class (li ke Cardiovert Fault or System Fault), and a call to

set_any_fault () will set only a Cardiovert fault i f the object is a CardiovertFault

instance. (Similarly for SystemFault). However, the actual functionali ty of

set_any_fault()  is to set a fault from the pool of both Cardiovert Faults and System

Faults. So we need a class that includes both CardiovertFault and SystemFault , and

which implements the set_any_fault () method.

3. Providing modifiabili ty: Some classes are created to handle future changes. For

example, suppose a scenario is written to check the value of the three copies of mode

(all three different types). It can then instantiate the three mode objects, each of a

different class and check the value of each of the three directly. However, suppose a

new system has four mode copies. In this case, all scenarios that were written directly

based on the old three-copies requirement would have to be changed. Nevertheless,

suppose the instantiation of the copies of mode was done in a ModeService  function.

Now the new requirement of four-copies does not affect any of the scenarios, as it is

encapsulated within this ModeService  function.  In some cases, parameterized service

classes (the parameters are based on types) can be created to account for such future

changes.

4. Creating collections or aggregate objects: Other useful services classes are collection

classes. These classes contain a list of objects and allow operations on the entire

group. In addition, this collection class manages the interaction among these objects.
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Some common examples of operations that these collection classes provide that make

accessing the objects easy are:

w  Iteration: Can iterate through the set of objects. (For example, List all values of all

Mode copies)

w  Group operations: Provide access to group of objects elegantly. (For example,

Clear All Faults)

5. Encapsulating inter-object functions (also called Master or Mediator objects): These

are created when there are some functions required which involve a set of objects of

different classes in the objects pool.  These manager objects encapsulate behavior that

is dependent on the current requirements, thus keeping the objects in the object pool

independent of the specifics of the requirements.  When requirements change, only

the behavior encapsulated in manager classes may have to be changed, and the

objects in the object pool can be reused.

6. Encapsulating algorithm variations: Sometimes there can be different variations of an

algorithm. So instead of making the scenario commit to one algorithm, it can be

redirected through a manager object, which can choose the appropriate algorithm

from the object pool for performing the request.  Sometimes this approach also helps

if new algorithms (to perform the same function) are created in the future. This often

occurs when developing a family of products in which different members require

different strategies for the implementation of a method. The Strategy, Backup and

Smart Proxy patterns [Gamma 94, Subraman 98] can be used to handle this case.

With these patterns, instead of hardwiring all the algorithms into the object, an object
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can be created and made a component of the identified object. For different members

of the product family, the objects are then instantiated with the appropriate concrete

objects, or the correct concrete objects can be dynamically chosen.

7. Wrapping objects: These are needed to keep the scenario classes independent of the

different classes inheriting from a particular class (as these specialized classes can

change in future products or as requirements change).  For example, making a

scenario dependent on the types of Fault might lead to many changes in the future.

Therefore, a Fault  service object can be created to act as a wrapper for the various

Fault  classes and instantiate the appropriate Fault  class depending on the context

(such as, parameters from the scenarios).

6.3.2.3 Reengineering

Reengineering involves analyzing the existing system to extract the implementations for

the domain abstractions identified in the previous step. This step can involve steps such

as program slicing [Huang 98] and dependence analysis [Joiner 94] to understand

existing code and the mapping of code to individual methods of the domain abstractions.

Reengineering the existing system is started with an initial set of domain objects. The

existing code is then reengineered to implement the identified methods of each object.

Some of the techniques used for reengineering the existing procedural code into method

implementations for objects are ill ustrated in the different reuse classes discussed in

section 2.3.2. These are reiterated briefly in the context of this chapter:
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x  Reuse As-Is: If there exists an exact match, copy the existing code as the

implementation of the method. The entire requirement scenario can be reused when

the requirements are reused across systems. We observed that in the case of evolving

safety-criti cal systems, this was the most popular kind of reuse. In this case the code

associated with the reused requirement can also be reused as-is. The Example 7

ill ustrates.

x  Reuse with Modifications: Occurs when there are only some portions of the identified

that code can be reused, but the method has to be augmented with additional code,

modify the existing code as the implementation of the method.

When only interactions among different components of the system changes, the code

may have to be modified while the operations in them are reused as is. A typical case

is when the requirements undergo changes but the new requirement can be satisfied

using the existing operations. The Example 8 ill ustrates.

x  Reuse with Generalization: If a specific implementation of a generic algorithm is

found, it can be generalized using the template method pattern [Gamma 94]. It can

then be customized to particular products when needed.  A template method defines

an algorithm in terms of abstract operations that subclasses override to provide

concrete behavior. The following example and Example 10 ill ustrate.

Example 36: Reuse with Generalization

 There are different therapy algorithms such as brady therapy and tachy therapy,

where the generic therapy algorithm generally has the same series of steps. By
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identifying the steps in the brady and tachy therapy algorithm (for instance), we

create a generalized therapy algorithm that can be customized to accommodate any

therapy algorithm that fits this framework.

 y

6.3.3 Application of the Framework to Testing

In order to introduce the concepts of OO and reuse into the functional testing process for

a pacemaker (pulse generator), the framework proposed in section 6.3.1, is applied to this

process6.

The different requirements are tested using the software requirements specification

(SRS). This process uses a test station whose architecture is independent of the pulse

generator.

The problem now involves the identification of test objects for the requirements of the

pulse generator software and the test station on which the tests are run.  Some of these

test objects will be specific to the software requirements and some will be utili ty objects

that help in the testing.

The Figure 38 ill ustrates the specialization of the framework for test object

implementation.

                                                

6 I would like to thank Dr. S. Subramanian and the DVT team at Guidant Corporation, and Mr. R.

Vishnuvajjala at Lucent, for their insights and support.
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Figure 38: Layered Framework for Test Implementation

  
Scenario Lists 

 
    Scenarios 

 
 Task Service 

 
 Object Pool 

 
 Test System 

 
Object Service 

This section discusses each of these layers. For each layer, the definition, process for

generating components in the layer, class and API definition of the objects in the layer,

the structure of objects in the layer and examples, are provided.

6.3.3.1 Scenario List Layer

The scenario li st layer provides an interface for test execution. It consists of objects that

represent a set of executable scenarios. One scenario li st is generated for each task.

Process for Scenario List Generation

A scenario li st can be generated by following the steps outlined below:

1. Identify the tasks on which testing is to be performed.

2. For each task identified, create a scenario li st class that inherits from the

ScenarioList  Class. Define the constructor for the class to initialize the list of
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scenarios. This is the main definition required as this is where the test scenarios are

initialized.

3. Add the generated scenario li st object to the test database.

Example 37: Scenar io L ists

The Scenario object created for testing the different requirements of Fault  task are added

to the Fault_ScenarioList  using the add()  method. The Figure 39 shows the fault

scenario-list (shown shaded).

Figure 39: Fault Scenar io-L ist

 

Fault_Scenarios 

Fault_Scenarios () 

Scenario 

report : Report 
system : TestSystem 

run ():void 

composite 

Scenarios 

noTCs : int = 0 
scenarios : Scenario * [] 
system : TestSystem 

run (testno : int =0):void 
runall():void 
add (sc : Scenario):void 

contains 

FaultScenario2 

+run ():void 

FaultScenario 

faultserv : FaultService 

FaultScenario1 

+run ():void 

Class name:

Fault_Scenar ios

Documentation:

    Initialize the number of test cases and test scenarios for Fault task. Constructor of the class.
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    Semantics:

  // For all the 21 test cases initialize the Scenario

  // list to have the list of scenarios that test the

  // different fault task requi rements.

    add(new FaultScenario1());

    add(new FaultScenario2());

    add(new FaultScenario3());

  // ...

  // Similarly add all the required fault scenarios to

  // the list of scenarios.

  //...

z

The advantages of the scenario li st layer are:

1. It provides a uniform interface to execute test cases for a given task.

2. In some situations, the test scenarios of different tasks can have significant overlap,

and sometimes one test could be a superset of another test. For example, one of the

fault-task test cases was already implemented as part of the test cases of the history-

task. There are different ways to reusing in this case:

{  Copy the code from the history task test to the fault test.

{  Print a statement to say that the test case has been executed in history task.

But, later if it is found that the history test case was implemented incorrectly, then in

case (a) we need to modify the fault test case again (have to copy the code from the
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history task to the fault task). In case (b), it means that the fault test was not done at

all , although the print statement says so. Using the abstract Scenario  class

implementation, the test case that overlaps between fault and history can be reused as:

Class name:

Fault_Scenar ios

Documentation:

Constructor of the class.

Semantics:

add(new FaultScenario1());

   add(new HistoryScenario6()); // overlapping scenario is reused

   add(new FaultScenario3());

In this case, the History task’s test scenario is executed when the FaultScenario 2 is

asked to execute.  Even if the history task’s test changes the fault scenario need not be

modified (always the current test case is executed).

6.3.3.2 Scenario Layer

Scenarios are objects that implements one test for a given requirement.

Process for Scenario Generation

1. Retrieve from the test database, the task scenario li st objects for which scenarios are

to be generated.

2. For each requirement associated with the task, design a test scenario to test them.

3. Create a class for the scenario created and inherit from the abstract Scenario  Class.
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4. Repeat for each ScenarioList  in the test database.

Example 38: Scenar ios

The various test scenarios written to test a task’s requirements are created as separate

classes and made to inherit from abstract Scenario  class. In the example, we have

abstract FaultScenario  class that act as template for all the test scenarios written for the

Fault task.  The FaultScenario  class inherits the interface from the abstract Scenario

class. The Figure 40 shows the fault scenario class (shown shaded).

Figure 40: Fault Scenar io

 

Fault_Scenarios 

Fault_Scenarios () 

Scenario 

report : Report 

system : TestSystem 

run ():void 

composite 

Scenarios 

noTCs : int = 0 
scenarios : Scenario * [] 
system : TestSystem 

run (testno : int =0):void 
runall():void 
add (sc : Scenario):void 

contains 

FaultScenario2 

+run ():void 

FaultScenario 

faultserv : FaultService 

FaultScenario1 

+run ():void 

The classes that inherit from FaultScenario  class implement one test scenario each for

the Fault task.

The scenarios provide a general interface for all scenarios, thus aiding understandabili ty

and reuse.
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6.3.3.3 Task and Object Service Layer

This layer provides higher level reusable operations, which normally would have been

repeated in different requirements. In addition, interactions among the objects in the

object pool are captured in the methods of these service functions.

The task service layer consists of objects that are created to provide common functions

required by most of the test scenarios of a given requirement. The object service layer

provides objects that are created to provide higher-level functions to the scenarios by

composing the primitives provided by the various objects in the object pool.

Process for Generating Task and Object Service Layer Components

1. There are two cases in which service functions are required

|  Identify tasks that require a particular functionali ty that is repeated in most of the

test scenarios of that task.  Create a Task Service class that provides this common

functionali ty.

|  For classes in the object pool decide if they require a Object Service function that

has higher-level functions composed of the primitives provided by the objects in

the object pool.

2. For each task identified, create the service function as appropriate.

3. Use service objects, and the functions they provide, in the tests scenarios. A scenario

can use one or more task services to implement the test scenario.
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Example 39: Task and Object Services

The Figure 41 shows an example of a service class for the Fault  class (shown shaded).

Figure 41: Fault Service

 

CardiovertFault 

+CardiovertFault( ) 

SystemFault 

+set( ) 
+reset( ) 
+SystemFault( ) 

CommandFault 

+set( ) 
+reset( ) 
+CommandFault( ) 

ExtendedSystemFault 

+set( ) 
+reset( ) 
+ExtendedSystemFault( ) 

FaultService 
-card_flt : CardiovertFault 
-sys_flt : SystemFault 
-cmd_flt : CommandFault 
-ext_flt : ExtendedSystemFault 
#flt : Fault 

+set_faults( ) 
+clear_faults( ) 
+set_fault( ) 
+reset_fault( ) 
+check_fault( ) 
+set_all( ) 

Fault 
#type : FAULT_TYPE 

+set( ) 
+reset( ) 
+status( ) 
+type( ) 

uses 

Shorted Lead 

+set( ) 
+reset( ) 
+type( ) 
+status( ) 

Open Lead 

Watchdog 

Osc. deviation 

Battery Timeout A Charge Timeout 

EGram 

R-R 

Class name:

FaultService

Documentation:

Fault service object, gives general functions that are be used by other objects that require to access the methods of the

fault objects (li ke cardiovert, command, and system faults) in their tests.  This object is mainly written for the fault test

scenarios. Any other service function that is required needs to be added later. These service functions were generated
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by reading the requirements of Fault task. These functions are higher level than the basic functions that the Fault

classes provide.

6.3.3.4 Object Pool

The object pool is a repository that consists of all the objects required in different

scenarios for testing the device. These objects implements the test object-specific details

required by the test scenarios. These objects are independent of test hardware.

Each object has an a) implementation and b) interface. The objects are designed such that

they can be reused across systems, by making the implementation independent of the test

system. For new system design, additional objects may have to be added to the object

pool.

Process for Generating Object Pool Components

1. For the requirements of the pulse generator being tested, come up with an initial set of

objects. The initial set of objects can be obtained from Domain Analysis or from the

previous system tested.

2. Create a Test Scenario-Object matrix (Table 24).

3. For each requirement (test scenario), create a row in the matrix.

4. For each of the initial set of objects, make a column in the Test-Scenario Object

matrix.

5. Identify the objects that are required for the current scenarios other than the ones

listed in the columns, if required.  To identify if such new objects are needed:
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}  Use a scenario description language (SDL) to create a pseudo-code like

description of the test scenario (as described in chapter 2).

}  For each statement/function/operation of the scenario in SDL, decide if the object

needs to be newly created or if it can be added as a method to an existing object.

If a new object needs to be created, add a new column to the Test Scenario-Object

matrix.

6. For each row in the Test Scenario-Object matrix add the operations it requires from

some of the objects (in each column).

7. These objects can be further refined or combined with other objects based on

functional similarity.

Table 24: Test Requirements Scenar io and Object matr ix
Objects

Test Req

Pacer Magnet Sensor ... Fault

Test-Req1 op1 op1 ... ...

Test-Req2 op2 op1

Test-Req3 ...

Example 40: Object Pool

Fault Test Scenar io

The requirement being tested is:

3.1.13.2.1 Initialize on Reset:
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The cardiovert, system, and command faults shall be cleared and defib

backup available shall be set to TRUE on cold reset.

To identify the objects for this scenario, write the test scenario as a pseudo code. For each

statement in this pseudo-code identify the object that should handle the operation.

Table 25: Identification of the Functional Requirements Imposed on each

Object by the Scenar io (Scenar io-Object Matr ix)

Scenario Cardiovert

Fault

Command

Fault

Defib Fault

Service

Report System

Fault

Test

System

3.1.13.2.1 set_all () set_all () set_backup()

status()

set_cardiovert_faults()

set_system_faults()

set_command_faults()

system_faults_cleared()

cardiovert_faults_cleared()

command_faults_cleared()

Report(sring) set_all () initialize()

nominals()

cold_reset()

The Fault  class is shown in Figure 41 (shown shaded).

~

6.3.3.5 Test System Layer

This layer consists of components that are dependent of the existing test station features

and provide a means of accessing the objects in the test station. By defining an interface

for the objects in the Object Pool to communicate and receive information from the pulse

generator and the test hardware and software.
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Process for Generating Test System Components

The test system components are generated by studying the test system in use. For

example, for an exiting test system, we identified the following component and their

containment relationships.

Figure 42: Test System Component Relationships

 

Raw register programmer  
communicates with the  

several communication  Programmer 

Counter 
Timer Parallel I/O 

GPIB 

RS-232 

PG/PG Simulator 

Heart Simulator 

Oscilloscope 

Power-supply 

Z80 Emulator 

Controller 

Hardware Software 

test_system 

Runs DVT  
target s/w 

PG through any of  

protocols 

Controls the  
communication  
between the various  
components. Also  
provides other  
features such as  
timers and counters  
to be used in DVT 

The software shown  
here runs  on the  
various hardware  
components shown 

Example 41: Test Implementation Objects

The PG object provides different operations, based on mnemonics, which can be used by the

Test Objects:

�  read

�  write

�  action
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�  ....

PG API Specification

PG_Data PG::read <data_mnemonic>

PG_Data PG::write <data_mnemonic, data>

PG_Data PG::action <action_mnemonic, ParamList>

�

The advantages of having a test system layer are:

�  Architectural changes in the test system do not affect the implementation of objects in

the other layers. This enhances reusability of across different test systems.

�  The components in the layers above the test system layer are independent of

communication-related aspects. This makes it possible it possible to change underlying

communication elements in the test system without affecting other layers.

�  The components in the layers above the test system layer do not depend on how the

various components within the test system interact with each other.

�  Provide a simple and extendible syntax for accessing (reading/writing/performing

actions) the pulse generator and other components in the test system. Thus the test

engineers do not have to intimate with the working of the test system and the pulse

generator in order to develop test cases.
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6.4 Lessons Learned and Results from Application to Testing

This section discusses some of the lessons learned in developing the framework presented

and the results from applying this framework to testing a safety-criti cal medical system as

it evolved.

6.4.1 Lessons Learned

Some of the important lessons learned during the framework development and

application process are discussed below. Some of these validate what is said in existing

literature.

Object Pool: Several issues had to be considered when the objects in the object pool

were being identified. These issues were important from several different perspectives

such as achieving high-level of reuse across families of products, providing well -defined

general abstractions for the system development, ensuring that the impact of technology

changes is minimal etc. Some of the issues are discussed below:

�  What are the characteristics of a reusable object: It is important to define the

characteristics of a reusable object for identification and development of such object.

For example, an object’s external interface is an important characteristic of the object.

It is important that an object’s interface be general enough so that it can be used in

different contexts. For example, there can be multiple constructors for an object for

different cases of the object creation. Generalization, specialization and

parameterization can be used to define reusable objects that are reusable not only

across different phases of a product development, but also across families of products.
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�  What must be the granularity of objects: The granularity of the components that must

form part of the domain repository can be sometimes criti cal for reuse. For example,

should the entire test system be considered an object or should interfaces be provided

to its parts such as Oscill oscope, PG, and Programmer.

�  What can be an object: Some guidelines about how to identify domain objects can be

helpful. For example, something like Tachy Detection may be modeled by some as a

method in some component by some analysts, while others may model it as a

component itself. Guidelines about such issues can help domain engineering tasks.

Management Issues: Support of management in performing the domain engineering

activities is important. Typically in companies with dedicated teams working on different

projects, domain-engineering tasks that study the domain to identify common reusable

artifacts do not form part of the standard development. To perform the domain

engineering, management must allocate resources and schedules so that these tasks can

be done. The initial overhead in performing domain engineering will pay off many times

in the development of families of products.

Human Factors: In addition to a top-down management driven approach, a bottom-up

approach to the problem of reuse is needed. Typically, software developers are wary of

using internally developed libraries. Comments such as “ I can do it in a better manner”

and “ the component does not satisfy my functionali ty exactly” are typical. Reuse must be

promoted within the company through education and training to enable software

developers to understand the potential of software reuse for more efficient and faster

product development.
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Repository Issues: One of the reasons why reuse is not widely prevalent is the lack of a

central repository and associated search tools for programmers to locate useful

components. Configuration management, access control, versioning and repository

maintenance, are some of the key issues that have to be addressed. Processes and rules

for inserting components into the repository, checking out components, and

customization of existing components are essential to ensure that the number of

components do not explode. Search faciliti es for extracting components from the

repository are also needed.

Financial factors: A study by the software engineering group at Guidant estimates that

significant gains in product development costs as well as opportunity costs can be

achieved by using reusable frameworks. It is important to note that a framework based

approach to product development would have significant initial overheads related to the

costs of developing the frameworks and the reusable domain components. Such costs can

be amortized across the budgets of the various products that can be developed using the

frameworks.

Marketing Factors: As discussed earlier, frameworks are useful in the development of

families of products. Typical such families of products spawn many years of

development. Therefore, to develop good reusable frameworks, it is important to

anticipate and understand beforehand what possible changes can occur in the products in

the next several years. The frameworks can then be developed so that they can handle

such potential new product features. The marketing department in an organization
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typically identifies such new features and therefore inputs from the marketing play an

important role in the development of frameworks.

Process Issues: As this project unfolded, it was clear that processes have to be defined

for different activities to streamline them. For example, processes had to be defined for

how the domain objects had to be identified, who identified the objects, how to define the

relationships with the already existing objects, customizing the objects, repository access,

versioning, and usage of objects from the repository.

6.4.2 Results from Application to Testing

The framework discussed above was applied to test a subset of a system as it evolved.

Five hundred requirements from the original system were chosen and the objects

developed. For these, twenty-five basic objects were identified and added to the object

pool. As an ill ustration, three of these objects were chosen for testing and the framework

populated with scenarios and services for these objects. For the objects chosen to be

tested, thirty-seven scenarios were generated (managed by three scenario li sts).

As the system and test system evolved, the following changes were made:

�  The test system was updated to use a new communication protocol, a faster

processor, and the heart simulator was updated to use a newer model.

�  The system was updated with twelve new requirements and new algorithms were

developed for some of the existing requirements.
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We noticed that all of the twenty-five basic objects could be reused. The Figure 43

ill ustrates the different reuse categories for the basic objects and the objects chosen for

testing.

Figure 43: Objects Reused on System Evolution

The Figure 44 shows the productivity improvements in terms of time saved on testing the

three objects. It contrasts the case of no reuse with the case of using the framework

proposed to test the objects.
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Figure 44: Productivity Improvements on Using Framework

The savings obtained were due to the following main reasons:

1) Although the test system changed, these changes were isolated from the object

implementation due to the different test system and object pool layers.

2) Although new requirements were added, these requirements could be implemented

using the existing objects from the object pool. New scenarios needed to be

generated, but the changes were again isolated in the scenario layer and the tests that

were managed by the scenario li sts did not have to be rewritten. In addition, the

implementations of the objects in the object pool were not affected.
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3) Although implementations of certain objects in the object pool had to be modified

due to new algorithms being used, the scenarios associated with these objects were

not affected.

6.5 Conclusions

This chapter proposed a domain specific framework for developing and testing safety-

criti cal systems. The applications of this in an industrial environment are challenging due

to the complexity of industrial software [Tsai 95, Onoma 95]. Unlike many papers on

domain engineering which discuss techniques to identify objects, we found that in an

industrial scenario, the issues of ease of use and the abili ty to maintain these objects are

very criti cal.

We found this approach by recognizing the invariant parts of the software systems. The

key idea is to abstract out the domain-level operations and support test case development

that depends on these operations. The layers are created to abstract the domain

knowledge from the actual test case (scenario) generation task. The approach decouples

the conceptual model from the implementation details. In addition, modularity is

achieved by having the objects centered on system components, and by keeping them

separate from the implementation providing information hiding.

Operational scenarios can be derived by composing and combining various operations at

different levels, such as domain, application, and programming. This assists in rapid

development.
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We applied this framework to the testing phase of a pacemaker and obtained considerable

improvement in productivity. We found that, although this reuse approach to testing is

generally useful, it is especially useful for testing safety-criti cal systems.

Changing system requirements can be accommodated economically by modifying the

different layers. Further, these changes can be made independent of one another due to

the layered framework.
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8. Appendix

Table 26 lists the driver code for the different test cases shown in Table 11.

Table 26: Test Dr iver Code

ID Driver Code

1 Smart_Proxy(open, open_stub);

Open_return = -1; status = TRUE; status = mm_init_dos_diskette();

if (check_path("%d%d%d%d", 1, 6, 23, 26) && !status ) LOG("PASS");

else LOG("FAIL");

Undo_Proxy(open);

2 Smart_Proxy(open, open_stub); Smart_Proxy(fcntl, fcntl_stub);

open_return = 1; fcntl_return = -1; status = TRUE;

status = mm_init_dos_diskette();

if (check_path("%d%d%d%d%d", 1, 2, 6, 23, 26) && !status )

    LOG("PASS");

Else LOG("FAIL");

Undo_Proxy(open); Undo_Proxy(fcntl);

3 Smart_Proxy(open, open_stub); Smart_Proxy(fcntl, fcntl_stub);

Smart_Proxy(disk_get_entry, disk_get_entry_stub);

Open_return = 1; fcntl_return = 1; disk_get_entry_return = -1;

status = TRUE; status = mm_init_dos_diskette();

if (check_path("%d%d%d%d%d%d%d",  1, 2, 3, 6, 23, 24, 26)
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ID Driver Code

    && !status ) LOG("PASS");

else LOG("FAIL");

Undo_Proxy(disk_get_entry); Undo_Proxy(fcntl); Undo_Proxy(open);

4 Smart_Proxy(open, open_stub); Smart_Proxy(fcntl, fcntl_stub);

Smart_Proxy(disk_get_entry, disk_get_entry_stub);

Open_return = 1; fcntl_changing_return_values = TRUE;

Fcntl_return_changed[FIRST_CALL] = 1;

Fcntl_return_changed[SECOND_CALL] = 1;

Fcntl_return_changed[THIRD_CALL] = -1; disk_get_entry_return = 1;

Disk_get_entry_arg2.heads = 1; status = TRUE;

Status = mm_init_dos_diskette();

if (check_path("%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d",

    1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 23, 24, 25, 26) && !status ) LOG("PASS");

else LOG("FAIL");

fcntl_changing_return_values = FALSE;

Undo_Proxy(disk_get_entry); Undo_Proxy(fcntl); Undo_Proxy(open);

5 Smart_Proxy(open, open_stub); Smart_Proxy(fcntl, fcntl_stub);

Smart_Proxy(disk_get_entry, disk_get_entry_stub);

Smart_Proxy(block_read, block_read_stub);

Open_return = 1; fcntl_return = 1; Disk_get_entry_return = 1;

Disk_get_entry_arg2.heads = 2;

Disk_get_entry_arg2.track_sectors = 18;
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Disk_get_entry_arg2.cylinders = 80; block_read_return = -1;

Status = TRUE; status = mm_init_dos_diskette();

If (check_path("%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d",

    1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 23, 24, 26) && !status ) LOG("PASS");

else LOG("FAIL");

Undo_Proxy(block_read); Undo_Proxy(disk_get_entry);

Undo_Proxy(fcntl); Undo_Proxy(open);

6 Smart_Proxy(open, open_stub); Smart_Proxy(fcntl, fcntl_stub);

Smart_Proxy(disk_get_entry, disk_get_entry_stub);

Smart_Proxy(block_read, block_read_stub);

Smart_Proxy(block_write, block_write_stub);

open_return = 1; fcntl_return = 1; disk_get_entry_return = 1;

disk_get_entry_arg2.heads = 2; disk_get_entry_arg2.track_sectors = 18;

disk_get_entry_arg2.cylinders = 80; block_read_return = 0;

block_write_return = -1; block_write_stub_at_call = 1;

block_write_num_called = 0; status = TRUE;

status = mm_init_dos_diskette();

if (check_path("%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d",

    1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 19, 23, 24, 26) && !status )

    LOG("PASS");

else LOG("FAIL");

Undo_Proxy(block_write); Undo_Proxy(block_read);

Undo_Proxy(disk_get_entry); Undo_Proxy(fcntl); Undo_Proxy(open);
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7 Smart_Proxy(block_write, block_write_stub);

block_write_return = -1; block_write_stub_at_call = 2;

block_write_num_called = 0; status = TRUE;

status = mm_init_dos_diskette();

if (check_path("%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d",

    1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12, 14, 15, 19, 23, 24, 26)

    && !status ) LOG("PASS");

else LOG("FAIL");

Undo_Proxy(block_write);

8 Smart_Proxy(block_write, block_write_stub);

block_write_return = -1; block_write_stub_at_call = 3;

block_write_num_called = 0; status = TRUE;

status = mm_init_dos_diskette();

if (check_path("%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d",

    1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12, 14, 16, 17, 18,

    12, 13, 19, 23, 24, 26) && !status ) LOG("PASS");

else LOG("FAIL");

Undo_Proxy(block_write);

9 Smart_Proxy(block_write, block_write_stub);

floppy_data[3].num_fats = 1;     floppy_data[3].num_sectors_per_fat = 2;

block_write_return = -1;

block_write_stub_at_call = 4; block_write_num_called = 0;
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status = TRUE; status = mm_init_dos_diskette();

if (check_path("%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d%d",

    1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12, 14, 16, 17,

    19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 26) && !status ) LOG("PASS");

else LOG("FAIL");

Undo_Proxy(block_write);

10 status = FALSE; status = mm_init_dos_diskette();

if (status) LOG("PASS"); else LOG("FAIL");


